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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Amazonia represents an expansive and diverse landscape and environment. It was once
thought that the poor soils and hot, humid climate represented a limiting environment for
human culture and society. Culture could only advance as far as hunter-gatherers and the
most basic cultivation practices. However, recent archaeological and paleoecological
studies have shown that Amazonia was not an uninhabitable landscape, but one that was
extensively modified and manipulated by prehistoric populations. There are still many
unknowns concerning the cultivation history of populations, mainly due to the poor
preservation of this type of evidence in the archaeological and paleoecological records.
Given a paucity of evidence, two central hypotheses concerning how prehistoric peoples
were interacting with their environment have been formed: 1) people were settling
around riverine areas, but clearing large cultivation fields on the uplands using slash-andburn cultivation and practicing a type of short cultivation-long fallow cycling, 2) people
lived on bluffs along rivers and streams using fertile riverine areas as well as using tree
fall gaps and small planting areas for cultivation on the uplands and were practicing a
long cultivation-short fallow cycle. It would be expected that these two hypotheses
would result in different subsequent forest composition and patterning and would leave
different signatures in paleoecology records.

Agent-based modeling offers insight into how complex interactions play out over time,
and, in this case, how various prehistoric slash-and-burn cultivation strategies affect
subsequent forest composition and patterning through time. Model results can then be
1

used to determine if different slash-and-burn cultivation strategies create unique
signatures that can then be identified in archaeological and/or paleoecological records.
The Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model and the Succession Model represent initial
investigations into just how much insight agent-based modeling may offer questions
concerning the cultivation practices of prehistoric Amazonian populations. The specific
goals of the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model and the Succession Model were to
investigate to what extent prehistoric Amazonian slash-and-burn cultivation practices,
explicitly varying cultivation/fallow cycles, could potentially affect the pattern or
proportion of subsequent forest composition and if these potential patterns are significant
enough to be discernable in paleoecological records.

To begin with, however, the models had to be evaluated in terms of programming code
and predictable results. This is mainly done through sensitivity testing in which the
parameters are each tested assessing how they each affect model results. Once this is
complete then each model can be evaluated for its applicability to the initial research
goals and questions. Ethnographic references on various Amazonian indigenous groups
were used to set up basic constraints and rules in both agent-based models, the
Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model and the Succession Model. The Amazonian Slashand-Burn Model represents the more simplistic agent-based model in which agents are
households and these households make cultivation decisions based on an assigned birth
and death rate and on land type preferences, the availability of land, the proximity to
neighbors, and on the length of time allowed for cultivation and the fallowing of fields.
The latter Succession Model is built off the basic programming of this model with the
2

addition of fallow successional stages and preferences and decisions linked to each
successional stage.

Both models prove to add valuable insight into how agent-based models can better
inform they way prehistoric Amazonian agricultural signatures can better be analyzed in
paleoecological records. The results demonstrate that, in fact, varying cycles of
cultivation/fallow cultivation practices may leave different signatures on subsequent
forest patterns, but these signatures may be more identifiable through fallow lengths
rather than cultivation lengths. However, a more in depth study of the results of
additional cultivation/fallow cycle lengths needs to be carried out before the initial results
of the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model and Succession Model can really be applied to
the analyses of paleoecological records. Both models will prove to be more valuable in
paleoecological studies as more complexity and more specific geographical and
ethnographical data is incorporated. Agent-based modeling offers new avenues of
research to help deal with the paucity of data currently available on prehistoric
Amazonian cultivation practices and how paleoecological records and archaeological
data may better be used to understand these practices.
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CHAPTER 2: AMAZONIAN SLASH-AND-BURN CULTIVATION AND
ANTHROPOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS INTO AMAZONIAN
CULTIVATION PRACTICES

Introduction

In this chapter I will define and discuss tropical agriculture, specifically Amazonian
swidden cultivation and its forms. I selected this area because there is sparse
archaeological information and information in general on prehistoric cultivation practices
in the Amazon Basin. The scarce information is mainly due to lack of botanical recovery
or preservation and to the drastic population decline after European contact. I will also
review the major approaches within anthropology examining human-environmental
interactions within the Amazon. This area has been also been the center of much debate
focusing on the role of the environment in culture development and whether or not
indigenous populations are managers or adaptive strategists. There have been numerous
anthropological methods and theories applied to Amazonian populations to address these
various perspectives, including environmental determinism, cultural ecology, historical
ecology, and human behavioral ecology just to name a few. My model and research
directly examines to what extent prehistoric farmers could have impacted their
surrounding environment and whether or not their practices can be detected in subsequent
forest re-growth.

4

Tropical Agriculture

The terms agriculture and cultivation are sometimes used synonymously or with little
distinction. Cultivation is an extensive subsistence practice that manipulates vegetation
composition and soil components to produce a “managed” system (Harris 1989).
Agriculture, on the other hand, is defined as the reliance on the intensive propagation of
domesticated crops and the cultural changes that may accompany this shift in dependence
(Harris 1989). Extensive cultivation is far less intrusive than intensive. Extensive uses a
minimum of time and energy on a relatively large expanse of land. Intensive agriculture,
on the other hand, concentrates on a small area of land focusing on high yields and
production often using chemicals and fertilizers (Harris 1989, Price and Gebauer 1995,
Rindos 1984). Shifting or swidden cultivation is a general form of extensive cultivation,
relying on small plots of land minimally altered by humans and focusing on a variety of
native crops.

The Amazon Basin is part of the humid Neotropics, which is defined as the area between
approximately 23.5 degrees North and 23.5 degrees South latitude in South America.
Swidden cultivation is the main form of agriculture practiced in the Amazon Basin by
indigenous populations, especially in the terra firme, or interfluvial region (Basso 1973;
Carneiro 1973, 1983; Lathrap 1973; Meggers 1995; Posey 1983; Ruddle 1974).
Swiddening practices differ from group to group and area to area due to the array of
environmental and climatic variations within the Amazon Basin. The Amazon Basin is
often divided into two zones, the varzea and the terra firme, although this distinction fails
5

to emphasize the variation within each of these areas. The varzea is located along the
floodplains and often contains soils, altisols and alluvial soils, with a high fertility.
Depending on the depositing river or waterway the soil fertility can vary greatly. The
varzea only comprises around two percent of the Amazon Basin, therefore limiting its use
by and availability to indigenous peoples (Moran 1993).

The terra firme is seen as the interior area of the Amazon Basin and is usually labeled as
having poor soils throughout (Basso 1973; Carneiro 1973, 1983, 1984, 1995; Johnson
1974, 1983; Meggers 1954, 1963, 1976, 1995; Ruddle 1974; Steward and Faron 1959).
The terra firme is composed of two main types of soils, oxisols and ultisols. Oxisols are
the most common soil type throughout the Amazon Basin and are characterized by the
high content of iron and aluminum hydrated oxides. Ultisols are also very common but
are distinguished from oxisols by the high clay content increasing with depth. Ultisols
are mostly found in steeper areas. Neither soil type would be considered high in fertility,
but the rapid decomposition of organic matter helps to add nutrients back into the ground
making up for the deficiencies of the soils (Moran 1993).

The terra firme is a diverse area of varying ecosystems. Moran (1993) classifies the terra
firme into four ecosystems; lowland savannas, blackwater ecosystems, upland forests,
and montane forests. Each ecosystem has its own vegetational signature, agriculture
limitations, and population history (Moran 1993).

6

Historically, shifting cultivation has been the foremost agricultural practice in tropical
zones. Shifting cultivation is thought to be the earliest form of agriculture due to the
limitations of labor and tool technology of early humans, and when practiced for
subsistence soil fertility can be maintained (Boserup 1965; Carneiro 1988; Norman 1979;
Webster and Wilson 1980). Shifting cultivation encompasses a variety of techniques and
strategies, but all involve the cultivation or farming a field for a given amount of time
followed by a period of time in which the field is allowed to go fallow (Basso 1973;
Carneiro 1973,1983, 1988; Caviglia 1999; Johnson 1974,1983; Nicholaides III 1983;
Norman 1979; Ruddle 1974; Steward 1948; Steward and Faron 1959). For my model
three types of fallowing systems, forest-fallow, bush-fallow, and short-fallow, will by
simulated using Boserup’s (1965) distinctions. Forest-fallow cultivation allows the field
plot to go fallow for twenty plus years after several years of cultivation. The fallow plot
is allowed to succeed into secondary forest before it can be cultivated again. Bush-fallow
cultivation can be generalized as a form of forest-fallow, but under bush-fallow the
cultivation period can equal the fallow period, which is shorter than that of the forestfallow system. Cultivation can also occur for as little as one to four years. Small trees
and bushes are allowed to grow back during the fallow period, usually somewhere
between six to fifteen years, depending on environmental conditions. The last fallowing
system is the short-fallow cultivation. During short-fallow, cultivation occurs for only a
year or two before the field is allowed to go fallow. The fallow period is relatively short,
one to three years, and only grasses have time to take hold (Boserup 1965).

7

Slash-and-mulch and slash-and-burn are the two most widely practiced forms of shifting
cultivation in the tropics. These two systems differ only in how “slashed” vegetation is
processed. Slash-and mulch cultivation involves the felling of vegetation and leaving it
where it lies to become mulch. Crops are then planted directly into the mulch to utilize
the nutrients of the decaying vegetation. This type of shifting cultivation is used in areas
lacking a dry season where the ground and slashed vegetation remain too wet to burn. It
is practiced mainly on the Western edge of the Amazon Basin, for example, by the Choco
of the Colombian Amazon (Isacsson 1985).

Swidden or slash-and-burn cultivation is a form of shifting cultivation in which a field or
plot of land is cleared through burning and sometimes re-burning until the plot can be
cleared by hand or is free of most vegetational debris (Steward 1948; Steward and Faron
1959; Webster and Wilson 1980). For example the Kuikuru of the Upper Xingu burn a
field once and then several days later the branches and logs that did not completely burn
are repiled and burned again (Carneiro 1973, 1983, 1988). But the Ka’apor of Eastern
Brazil find burning once is sufficient and plant after the first rain (Balée 1994). The ash
left behind by the burned vegetation is left on the ground as a type of natural fertilizer
(Wrigley 1981). The plot or field is then intercropped with staple crops, most often bitter
manioc (Manihot esculenta) in the lowland tropical forest and maize (Zea mays), fruit,
and nut-bearing trees (Basso 1973; Carneiro 1973, 1983; Ruddle 1974; Webster and
Wilson 1980). The Machiguenga of Eastern Peru plant bitter manioc and maize as their
staple crops and plant cocoyam, pineapple, sugar cane, papaya, cotton, and yams as
supplementary crops (Johnson 1983). This allows different crops to be harvested during
8

different seasons and years, even after the field has been left to go fallow, maximizing the
yields of a single cultivated field (Balée 1994; Basso 1973; Carneiro 1973, 1983, 1988;
Johnson 1974, 1983; Ruddle 1974; Webster and Wilson 1980). Swidden cultivation is
practiced in conjunction with collecting wild fruits and nuts and other types of plant
material (Balée 1994; Basso 1973; Ruddle 1974).

In the past and now in less economically developed areas, indigenous groups usually only
cultivate a plot of land for three to four years and allow it to go fallow for at least twenty
years or more. Depending on the type of soil, how quickly secondary forest regenerates,
and the expanse of surrounding forest, fallow lengths may be longer than twenty years
(Carneiro 1983, 1973, 1988; Vickers 1983; Webster and Wilson 1980). Increasingly,
indigenous groups have been forced to shorten fallow lengths due to development in the
Amazon and loss of available forest (Norman 1979). Some indigenous groups are
relatively mobile and move with their fields every couple of years or remain in permanent
settlements and vary the placement of their fields. For example, the Machiguenga move
their houses every couple of years with their fields, staying in relatively the same area
(Johnson 1983). However, the Kuikuru remain rather sedentary and continue to clear the
forest outward from their central locale (Carneiro 1983). The decision to move a
settlement can depend greatly on the walking distance to and from fields with heavy crop
loads (Norman 1979). If a new plot cannot be found for clearing that is within a
reasonable walking distance, then a settlement may move with the search for new areas
of land for cultivation; this, of course, varies from culture to culture (Norman 1979;
Wilson and Webster 1980).
9

Swidden cultivation helps put nutrients back into the soil through the ash left on the fields
after burning (Basso 1973; Carneiro 1973. 1983; Lathrap 1973; Meggers 1995; Posey
1983; Ruddle 1974). The surrounding vegetation is left at varying heights to help add
protection from the damaging sun (Johnson 1974; Posey 1983). Due to the effort it
would take to remove them, large stumps and logs are left in the field after burning,
which helps to lessen soil erosion and leaching (Basso 1973; Carneiro 1973, 1983;
Johnson 1983; Posey 1983; Ruddle 1974; Webster and Wilson 1980). Leaf litter and
other debris from the surrounding forest also help with soil regeneration during fallow
periods (Webster and Wilson 1980). Indigenous groups rarely fully deplete the fertility
of a field, often abandoning or letting the field go fallow before it is necessary (Carneiro
1983; Posey 1983). Field abandonment is usually due to invading weeds. It takes more
time and energy to adequately weed an established field than it would to start anew. Pests
can also pose a problem the longer a field is cultivated (Carneiro 1983; Pearsall 2004)
However, the abandoned field will continue to be harvested for those plants that mature
after many years, mainly fruiting trees, or that will continually produce for several more
years, such as root crops (Basso 1973; Carneiro 1973, 1983; Johnson 1983; Pearsall
2004; Posey 1983; Ruddle 1974).

Approaches to Studying Swiddening in Anthropology

Initial investigations into swidden cultivation began in Indonesia, Malaysia, and Central
Africa, rather than in the Amazon. This was mainly due to the depopulation of native
Amazonian peoples and the paucity of accessible groups. For those accessible groups,
10

information on cultivation was given only a brief consideration in Amazonian
ethnographies. It was only during a surge in the popularity of ecologically based theories
that native agricultural practices became a central focus in studies. Anthropologists were
quick to apply contemporary theories on cultural complexity and human-environmental
interactions to Amazonian populations (Steward 1948, Sauer 1953, Conklin 1961, Geertz
1963, Moran 2008). Anthropologists also turned to the Amazon to help validate theories
on cultural development, for example, as to what extent agricultural practices reflected
the complexity of a culture, and to help resolve whether humans played an active or
passive role in shaping their environment. Anthropologists diligently collected
ethnographic information, to support or oppose these theories. Several theories were
central in the advancement of knowledge of swidden cultivation systems, namely
environmental determinism, historical ecology, and human behavioral ecology.

Cultural Ecology

Cultural Ecology can be credited to Julian Steward and stemmed from his reaction to
existing cultural evolution models, i.e. unilinear evolution, and the purely descriptive data
collection of historical particularism (Steward and Faron 1955). As defined by Steward
and Faron (1955) cultural evolution is the theory of parallel culture development and
progression through universal stages. Previous theories on culture development and
evolution focused on finding universals in which all cultures could be categorized. These
theories failed to regard the environment as having any influence on cultural practices or
developments.
11

Steward saw cultural development as multilinear evolutionary with various factors
attributing to and affecting its growth and change, but each culture needed to be treated as
a unique entity (Steward and Faron 1955). Julian Steward’s 1948 edited volume, The
South American Handbook, postulated how the surrounding environment had a direct
impact on various aspects of cultural development. He held the humid tropics as an
environment with a relatively low potential for supporting varying levels of diverse
cultural development. He did not go as far as to claim that the environment was a
limiting factor in cultural development, but that the environment played a significant role
in the potential for cultural growth (Steward 1948; Steward and Faron 1955). Each
culture was ultimately responsible for its development climax because of the various
factors that made up that unique culture, but the way in which a culture interacted with its
environment was crucial to its development potential (Steward and Faron 1955). Steward
viewed the environmental interactions of a culture as permeating throughout the society.
These interactions affected many aspects of the culture system as a whole, not just those
acts that came directly in contact with the environment. Steward’s Cultural Ecology
influenced many the methods and theories that came after, especially those applied to
understanding pre-historic and historical human-environmental relationships of the
Amazon Basin, although his influence stemmed both from his ideas of culture ecology
and in reaction to his ideas.

One of Steward’s colleagues, Betty Meggers, postulated the environment as the limiting
factor in cultural development. In Meggers’ 1954 article, Environmental Limitation of
the Development of Culture, she applied a once abandoned theory of “environmental
12

determinism” as the reason why cultures of the Amazon, “primitive” cultures, remain
small in population, relatively sedentary, simple in technology, and lacked chiefdoms.
Subsistence practices, material culture and social and religious aspects are direct
representations of the potential of a given environment (Meggers 1954). The high
humidity, large amounts of rainfall, and most importantly the “assumed” poor soil
conditions of the Amazon region limited the food production in this area (Batt 1985;
Meggers 1954, 1971, 1976; Meggers and Evans 1963). If an environment is not
conducive to some form of agriculture then the culture that can develop in that
environment will be limited (Batt 1985; Meggers 1954, 1971; Meggers and Evans 1963).
These environmental limitations, as applied by Meggers, are considered necessary to
explain the differences in the cultural development of populations around the world (Batt
1985; Meggers 1954, 1971; Meggers and Evans 1963).

Swidden cultivation was seen as the highest form of subsistence that could be practiced in
the environment of the Amazon (Meggers 1954, 1971; Meggers and Evans 1963). This
type of cultivation was seen to limit the size of populations that it could support, and in
turn could not support permanent settlements. Subsistence was Meggers’ main argument
for the supposed lack of complex, chiefdoms in the Amazon. She claimed that when
more complex and technologically advanced cultures tried to expand into the Amazon
these cultures degraded into slash-and-burn agriculturalists or could not survive at all.
The Incas, the Marajó Island culture located at the mouth of the Amazon, and more
contemporary cultures trying to expand within the Amazon are used as examples of
complex cultures failing to adapt and survive in this environment (Meggers 1954;
13

Meggers and Evans 1963). Meggers asserted that because of the inability of the
environment to sustain intensive agriculture, or more importantly the dependence of these
cultures on swidden cultivation, which is viewed as a limiting form of agriculture, these
Amazonian cultures would always remain small, sedentary, and less advanced than other
cultures.

However, in 1960 Robert Carneiro responded to Meggers’ claims of swidden cultivation
limiting the level at which culture could rise in the Amazon by pointing out that these
Amazonian cultures are not limited by the agriculture they practice, but by protein
resources and available water sources for fishing (Carneiro 1973, 1995; Lathrap 1973).
Carneiro was not the first to stress protein limitations, but was central in providing a
counter-argument to Betty Meggers’ theory. Carneiro set forth examples of Amazonian
groups that remain in permanent housing and practice slash-and-burn agriculture, groups
that have exceeded 1000 individuals (viewed as the upper limit of the number of people
supported by swidden cultivation by Meggers [Meggers 1954]), and how most sedentary
swidden cultivators do not move because the soil is depleted, but because their protein
source is depleted (Carneiro 1973, 1984, 1995). Indigenous groups practicing swidden
cultivation within the terra firme were limited to smaller tributaries that cannot support
fish populations suitable for subsistence (Carneiro 1973, 1984, 1995). Carneiro
successfully demonstrated that swidden cultivation and low soil fertility were not limiting
factors in culture growth of Amazonian populations (Carneiro 1995; Meggers 1971).

14

Later, Anna Roosevelt provided evidence of chiefdoms existing in the Amazon at Marajó
Island, Brazil (Roosevelt 1991). Roosevelt also found and supported previous evidence
of high population densities along the Amazonian floodplain. She accredited this growth
with the introduction of maize into these areas (Roosevelt 1980). Roosevelt used previous
hypotheses to base her own hypotheses on population densities and development in the
Amazon, using archaeology as a means to support her arguments (Roosevelt 1980, 1991).
Roosevelt’s arguments are still under speculation as are other hypotheses concerning
cultural development in the Amazon. These debates led anthropologists to study the
practice and method of slash-and-burn agriculture in the Amazon and to examine if soil
fertility could be regained after a period of fallowing (Basso 1973; Carneiro 1973, 1983;
Caviglia 1999; Johnson 1974, 1983; Nicholaides III 1983; Ruddle 1974).

Human Behavioral Ecology

Human Behavioral Ecology (HBE) comes directly from evolutionary ecologist
approaches to understanding the adaptive strategies of organisms (Winterhalder and
Smith 2000). HBE focuses on how humans are part of the same ecosystems as other
organisms and how humans are therefore governed by the same rules. Human behavioral
ecologists are concerned with human adapted strategies to a certain environment and how
these strategies vary and change between environments (Winterhalder and Smith 1992,
2000). Once a specific adaptive strategy within a given culture is characterized, that
strategy can be broken down into smaller units and ultimately behavior can be analyzed
and predicted. Humans, just like other organisms, are working within the basic adaptive
15

strategies of natural selection (Smith and Winterhalder 1992; Winterhalder and Smith
1992, 2000).

Optimization models and game theory models from ecology and economics are adapted
and applied to human systems (Smith and Winterhalder 1992). These models focus on
specific adaptive strategies to tease out behavioral patterns and can then be used to
understand other populations of similar organization in similar environments
(Winterhalder and Smith 1992). Hunter-foragers have most often been studied by human
behavioral ecologists because hunter-foragers are in direct relationship with their
surrounding environment on which they depend for survival, which is also thought to
provide a simpler context for distinguishing single adaptive behaviors (Smith and
Winterhalder 1992; Winterhalder and Smith 1992). HBE gives a scientifically
measurable insight into human adaptive behavior and is now applying hunter-forager
developed models to archaeological investigations (Winterhalder and Smith 2000).

Historical Ecology

Some anthropologists found fault in the lack of value put on humans as individuals and in
the lack of consideration for humans in an historical context, and so they formulated a
new approach to study human-environment interactions. Humans are viewed as managers
or agents of their environment and take an active role in shaping their environment.
However, these relationships cannot be understood without taking into consideration the
history behind the development and interactions of that culture. Historical Ecology
16

approaches the study of human-environmental interactions as a multi-disciplinary
collaboration among archaeologists, historians, ecologists, geographers, and when
appropriate the indigenous population involved (Balée 1998; Balée and Erickson 2006;
Heckenberger 2004, 2006).

Historical Ecologists contend that humans begin to affect and change their environment
immediately, whether inadvertently or deliberately, but this relationship is a dialectical
one (Balée 1998; Crumley 1994; Heckenberger 2003, 2006; Moran 2008). Humans are
viewed as managers or agents of their environment and take an active role in shaping
their environment, but the environment also plays an active role, continuously
transforming and adapting to human presence (Balée 1998; Crumley 1994). Humans in
the Amazon have a long history of managing their surrounding environment. The idea of
a “pristine” forest is naïve and doesn’t take into consideration this lengthy context of
humans living within and therefore changing and manipulating the forest composition of
Amazonia (Balée and Erickson 2006; Denevan 1992; Heckenberger 2003). Historical
Ecologists have focused on finding the cultural in the “pristine” and have documented
human manipulated landscapes throughout Amazonia from terra preta soils to raised
fields to stands of culturally created fruit and nut trees (Balée 1989; Denevan 1992).
These investigations help to supply Amazonia with a long-term history of human
occupation.
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Conclusions

Humans have persisted within the Amazon for thousands of years. Cultivation strategies
are a central theme in understanding how humans have changed and affected their
surrounding environment over time. Whether you take an environmental deterministic,
historical ecological, or human behavioral ecological approach the relationship and
interactions between humans and the environment are still central concerns. These
interactions left some impact on the environment and my model looks to expose the
degree to which long-term, small-scale swidden cultivation affected subsequent forest
growth. My Amazonian Swidden Cultivation Model addresses this interaction in the
most basic sense. Humans are cultivating areas of land for so many years and then
allowing those same areas of land to go fallow for so many years. All behavior built into
the model is based on ethnographic resources. Adaptive strategies and environmental
reactions can be given only minor consideration given the simplicity of my model.
However, my model provides a good base for later building more theoretically focused
elements into the model.
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CHAPTER 3: AGENT-BASED MODELING AND ITS USE IN ARCHAEOLOGY
AND SLASH-AND-BURN LAND USE STRATEGIES

Agent-Based Modeling

A model, in a social science sense, is a simplified representation of a more complex ‘realworld’ event or process broken down into observations, assumptions, mathematical
equations, and behaviors (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999). A model reduces a more complex
situation into understandable parts that can then be put together for a better understanding
of the entirety. In essence, a model simplifies a real-world event, so that each factor or
variable can be evaluated for its contribution to the event and then the event can be better
understood in terms of how and why it happened. Discrete factors may be more or less
pivotal in producing certain results or outcomes and an agent-based model helps to
recognize which factors may or may not be more important in reaching this result. Goals
of using a model in social science situations include producing an understanding of how
and why a system or process operates or predicting future outcomes.

A computer model allows a researcher to explore complex ‘real-world’ events more
completely by simulating time progression and by providing a degree of efficiency to
analyzing the interaction of both observations, or concrete ‘real-world’ data, and
assumptions. Long-term and/or complex events and processes can be easily managed, in
terms of time and interacting factors, by a computer model, while these same events and
processes could take prodigious amounts of time and energy to understand when using
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only mathematical equations and human power. A computer model can tackle this sort of
complexity and time sequence and can be checked along the way for accuracy and for
errors. A computer model also offers a way to incorporate unquantifiable data or
unknowns that are important in answering a research question, but that may not be
directly observable (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999).

A simulation model allows a researcher to gather information on how the computer
model components interact and influence each other over a specified period of time,
including both short-term and long-term sequences. The same event can be reproduced
many times and can be allowed to run over a longer period of time than the ‘real-world’
event can be observed (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999). Long-term data collection is
especially useful when the ‘real-world’ factors are based on unpredictable behaviors or a
degree of uncertainty is inherent. Multiple simulations can be compared and analyzed to
come up with a baseline understanding of the influence of discrete factors on known
outcomes. By allowing the model to run for a longer period of time than the ‘real-world’
event future outcomes can also be predicted.

Depending on the research question at hand, the analysis of a simulation model results in
greater understanding or better explanations of a ‘real-world’ event and/or the prediction
of future events or results (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999). If the goal is a prediction, then
the accuracy of the initial data input into the model is most important, since a future
outcome is directly inferred or based on these initial factors and any inaccuracy in these
data will result in a faulty prediction. But if the goal is explanation or understanding,
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then the simplification of the ‘real-world’ event is most important because complex
events with multiple elements can best be understood when the event is broken down into
simplified components that can be evaluated on their own terms and on how each
component interacts with the other components. A simulation will inevitably contain
degrees of both types of analyses, making it important to achieve some sort of balance
between the accuracy of input data and the simplification of a complex ‘real-world’ event
(Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999).

An agent-based model (ABM) is a type of computer simulation model in which
individual agents are assigned behaviors and actions, and thus have the ability to make
intelligent decisions. Individual agents with the same or different sets of assigned
behaviors and actions can then interact with one another and with the programmed
landscape. These group interactions result in a complex situation that comes closer to
mirroring ‘real-world’ interactions (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999; Kohler 2000). An agentbased model is important in answering many social science questions because this type of
model can more closely simulate ‘real-world’ human interactions by programming
individual agents with different sets of knowledge, possible actions or reactions, and the
ability to make decisions based on acquired knowledge either gathered from the
interaction with another agent or the interaction with the surrounding environment
(Bonabeau 2002; Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999; Kohler 1996, 2000).

There are many factors to consider when building an agent-based model. A specific
question and purpose for the model must be formed before deciding if an agent-based
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model is the best model for analyzing the research question (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999).
Agent-based modeling is a way to simulate real world events by focusing on individual
behaviors and decisions and how these individuals interact with one another and their
environment to produce a collection of behaviors that also have the ability to develop or
change over time. The behavior of individuals is based on a structured set of rules. These
rules are incorporated into the model in the form of variables and parameters and are
largely designed using insights from existing literature and observable data (Gilbert and
Troitzsch 1999).

However, the ‘real-world’ data will not have the answers to every question and this is
where modeling is useful. Not all data needed to understand the ‘real-world’ event will be
presented in the literature or through observations, so the modeler must make a judgment
as to which variables are pertinent to the research question, even if specific data needed
to estimate their values are not available (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999). An agent-based
model in particular allows and requires that some assumptions or unknowns be part of the
programming process. Modeling can help to fill in these gaps in ‘real-world’ data by
allowing a researcher to incorporate what is known with appropriate assumptions. The
assumptions are then tested and analyzed for their plausibility in generating the target
‘real-world’ event (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999). Without assumptions the model runs the
risk of directly proving what is already known from the ‘real-world’ data and
observations. However, the number of assumptions should be limited when first
developing an ABM, so that these unknowns can be individually examined for their
influence on the outcome of the model simulation. The degree of uncertainty and
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assumptions input into the model will directly translate to the output of the model
(Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999).

Another source of unknowns or uncertainties in an ABM is the lack of predictability in
human behavior given that many factors and variables go into any decision-making
process (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999). This unpredictability in human behaviors can be
addressed using a stochastic model, a model that incorporates a degree of randomness
into the inputs so that the output is expressed as a probability. An ABM cannot
thoroughly model the lack of predictability present in human behavior, but as a stochastic
model, it can add enough variability to better mimic this lack of predictability. This can
be achieved through introducing a degree of randomness into the model, whether it is in
the ordering of actions or through assigning a value when a specific parameter has an
unmeasurable value (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999). Adding randomness into an ABM can
also help simulate the effect of environmental factors that fall outside the scope of the
model, but are known to exert some influence on what is being modeled (Gilbert and
Troitzsch 1999).

Agent-based models can be as simple or complex as the modeler chooses based on the
number of observations and assumptions programmed into the model as parameters and
variables (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999). Parameters and variables are those observations
and assumptions that are programmed into the model as rules and actions for agents. The
modeler wants to simulate the real life situation effectively without making the model too
simple or too complex. A model that is too simple, or has too few parameters, will not
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effectively demonstrate the real life situation, but a model that is too complex, or has too
many parameters, may run the risk of becoming too difficult to interpret and may make it
difficult to keep sight of the question at hand (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999). The more
parameters a model has the more testing is required to understand the effect of each
parameter on the outcome of a simulation. If the model is too simple, little useful
information will result from the simulation (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999).

A model should start out relatively simple and once the effects of uncertain parameters
are understood, complexity can be added to replicate real-world processes better.
Complexity is increased by adding new parameters, based on both observations and
assumptions, that allow the model to better replicate the ‘real-world’ event (Gilbert and
Troitzsch 1999). Each new layer of complexity, or set of new parameters, should also be
sufficiently tested to ensure an understanding of how the new data affect the results of a
simulation. Testing is a time consuming process, but very necessary to evaluate and
understand the operation of the model (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999).

There is no scientific method for verifying the validity of a model or simulation, but a
model can be assessed using objective and conceptual testing. A model must be put
through verification and validation testing to ensure, respectively, that it is running as
intended and that its behavior corresponds to the ‘real-world’ event it is designed to
simulate (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999). Verification testing must occur at all stages of
program development to ensure the model’s performance (Brown and Kulasiri 1996;
Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999). The model should be checked to make sure it is doing what
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is expected, and that there are no glitches in the programming affecting the outcome of
the simulation (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999). For example, the Amazonian Slash-andBurn Model used in the research presented here and discussed in Chapter 4, evaluates
prehistoric slash-and-burn cultivation practices in the Amazon Basin and whether these
practices can be detected in subsequent forest patterns. In this model, ‘bugs’ or glitches
were addressed as found using the graphical displays of the RePast library and through
the performance of the code. If the graphics display did not match up to what was
expected, then the code was reexamined for possible ‘bugs’.

Once the model has been tested and is ‘bug’ free its validity can be assessed. A model
should reflect what is known about the real-world subject with some variation, based on
the amount of randomness and the number of assumptions programmed into the model
(Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999; Kohler et al. 2000). Assessing model validity can be
extremely difficult for some social science research questions, especially for
archaeological questions, for which the ‘real-world’ event may not be easily observed or
where indirect evidence provides the only relationship between the model’s results and
the ‘real-world’ event. An ABM may be an invaluable source for theory building, as is
the case for both the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn and the Successional models, in which
results can lead to the development of new or the refinement of previous hypotheses and
theories based on simulation results (Brown and Kulasiri 1996; Gilbert and Troitzsch
1999).
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Since there will inevitably be some randomness programmed into an ABM, simulations
using the same parameters can produce different results. Multiple simulations using the
same parameter values should be averaged to produce a standard result that can thus be
compared to ‘real-world’ data. For example, Carpenter (2004) evaluated the results of
averaging both 100 simulations and 1000 simulations for each parameter value change
and found that 100 simulations were sufficient to determine standard values for each
parameter. This held true for the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model as well, but 100
averaged simulations may not be sufficient for all models.

Once the model has been through verification and validation testing, sensitivity testing
must take place to evaluate the effect that each parameter has on the model’s behavior
(Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999b). Sensitivity testing is done by running a simulation after
varying the values for each parameter, while holding the other parameter values at their
initial values. The results for each value change are then compared to the simulation
outcome of the initial parameter values to assess the degree of variation for each value
change. Too many highly sensitive parameters can mean that the model’s founding
assumptions need to be reassessed or that the original parameters are not as pertinent to
the ‘real-world’ event as believed. The goal when choosing parameters is choosing those
observations and assumptions that can be generally applied to numerous situations
(Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999b). Sensitivity analysis allows a researcher to better assess
how the model functions in its entirety and how an individual parameter can affect the
outcome (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999b; Dean et al. 2000).
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Agent-based Modeling in Archaeology
Agent based modeling (ABM), which began to be used more widely in the social
sciences in the early 1990s, stemmed from a variety of prior computer models and from
researchers studying organizational management and decision analysis, combined with
the desire to simulate dynamic systems based on individual behavior (Samuelson and
Macal 2006; Samuelson 2000, 2005). Beginning in the late 1990s, a variety of software
tool-kits made agent-based modeling more accessible to a wider range of disciplines.
Because human behavior and interactions are part of so many studies, agent-based
models are applicable to a variety of research fields. Biology, economics, sociology,
business, ecology and archaeology are among some of the disciplines incorporating
agent-based modeling into recent research (Bonabeau 2002; Dean et al. 2000; Gilbert and
Troitzsch 1999; Jepsen et al. 2006; Kohler et al. 1996; Kohler and Gumerman 1999;
Rasmussen and Møller-Jensen 1999; Samuelson and Macal 2006; Sulistyawati et al.
2005). With growing populations and shrinking cultivable land, ecologists, geographers,
environmentalists, anthropologists and others are turning towards agent-based modeling
to help predict and understand the future of small-scale farmers still practicing swidden
cultivation.

The 1999 volume, Dynamics in Human and Primate Societies, edited by Timothy Kohler
and George Gumerman, highlights the advancements of agent-based modeling in the
social sciences. Archaeological applications include the use of agent-based modeling to
explore questions of prehistoric settlement selection and farming strategies of Late
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Ancestral Pueblo peoples (Kohler et al. 1999) and to address the spatiotemporal history
of the Kayenta Anasazi (Dean et al. 1999; Axtell et al. 2002).

These two models of prehistoric Puebloan or Anasazi decision-making demonstrate that
agent-based modeling can supplement archaeological research by providing a means for
testing which variables or factors may be important in resulting social processes that are
preserved in the archaeological record. Agent-based modeling allowed Kohler et al.
(1999), Dean et al. (1999), and Axtell et al. (2002) to investigate different aspects of the
same prehistoric setting by varying parameters and initial agent-based model conditions.
For example, individual ages within a household are monitored and the age of an
individual then affects household decisions in Kohler et al.’s (1999) model, while in
Dean et al. (1999) and Axtell et al.’s (2002) models, individuals have fixed attributes and
are only considered at the household level.

Kohler et al. (1999) focused on a relatively short time sequence, A.D. 900 to 1300, in
Puebloan prehistory. The goal of this research was to identify how Puebloan
archaeological sites were prehistorically selected based on the ranking of
paleoenvironmental data in agent decision making, i.e. soil, maize productivity of land,
proximity to water, and type of farming suitable to land type using three different model
scenarios. Land degradation and environmental stresses were also evaluated for their
possible influence on actual archaeological site locations, as well as how closely the
models’ population growth fit reconstructed demography (Kohler et al. 1999). These
results were then compared to the archaeological data to evaluate which
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paleoenvironmental factors and decisions resulted in the best-fit scenario with known
archaeological site locations. Kohler et al. (1999) found that the productivity of a site
location was most important when trying to simulate the actual pattern of archaeological
Puebloan sites on the landscape. The proximity of a possible site to a water resource had
little effect on site location in any of the simulations. The degradation of the land could
be adjusted to better fit the archaeological data, but when land degradation was the same
across the landscape this resulted in a poor fit for all simulations. Kohler et al. (1999)
concluded, given the model results, that to support and maintain a growing population
people moved from degraded lands that once supported dry farming to new lands where
wet farming techniques could be practiced.

The Dean et al. (1999) model focused on potential maize productivity, water source
proximity, household movement, and farming field location decisions as the important
factors built into the model. This model aimed to reconstruct the Anasazi household site
distributions and densities from A.D. 800 to 1350 and to assess whether land degradation
was the driving force behind the abandonment of this area by the Kayenta Anasazi
around A.D. 1300 (Dean et al. 1999). Reconstructed landscapes and environmental
changes were incorporated. The simulation data were simultaneously compared to
known archaeological site distribution and density data. Dean et al.’s (1999) model did
not mimic the absolute abandonment of the area, as was the historical outcome, but
demonstrated that even with environmental degradation and drastic changes some portion
of the Anasazi population could have stayed behind and survived in the area. The
complete abandonment of the area was thus interpreted as the result of sociocultural
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decisions that were not accounted for in the model, not solely environmental factors as
was previously postulated (Dean et al. 1999).

Axtell et al. (2002) built on the Dean et al. (1999) model by creating variability between
the agents and landscape in an attempt to better understand the cultural factors and
decisions influencing the collapse and subsequent migration of the Anasazi out of the
Colorado Plateau region around A.D. 1300. In the Axtell et al. model, each agent was
given an age of first reproduction and an age of death, and each household is assigned the
same fission rate. In the previous model (Dean et al. 1999), agents were assigned the
same ages at which they could reproduce and would die and households all had the same
fission rate. The landscape was also assigned heterogeneity by varying how much maize
could be harvested per hectare, which had previously been uniform (Axtell et al. 2002).
This added variability among agents, households, and the productivity of the landscape
allowed the prehistoric Anasazi population distribution to be more realistically
reconstructed. The end results of the model more closely mimicked the actual
archaeological record of Anasazi occupation and patterning on this landscape between
A.D. 800 and 1350, but again showed that landscape degradation and environmental
changes in the area were not sufficient to explain the complete abandonment of the area
around A.D. 1300 (Axtell et al. 2002).

This research by Kohler et al. (1999), Dean et al. (1999), and Axtell et al. (2002)
represents the beginning of the use of agent-based modeling in assisting with the
evaluation and validation of interpretations of indirect evidence provided in the
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archaeological record. No other archaeological studies have incorporated agent-based
modeling into research questions as thoroughly as the aforementioned researchers, but
this archaeological setting also offers a somewhat unique opportunity for evaluating the
applicability of ABM to archaeology because the preservation of the archaeological sites
is so exceptional and because paleoenvironmental data have been so extensively
reconstructed for this region. Based on this opportunity for assessment, agent-based
modeling has proved to be a valuable resource in understanding the significance of
specific agent decisions and environmental factors on big picture outcomes and how
archaeological interpretations can be or should be adjusted based on these outcomes.

Swidden Cultivation Models

Researchers looking at populations still practicing swidden or shifting cultivation have
also employed agent-based models to help understand land use patterning and change and
deforestation due to cultivation practices (Evans et al. 2001; Gilruth e al 1995; Jepsen et
al. 2006; Lim et al. 2002; Rasmussen and Møller-Jensen 1999; Wilkie and Finn 1988)
and the benefits of swidden cultivation in terms of market strategies (Sulistyawati et al.
2005). As can be expected, the earlier models (Gilruth et al. 1995; Rasmussen and
Møller-Jensen 1999; Wilkie and Finn 1988) are more concerned with developing
simplistic models in an attempt to determine how useful and valid simulation models may
be in supplementing human-environmental research questions. The majority of models
dealing with environmental data compare a model’s results to GIS data, remote sensing
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data, and/or data collected in the field to assess not only the model’s validity, but the
theoretical validity of the assumptions as well.

Rasmussen and Møller-Jensen (1999) developed a simplistic swidden agricultural agentbased model based almost solely on theoretical assumptions. The model explored how
the combination of a few fundamental variables, or decisions, work together to produce a
functioning swidden agriculture system. Labor productivity and input, adequate food
supply, cultivation/fallow cycles, and field nutrient values were the central parameters
tested for two different scenarios involving population. The first scenario placed a limit
or threshold on the population, and the second scenario allowed the population to
increase unconstrained over time. Rasmussen and Møller-Jensen (1999) found that when
the population is limited the shifting cultivation system moves towards equilibrium, so
that yields are sufficient to maintain the population and labor productivity is at its
maximum. However, when the population is allowed to increase, doubling after 100
years, the system starts to break down as labor productivity and nutrient values decline
and the cultivation/fallow cycles begin to shorten. This model mimics expected
swiddening patterns in response to increasing population (Rasmussen and Møller-Jensen
1999).

Wilkie and Finn (1988) used an agent-based model to better understand the long-term
effects of swidden agricultural practices on forest composition and ecology in response to
growing populations and decreased availability of land, as practiced in the Ituri Forest of
Northeastern Zaire. Parameters of field selection strategies and successional data were
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combined to produce different subsequent forest compositions. Once populations began
to increase and nearby available cultivation land was used, agents were required to move
farther away from settlements and may not have been able to find a preferably aged field
to cultivate, or agents opened fallow fields of a younger, less desirable age for
cultivation. Cultivation of a field before it was allowed to rest for 15-20-years came with
a cost of lower soil nutrients, and with the repeated cultivation of fallow plots that did not
reach their ideal maturation an imposed recuperation time was assigned in the model
(Wilkie and Finn 1988). A control model based on the known swiddening practices and
population density in this area was first evaluated and compared to observed data. The
results demonstrated the model’s efficacy in simulating the patterning of forest
composition due to swiddening practices and enabled the model’s parameters to be
adjusted to accommodate growing population pressures and possible changes in land use
strategies. As population increased new adjustments had to be made in cultivation/fallow
cycles and cultivation field locations. These changes caused villages to relocate to new
locales outside the study area or to cultivate old fields before they had been allowed a full
fallow cycle thereby altering subsequent forest composition. Depending on the size of
the village and available surrounding land, the impact on the surrounding forest varied
(Wilkie and Finn 1988). These results demonstrated what might happen given increases
in population and changes in land use strategies.

Gilruth et al. (1995) used a similar framework to examine land patterning in the Fouta
Djallon mountain range in the Republic of Guinea, West Africa, examining the ecological
and geographical factors influencing shifting cultivation selection behaviors. Landscape
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features, such as the type of forest structure, topographical features, and the proximity of
cultivable land to city centers, were the central focus in predicting the spatial patterning
of shifting cultivation sites by types. Cultivation types were broken up into permanent
homegardens and isolated fields or groupings of adjacent fields, and field site preferences
were based on topography and age of forest succession (Gilruth et al. 1995). Soil fertility
was directly linked to the age of a fallow field and productivity was related to land class
or type. The model results were compared with collected land-use data and remote
sensing data. The main goal of the model was to predict effectively the selection
behavior for cultivation sites, as well as site types, i.e. single fields versus groupings of
fields. The model was also evaluated for its ability to predict the geographic location of
these sites. The model did not successfully mimic the real-world land-use patterning
given the selection behavior variables Gilruth et al. (1995) combined, so these selection
behavior variables were then tested one by one and in different combinations to better
simulate real-world patterning. However, these results showed little if any improvement
in overall predictive simulation. The productivity variable, when tested alone, caused an
improvement in predictability of site selection behavior, but at the same time it led to a
poor fit of the model for geographical location of sites and site groupings (Gilruth et al.
1995). The comprehensive evaluation of the predictability of this model shows that
productivity may be a central factor in determining site preference and locations, but
further testing and reassessment of significant factors in site selection and patterning is
needed.
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These models are early examples of the use of agent-based modeling in humanenvironmental interactions and demonstrate ABM’s utility in exploring land use, land
change, and the importance of the combination of human decisions in driving land
patterning. Later swidden agriculture research involving the use of agent-based models
tends to focus more on how smaller scale swidden practices may be part of a larger scale,
i.e. regional, world, system, whether that system is economically based (Sulistyawati et
al. 2005), theoretically based (Jepsen et al. 2006), or results in the production of widescale land changes (Evans et al. 2001; Lim et al. 2002).

Sulistyawati et al. (2005) focused on evaluating the land use strategy of the Kantu’ in
West Kalimantan, Indonesia. They investigated whether incorporating traditional
swiddening with rubber tapping or whether only practicing swiddening or only practicing
rubber tapping resulted in a larger economic gain. By weighing the benefits of each
strategy using an agent-based model to predict the outcomes, the model results
demonstrated that it is more beneficial for farmers to focus on swiddening while planting
and tapping rubber during slow periods of cultivation, than to focus primarily on one or
the other land use strategy (Sulistyawati et al. 2005).

Jepsen et al. (2006) set up an agent-based model based on Boserup’s (1965) shifting
cultivation model to evaluate whether or not field selection decisions in the Ban Que
village of Nghe An Province, Vietnam, lead to the land use patterning predicted by
Boserup’s model. The ABM results showed a similarity with field collected data and
loosely supported the cultivation model given the variables and parameters chosen
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(Jepsen et al. 2006). Evans et al. (2001) and Lim et al. (2002) also focused on
swiddening land use decisions at the household level, in this case in or near Altamira,
Brazil, and they investigated how these decisions affected land use change and patterning
at larger scales.

The use of agent-based models in questions concerning swidden agricultural practices
seems to be especially important given the rapid decrease in usable land for traditional
tropical swidden practices and the population increase in these areas. The ability of an
agent-based model to lend itself both to prediction and to explanation allows for
contemporary swidden practices to be projected into the future to better understand not
only how swidden system decisions and behaviors can affect subsequent forest
composition and land patterning, but to what extent outside factors may influence the
future of the practice of swiddening. These same investigations using agent-based
modeling can also be applied to examine how past swiddening practices produce or affect
subsequent forest compositions and land patterning found today.

Agent-based modeling offers archaeologists a unique opportunity to better evaluate
interpretations and models regarding site-specific human behaviors, environmental
interactions, and cultural influences. Discrete factors can be assessed for their impact on
or role in creating the archaeological record or specific patterns within the archaeological
record. Agent-based modeling does not provide the absolute answers to human
prehistory, but instead contributes a method for evaluating the potential validity of a
hypothesis and subsequently may spur new hypotheses and understandings of how and
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why certain human behaviors or environmental factors were pivotal in prehistoric
cultures and thus the archaeological record.
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CHAPTER 4: CONSTRUCTION OF THE AMAZONIAN SLASH-AND-BURN
MODEL AND THE SUCCESSION MODEL

Introduction

The Amazonian Slash-and-Burn model developed in this thesis is an agent-based
simulation. This model uses Carpenter’s Norway House Model (Carpenter 2004) as its
foundation. Carpenter developed the Norway House Model to simulate the spread of the
1918-1919 influenza between seasonal camps in Manitoba, Canada (Carpenter 2004).
The model allowed her to evaluate and assess how influenza may have been spread from
camp to camp, how fast the spread could have occurred and what effect seasonality had
on the spread. Essentially, using the Norway House Model Carpenter was able to
integrate known data on the disease itself and data on this particular society over a given
period of time.

The Norway House Model was built from a basic set of data and assumptions that
defined the focus for the rest of the model. These basic principles acted as the skeleton
for the Norway House Model in setting up how people were interacting and reacting to
environmental stimuli. Carpenter needed the model to simulate a specific time scale and
pattern of disease contraction, human movement on a set landscape as well as
consequences due to this time scale and movement. These same basic principles of time,
movement, and consequences could be adapted to the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn
Cultivation Model.
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Matt Tanner’s (2000) European Agriculture Model was also considered when
determining how to set up the landscape of the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn model.
Tanner simulated the spread of agriculture across a European landscape, designating the
area around rivers as the most fertile with fertility decreasing away from the water
source. Agents or households were introduced from the southeast corner of the map and
moved outward. Agents followed the fertility of the rivers and then settled elsewhere
once the most desired areas were at capacity (Tanner 2000).

However, the Amazon Slash-and-Burn Model and Succession Model focuses on the
uplands, not settlements along rivers and streams or the várzea. The same locales of
fertility do not apply to the uplands, since the uplands have a wide distribution of
heterogeneous soil fertility patterning that cannot be so easily predicted. For the purposes
of simplicity, it was more practical to start with a homogenous landscape in the
Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model and build a more complex landscape in subsequent
models. To accurately mimic the landscape and soil fertility of the uplands of Amazonia
data from specific areas or regions would have to be considered.

Structure of the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model

Similar to Carpenter’s Norway House Model, JBuilder, an integrated development
environment software application, and RePast, a modeling toolkit, were used to set up
and design the structure of the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn model. The structure first had
to be mapped out step-by-step, which was done in collaboration with other Anthropology
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graduate students, a Computer Science graduate student, and Dr. Lisa Sattenspiel. The
role of the group was to help with the model development and to help flush out initial
problems with the model’s design.

The goal of the agent-based model was to investigate how slash and burn cultivation
practices would change the prehistoric Amazonian landscape. Specific questions
included: How does the length of cultivation and fallow length affect the amount of
natural forest present? Given a constant area, what kind of cultivation/fallow ratio would
create a certain ratio of cultivated land to forest? Do specific cultivation/fallow cycles
leave distinct patterns in the subsequent forest composition? These questions were the
starting point for determining the basic model setup. From there the modeling group
began discussing how the landscape would be set up, how agents would move across the
landscape, how the agents would act as households, and how the fields would adjust to
time changes. Real world data provided the body of details on the interactions and
decisions made by agents and highly influenced how most of the model was organized.

Data from a selection of Amazonian ethnographies, including Carneiro (1973; 1983)
(Kuikuru), Posey (1988) (Kayapó), Basso (1973) (Kalapalo), Ruddle (1974) (Yukpa), and
Johnson (1974; 1983) (Matsigenka), were used to decide which details of swiddening
were essential to building a valid model. Ethnographic groups were chosen as examples
in this model based on use of bitter manioc as a staple crop, slash-and-burn cultivation,
and location within Amazonia. Data from other groups representing the range of
variation within slash-and-burn cultivation practices not meeting these criteria were also
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reviewed as a means to better qualify what data were incorporated into the model.
Specifically, data on cultivation field size, length of use, length of fallow, field selection,
household size, and general details on slash-and-burn cultivation were noted from
Flowers et al. (1982), Beckerman (1983a; 1983b; 1987), Boster (1983), Hames (1983),
Harris (1971), Politis (1999), Salick (1989), Stocks (1983), Vickers (1983), and Webster
(1980).

After I collected the necessary ethnographic data, the modeling group began to discuss
the logistics and details of building the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn model. I wanted to
model and record the movements of households that were actively choosing to cultivate
new fields while at the same time allowing old fields to become fallow. We focused on
how these data would be displayed by the RePast created “world”. The world gives a
graphic picture or display of the designed landscape and the agents’ movement and
interaction on this landscape. The display is important in setting up the model because it
allows the modeler to check for continuity between the programming script and the
intended model behavior. The display can be turned on and off through a parameter
change. By turning the display off, the model runs much faster and data can be collected
more efficiently.
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Table 4.1: Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model Parameters
Number of Runs:
Display World:
Add Plot 9 Threshold:
Add Plot 15 Threshold:
Birthrate:
Deathrate:
Dimension x:
Dimension y:
Fallow Time:
Farm Time:
Household Nearness:
Plot Range:
Number of Time Steps:

11
0
0.24
0
0.4
0.38
100
100
15
3
5
20
6000

The world size or model display was set to 100 by 100 squares during simulations,
although worlds as large as 300 by 300 could potentially be accommodated. Each cell on
the world grid was designated to represent one hectare. This was based on field size data
from the Kuikuru, Kalapalo, Kayapó, Yukpa, and the Matsigenka. These sources
indicated that cultivated fields are usually between 0.25 and 1 hectare in size and vary by
less than 0.5 hectare. Thus the squares are on the upper end of the range of cultivated
field sizes, but it made calculations simpler to equate one cell to one hectare.

I also had to decide what a single time step of the model would represent. Since bitter
manioc is typically ready for initial harvest within a year of planting, I decided that each
time step would equal one year. Harvest can continue for several years. Not only did a
yearly time step simplify other aspects of the model, e.g. birth/death rate, but also it made
data collection and interpretation much easier.
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An agent was defined as a household composed of a small family. A household could
have as many as fifteen people and as few as two. Each household randomly has a birth
or death added or subtracted each year based on the growth rate, which also controlled
how an individual household is classified within designated population categories (see
below). The growth rate was based on demographics from 1950-1995 collected on those
South American countries containing portions of the Amazon (UN-Department of
Economic and Social Affairs Population Division Database). However, recorded growth
rates were determined to be too high because of post-WWII use of birth control and the
wider use of antibiotics (L. Sattenspiel, personal communication, 2006). The death rate
was therefore calculated from the growth rate derived from the crude birth rate. Dr.
Sattenspiel recommended setting the crude birth rate at 0.040 and the death rate at 0.038
for the control parameters giving a reasonable two-tenths of a percent growth rate.

A household containing two to eight people has one plot in cultivation. A household with
nine to thirteen people has the option of opening a second plot, and a household with
fourteen to fifteen people can have as many as three plots in cultivation, but can also have
either one or two plots in cultivation. Whether or not a household with nine or more
individuals will have a second or third plot added is entirely random and depends on
whether that household can find a new plot of land that is available for cultivation and if
that household is randomly selected to open another cultivated plot. It is possible for a
household with nine to thirteen people to only have one cultivated plot and to never open
a second cultivated plot. A household with fourteen to fifteen people would need to open
a second cultivated plot before having the possibility of opening a third cultivated plot.
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The probability of opening a new plot increases with population. As observed in Kuikuru
cultivation by Carneiro (1983), there is a small correlation between the number of plots in
cultivation and the number of individuals in a household. One hectare is large for a
manioc plot and produces enough manioc per year to support 14-15 people, based on
Carneiro’s (1983) calculations. It was decided to err on the extreme side to make the
Amazonian model more interesting. In other words, the probability of opening a new plot
adds variation and randomness into the landscape patterning and creates more
possibilities for subsequent forest growth. A household with nine individuals has a
seventy-six percent chance of opening a second plot and with every added individual
there is a four percent increase in the probability of that household adding a second or
third cultivation plot. A household with fifteen individuals has a 100% probability of
opening a second or third plot.

If a household of two is randomly distributed a death, resulting in a population of one, it
is removed from the landscape, i.e. it is assumed that the remaining person in the
household either migrates or dies. If a household reaches a population of sixteen, the
household fissions into two households, one household with four people and one
household with twelve people. However, if the new, smaller household is unable to find
a plot on the landscape, then the original household loses a person instead of splitting into
two households.

The model begins with 10 households each of which is assigned a randomly chosen
household population size from among the possible household sizes. Each household is
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then assigned a corresponding number of plots in cultivation. If a household loses an
individual, therefore falling into a category allowing a lesser number of cultivated plots,
one cultivated plot is turned directly into a fallow plot at the next time step. When a
household population falls below two people, the household dies, as discussed above. If
a household cannot open a new cultivated plot and has none in cultivation, the household
also dies. If and when a household dies the plots in cultivation cycle through the number
of years allowed by the cultivation parameter until they become fallow. During this time
they remain on the household list and no other household can cultivate them.

A household must first cultivate the plot of land in which it is actually located (called the
household plot), because ethnographic data indicates that individuals often cultivate the
area right around their house before moving outward to look for a new suitable
cultivation plot (Carneiro 1983, Posey 2002). Once the household plot is cultivated for
the allowable number of years, a household looks outward for a new plot to cultivate. A
plot suitable for cultivation must have at least one side adjacent to forest and cannot be
adjacent to another plot in cultivation, but can be adjacent to plots of land considered
fallow. The Kayapó (Posey 2002) and others choose to leave tracts of forest in between
cultivated land to reduce the amount of crop loss to another due to pests, diseases, and
damage caused by other foraging animals, especially tapirs. By spacing cultivated plots
apart, there is less of a chance that more than one cultivated plot will be damaged. This
spacing also creates an array of hunting areas, since many forest animals prefer more
open areas with fruiting shrubs and bushes (Posey 2002).
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When searching for suitable plots for cultivation, the four cells orthogonally located
around the selected plot (von Neumann neighborhood) (Reggia et al. 1993) are examined
and if any of these cells are being used as a cultivated plot then the household must
search again for a suitable new cultivated plot placement. A household has 1000 tries or
chances to open a new cultivation plot, therefore eliminating the need for a household to
keep a list of available forest plots. By giving a household 1000 tries instead of keeping a
list of those plots available for cultivation, the program uses less memory and can run
faster. The 1000 tries happen within one time step.

A predetermined range of hectares around a household is allotted for cultivation; for the
control run, 20 hectares (Table 4.1). The control run is one simulation of 6000 time
steps, in which all the parameter values are set as standards. A household can only
choose plots within that range to cultivate. However, there is a triangular distribution
associated with choosing where to open a new plot. Those plots closer to a household
have a greater probability of being selected than those plots farther out. The plot range for
one household can overlap with another household. Ethnographic sources suggest that an
individual only retains ownership of a plot of land during the time a plot is cultivated.
This time period can vary depending on what is planted. Trees can be harvested for fruit
20+ years after a plot is abandoned, for example, and manioc can be harvested for as
many as four to five years after planting. Once the plot becomes overgrown and no
harvesting is done, that plot becomes available to others for cultivation. For the sake of
data collection efficiency, it was easier for each household to only keep track of those
plots in cultivation. Fallow plots are not available for a household to select to cultivate
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until they are considered forest again. Once fallow plots become forest, they are no
longer kept track of by a single household, but are available for cultivation by other
households.

Households themselves are also restricted in the distance one can be placed from another
(“nearness” on the parameter list: Table 4.1). This distance range is smaller than the plot
range, which simulates household competition for land suitable for cultivation. The
household range operates on a Moore neighborhood in which all eight surrounding cells
can be chosen, not just the ones orthogonally located (Reggia et al. 1993). Households
cannot be placed within 5 hectares of one another in the control run (Table 4.1). This
distance is tested for its effect on the model in later runs of the model (see Chapter 5).
Each household has a plot range of 20 hectares allowing for 15 hectares in that range to
be cultivated by another household as well.

The number of years a plot can be cultivated and the number of years a plot remains
fallow were also determined from the ethnographic data. In the model I concentrate on
short-fallow, bush-fallow, and long-fallow, following the terminology of Boserup (1965).
The bush-fallow cycle of three years cultivation and fifteen years fallow were set as the
control parameters in the model (Table 4.1). A household could cultivate a single plot of
land for three years before it was turned into fallow land for the next fifteen years, after
which it becomes forest and is available for cultivation again. In reality, after fifteen
years the fallowed plot of land would have re-growth of bushes and small trees, hence the
name. A short-fallow cultivation cycle is usually cultivation for 1 to 3 years and allowed
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to go fallow for 1 to 3 years before being cultivated again. The fallow cycle length is
equivalent to the cultivation length. A long-fallow cycle allows the fallow land to stay
fallow for 25 plus years or until at least secondary forest growth is dominant. The
cultivation length usually varies from 2 to 5 years.

Within the model each piece of information was incorporated into one of four classes:
Model, Land, Agent, and Space. A class is a grouping of written data or instructions
pertaining to one aspect of model operation. A class is a way to organize information in
an easily readable format for both the user and the program. The parameter sheet
displays the thirteen parameters making it easier to make changes to specific parameters
without having to search through the text, but the sheet is not considered a class because
it contains no written operating instructions. The Model class defines the parameters and
variables for all classes, records data for output, and initializes the model after each time
step. The Model class sets the stage for all operations written in the other three classes.

The Land class tracks cultivated plots by creating a list of the coordinates of each
household’s cultivated plots and the age of each cultivated plot. As the simulation ages,
the data on each household must be updated, i.e. household plot selection, new household
creation, and the age of plots. The Agent class keeps class track of the information for
each household. The Space class is responsible for displaying the landscape data on the
graph. It assigns a color to cultivated land, fallow land, and forest and displays each on
the graph. New cultivated plot selection, as explained above, is also written in the Space
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class. Each class incorporates data written within another class and so each class must be
operating correctly for the model to run.

Model output was collected in an Excel worksheet. The data collected were based on the
goals and questions of the project. Information on the world population, household
population, and the proportion of forest, fallow land, and cultivated land was collected at
each (yearly) time step.

After the model was up and running and producing the desired output, the number of time
steps per one run of the model was determined. The number of time steps would be a
constant for all runs of the model, including during sensitivity testing. This number was
based on the point when population growth was no longer significantly fluctuating;
indicating that maximum carrying capacity of the “world” had been reached.

The Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Cultivation model was initially run for 10,000 years, and
then the world population line graph was analyzed to determine when the world had
reached maximum capacity. At around 6,000 years the world population ceased to
increase significantly. Each run consisted of 6,000 time steps, so for the sake of data
collection only ten runs were simulated consecutively (Table 4.1). The model has a slight
glitch, which made the first run incomplete. However, the model is set to run for a total
of eleven runs consecutively and the first run is ignored.
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Once all parameters were set and the operation of the model was running smoothly,
analysis and interpretation of the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Cultivation model could be
carried out through verification testing, as discussed in Chapter 5.

The Succession Model

The Succession Model is an extension of the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn model.
Successional data were added to the already existing Slash-and-Burn model to allow the
landscape to play a more significant role in agent decisions and to better mimic the real
world, therefore adding a layer of complexity. Successional data are considered to be the
stages of vegetation re-growth that any piece of disturbed land goes through over a given
period of time. Ethnographic groups usually prefer to cultivate new plots in areas of
secondary forest, but fallow plots are cultivated again before they reach the successional
stage of secondary forest (Carneiro 1983; Posey 2002). If and when a fallow plot is
cultivated before reaching secondary forest, it often cannot be cultivated for more than
one or two years due to limited fertility restoration (Basso 1973; Carneiro 1983; Posey
2002). The Successional Model looks to incorporate these decisions to use fallow plots
in various stages of succession to better understand what a transitioning landscape in
various stages of succession and cultivation would look like. Again, ethnographic and
ecological data were referenced for real world examples of successional trends on slashand-burn cultivated land (Flowers et al. 1982; Beckerman 1983a, 1983b, 1987; Boster
1983; Hames 1983; Harris 1971; Politis 1999; Salick 1989; Stocks 1983; Vickers 1983;
and Webster 1980). Parameters from the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn model were
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maintained in the Successional Model, except the cultivation and fallow stages were
modified.

Table 4.2: Succession Model Control Parameters
Display World:
Display Graphs:
Number of Time Steps:
Dimension x:
Dimension y:
Add Plot 9 Threshold:
Add Plot 15 Threshold:
Birthrate:
Deathrate:
Household Nearness:
Plot Range:
Farm Time Stage1
Farm Time Stage 2
Farm Time Stage 3a:
Farm Time Stage 3b:
Farm Time Stage 4a:
Farm Time Stage 4b:
Farm Time Stage 5:
Do Stage 5:
Maximum Age Stage 1:
Maximum Age Stage 2:
Maximum Age Stage 3:
Maximum Age Stage 4:
Maximum Age Stage 5:

0
0
6500
100
100
0
0.24
0.04
0.038
20
20
1
2
3
4
4
4
4
0
2
4
30
100
6000

Soil fertility was a central focus in determining how to set up the Successional Model.
How does fertility vary in successional stages of fallow land? Was it necessary to add
fertility to the model? Fertility could be a separate entity or parameter within the model
and a household could choose to cultivate a plot of land before the desired fertility was
regained. A fallow plot of a certain age could be given a percentage of full fertility and
this percentage would affect how long the plot could be cultivated. When a plot of land
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with low fertility is cultivated repeatedly, fertility keeps dropping causing that plot to
regain fertility more slowly. Eventually the plot dies from overuse. This could be
represented by a negative fertility. While it would have been interesting to model
fertility, time constraints ultimately won out and it was decided that fertility was
indirectly linked to the successional stages and therefore did not have to be programmed
into the model at this point. However, a fertility variable was set up so that in the future a
fertility parameter could be added.

Instead of adding a fertility parameter, households are given a probability of selecting a
plot of land in an older successional stage. The Kayapó (Posey 2002) and the Kuikuru
(Carneiro 1983) prefer to open new cultivation plots in secondary forest because some of
the grasses have been choked out, the land is considered fertile, and small to medium
sized trees yield sufficient ash for fertilizer. Plots in a younger successional stage have a
lower fertility in reality and in the model these stages have less chance of being selected
as a new cultivated plot.

Based on research, cultivated land that is no longer actively cultivated goes through
several stages of re-growth before it is considered secondary forest again (Posey 2002).
First, grasses invade during the first couple of years. In the next several years,
herbaceous plants take hold, making way for bushes and fast-growing small trees. Then
the slower growing trees begin shading out some of the smaller, light-dependent
vegetation. At this time the vegetation can be considered secondary forest. Once the
trees mature, it is difficult to distinguish this land from the surrounding forest (Posey
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2002). The majority of the Amazonian landscape has most likely been manipulated by
humans at some time or another (Denevan 1992; Heckenberger 2003; Stahl 1992), but for
the purposes of this model this stage of forest maturity in fallow re-growth is considered
the same as those areas that have never been cultivated.

The maximum age of each successional stage is set as parameters (Maximum Age Stage
“n”: Table 4.2), so that each successional stage is a range of years from the maximum
age of the previous stage to the next maximum stage age. There are five successional
stage age parameters, Stage 1: one to two years, Stage 2: three to four years, Stage 3: five
to thirty years, Stage 4: thirty-one to one hundred years, and Stage 5: 100+ years. During
these stages the household keeps possession of the fallow plot, meaning no other
household can use that plot of land. This runs contrary to the ethnographic data, but
because of time constraints the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn model’s programming had to
be built upon, instead of creating a new way to keep track of fallow plots. Given this
design, Stage 5 is assigned another parameter that can de-activate its effectiveness, Do
Stage 5 (Table 4.2).

Stage 5 can be “turned off” so that when a plot reaches age 100, or the stage 4 maximum
age, it is turned into forest and is no longer on a household list of owned plots, making it
accessible to other households for cultivation. If a household kept a list of the plots 100
years and older, this would greatly reduce the number of households that could be
established on the landscape. However, if and when a household dies, a list of plots in
successional stages for that household is kept until every plot has cycled into forest again.
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No other household can access these plots, even though a household no longer exists in
that location. This also reduces the number of households on the landscape, especially
when the landscape has reached maximum capacity. This was not a deliberate restriction,
but a necessary restriction that allows the model to run without errors.

Once the successional stages were written into the model, the cultivation cycles had to be
rewritten as well. Since a household now had the choice to open a new cultivation plot in
any of five different successional stages, the cultivation length needed to be correlated to
each stage. A plot in successional stage 1, grasses, can be cultivated for one year. A plot
in successional stage 2, herbaceous plants, can be cultivated for 2 years. Land left fallow
for less than four years and in the above successional stages is considered short-fallow
cultivation and is only cultivated for one to two years at most (Boserup 1965; Basso
1973; Carneiro 1983; Posey 2002).

Since successional stages 3 and 4 have the potential to last many years, they each were
divided into two cultivation periods, 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b. As set by the control parameters,
successional Stage 3 is between five and thirty years and successional Stage 4 is between
thirty-one and one-hundred years. Cultivation time Stage 3a is between five and fifteen
years and Stage 3b is between sixteen and thirty years. This allows a distinction to be
made from the successional stage of bushes and small, fast-growing trees, usually
between five and fifteen years, and secondary forest, most often noted from sixteen to
thirty years (Boserup 1965; Posey 2002). Cultivation stage 3a is set at three years to
reflect bush-fallow cultivation (Boserup 1965). Cultivation stage 3b is set at four years
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cultivation to allow for the added fertility gain of permitting a fallow plot to reach
secondary forest re-growth.

Successional stage 4 is split between thirty-one to eighty years, cultivation time stage 4a,
and eighty-one to one hundred years, cultivation time stage 4b. Although there is no
successional distinction made in the literature at this stage split, this allows for
successional Stage 4 to be manipulated if needed. Seventy years is a long time to be
considered just one stage of succession, so this division allows for some successional
details to be added at a later time. Both cultivation stage 4a and 4b are set at four years
cultivation. Since no distinction between the two time sequences of successional stages
4a and 4b has been presented in the literature, there is no need to set up different
cultivation lengths for the two successional stages. By setting the cultivation time of
stages 4a and 4b equal, the model essentially reads successional stages 4a and 4b as one
stage. Cultivation time stage 5 is also set at four years, given that few traditional groups
cultivate one piece of land for more than four or five years (Boserup 1954; Basso 1973;
Carneiro 1983; Johnson 1983; Posey 2002) (Table 4.2).

Since households were now keeping track of fallow plots in successional stages and no
other household had access to another household’s fallow plots, plot range and household
range were set at an equal value of 20 (Table 4.2). In theory, this gave other households
more available space to initiate on the landscape, although in reality less available space
may be accessible since households claim plots for up to 100 years. In this model,
households no longer start by cultivating the plot on which the household is located. For
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unknown reasons, this created a bug in the model: A household would cultivate the
household plot for one year and then it would go fallow for one year and they would
immediately choose to cultivate it again. During the first fallow year the household was
registering as not having any plots in cultivation. This bug was remedied by allowing a
newly initiated household to select a cultivation plot anywhere within the plot and
household range randomly.

The triangular distribution used in the cultivation plot selection process of the original
model also had to be modified, so that a household was not continually selecting those
plots in early successional stages immediately surrounding the household plot. This bug
was modified by adding a percentage (25%) of the total plot range established by the
parameter, to the plot range that is distributed each time there is a chance to open a new
cultivation plot. So if a (0,0) range is distributed and the control plot range is 20, then a
range of five is added. Five will be the minimum range in which a household can choose
a cultivation plot from the household plot. Given the triangular distribution, most plots
will likely be chosen around twelve hectares from the household, but the modification
gives a household a better chance of opening a cultivation plot farther from the
household.

Birth and death rate control parameters were not altered in the Successional Model, nor
were the threshold variables. The number of time steps for each run of the model had to
be tested and set again. The Successional model was run at 10,000 time steps for ten runs
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ten times. It took about 6500 years for the world population to reach a sustainable level
(Table 4.2).

Since more data were added to the model, more data had to be collected to accurately
analyze model output. For the Successional Model, data on world population, household
population, the number of births and deaths, the number of all types of plots; forest,
cultivated, and individual fallow stages, and the proportion of each plot type were
recorded for all time steps in an Excel worksheet. The number of runs was still set at
eleven with a bug negating run number one.

The Successional Model was also put through a series of tests and analyses to better
understand and evaluate its performance, known as verification testing. This process is
necessary to help better qualify the model as a means of answering the research questions
described previously.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS

Introduction

Both the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model and the Successional Model were tested for
verification of operation. Verification must be completed before a model can be used to
evaluate and answer research questions and hypotheses (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999).
Replication and sensitivity analysis are part of the verification process that is used to
evaluate the model’s performance. Since this type of model is stochastic, the range of
data generated by each run will always be variable. Replication tests are run many times
to create a standard range of values generated by the control parameters. The control
parameters are those values set when the model is created as a replicate of its ‘real-world’
version (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999) (see discussion and control parameter values in
Chapter 4). In a replication study of an agent-based model for the spread of influenza
among Canadian fur trappers, Carpenter (2004) found that 100 runs were adequate for the
establishment of expected variances in the data output of parameter controls. A similar
strategy is used here. The replication data created by the parameter controls are used to
compare to and analyze the sensitivity data.

Sensitivity testing is used to examine how each parameter affects model output by
varying the value of one parameter while keeping all other parameters at their control
constant (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999). This output is compared to the replication data to
analyze whether or not the parameter being tested is functioning appropriately and
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expectedly. If the model is not behaving as expected with an increase or decrease in a
control parameter’s value, this may indicate that there is a bug or that other factors may
be affecting that parameter (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999). The Amazonian Slash-andBurn and Successional models were run a total of 100 times for each parameter change,
which provided large enough samples to see the range of possible variation and more
precision in average values.

The Amazonian Slash-and-Burn (A S-B) Model Replications

Data from 100 simulations with each parameter value change were recorded in an Excel
worksheet at 10 runs each. Because Excel could only handle the data from 10 runs at a
time, simulation data was collected in 10 batches for a total of 100 runs and then each of
these data sets was averaged together. Data collection in Excel was written as code within
the model, allowing efficient later analysis. Data on population growth and forest,
fallow, and cultivation proportions were analyzed for variations. Ten runs of ten
simulations were graphed and analyzed for each parameter. Six thousand years was
determined to be a sufficient amount of time for the world to fill up with people and
enough simulation time to determine how the parameters affected model behavior. The
world population graph demonstrated that population begin to plateau around 3000 to
3500 years and population fluctuated and/or increased very little after plateauing,
therefore 6000 years is more than enough time to establish a trend in proportions or
population.
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Figure 5.1: A comparison of 10 sets of 100 runs for the control parameters for the A
S-B Model (a), (b), (c), and (d)
a. Cultivation plots
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b. Fallow plots
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c. Forest plots
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d. World population

Graphs referring to landscape composition are presenting the proportion of each
type of land, i.e. farm, fallow, and forest, of the total landscape composition at 500year intervals for the entire length of a simulation run, in this case 6000 years. The
world population graph is presenting how many individuals are on the landscape at
each 500-year interval until the year 6000.
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The Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model Sensitivity Analysis

Data on forest proportions, cultivated proportions, and fallow proportions of total
landscape, world population, total household count, number of cultivated and fallow
plots, and the number of birth and deaths distributed at each time step for 6000 years
were collected in Excel. Proportions of forest, cultivated plots, and fallow plots were
incorporated into one graph to better understand landscape changes and trends (see
Figure 5.2.a). Values for cultivated and fallow plot proportions were not recorded in
Excel until reaching 0.01% of the total landscape. However, initial proportions may
begin at a higher value or may fluctuate around a value of 0 before becoming
permanently established on the landscape. Significant values or value changes are noted
below and are based on when cultivated plots and fallow plots are initiated on the
landscape, any drastic changes in values or when proportions start to level out, and final
proportions when the model stops running at year 6000. On a separate graph, the world
population was plotted for each run and significant trends in population increases or
plateaus are noted below (see Figure 5.2.b). In Excel, world population is recorded as
fractional, but in terms of the model the fraction is added to the next year’s population so
that fractional people are not counted in the total population. World population has been
reported in whole numbers below.
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Figure 5.2: Graphical outputs for the parameter control values of the A S-B Model
simulations (a) and (b)

a. Landscape proportions
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b. World population

The graphs for a parameter change are compared to the control parameter graph to
determine how sensitive that parameter is to value changes. A large change in compared
values indicates that the parameter was sensitive to small changes in values, which could
result in incorporating too much variability in the model outcome and which suggests the
parameter is not well suited to the research question. Less deviation between the two
values indicates a parameter that may be a better fit in evaluating the research question.
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• Growth Rate

The first parameters to be tested were the birth and death rates. Since these two
parameters were used to simulate population growth they were tested in conjunction as
growth rate. The control growth rate selected was 0.2% (0.040 birth rate and 0.038 death
rate). This value was based on Dr. Lisa Sattenspiel’s recommendation for appropriate
growth rates in small-scale, tropical cultivators (personal communication, 2006). UN data
indicated that the birth rate needed to be between .04 and .05
(http://esa.un.org/unpp/p2k0data.asp). However, these rates reflected post-WWII data for
which birth control, affected growth rates, so growth rates of 3%, 2%, 1%, and .5% were
selected instead, and the appropriate death rate was determined from the growth rate and
birth rate value.

The graphs for control growth rate of 0.2% were examined first (see Figure 5.3). The
farm plot percentage control value, 3.0%, was reached at 3500 years and made a slow
stair-step increase up to this value. Farming plots only reached 1.0% of the total
landscape at 1500 years. The fallow percentage plateaued around 9.20% around 3000
years with a steady increase in values up to this year. The percentage of the total
landscape considered forest mirrored the curve of the percent fallow plots. Forest
covered 88.0% of the landscape at 6000 years and began approaching this value around
3000 years. World population began year zero at 84 persons and finished year 6000 at
1833 persons. The graph was sigmoidal and reached 1800 persons at year 3500, after
which the population slowly increased until reaching its maximum value.
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Figure 5.3: Comparisons of growth parameter value changes for the A S-B Model
simulation (a), (b), (c), and (d)
a. Cultivation plot proportions
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b. Fallow plot proportions
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c. Forest plot proportions
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d. World population

An increase in the growth rate from 0.2% to 0.5% (0.047 birth rate and 0.042 death rate)
caused an increase in the number of farm plots and fallow plots sooner, and a plateau in
values of both plot types was also reached almost 180 years earlier than when using the
control values. By year 800, farm plots had reached 2.93%, plateauing at 3.0% by year
1000, and fallow plots reached 9.01% of the total landscape, plateauing around 10% by
year 6000. At year zero world population was 83 persons; at year 6000 it was 2060
persons. A population of 2000 persons was reached at year 2303 and in year 914 a
population of 1800 persons was attained. The slight increase in growth rate from 0.2% to
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0.5% caused world population and landscape proportions to approach their ending values
(i.e. those values observed at year 6000) much sooner, but the ending values of both the
0.5% growth rate graphs and the control value graphs were very similar. However, the
rate increase caused the world population to increase by 200 persons, and this is reflected
in the slight increase in fallow proportions and slight decrease in forest proportions.

An increase to a 1% growth rate resulted in the same trend: all graph values approached
their maximum proportional and world population values much sooner than when using
the control graph values. There was a rapid increase in farm and fallow proportions and
world population, and a rapid decrease in forest proportions, in a short period of time. By
year 377, total farm proportions had reached 3%, then fluctuated around 3% until ending
at 3.26% in year 6000. Farming proportions are not significant enough to register until
year 129, when they reach 0.01% of the total landscape. However, the rapid turnover of
farm plots into fallow plots resulted in a measurable percentage by year 15, in which
fallow plots account for 0.2% of landscape proportions. The proportion of fallow plots in
year 6000 is 12.2%. A value of 10% is reached by year 467 and steadily increases
thereafter. Forest proportions again mirror the curve of fallow proportions. By year
6000, the landscape is 84.4% forest, but by year 375 the rapid decline in forest has
slowed and the decrease in total forest proportion slowly approaches the ending value.
World population began at 83 persons and ended with 2335 persons in year 6000. The
world population reached 2000 persons by year 700 and 1800 persons by year 367. A
1% growth rate marks a rapid increase in population and land use in the first 500 years
with a sustained growth rate and land use rate thereafter.
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A 2% growth rate was calculated from a .043 birth rate and a .023 death rate. The
landscape proportion graphs and the world population graph for a 2% growth rate have
even steeper rates of increase than for the previous growth rates tested. Plateaus are also
reached in a shorter time span. Farming percentages are not measurable until year 65,
reach 3% by year 162, and 3.9% of the total landscape by year 6000. Fallow proportions
begin to plateau around 12.5% at around 250 years, slowly increasing to 13.1% by year
6000. Again, the forest proportion curve mimics that of the fallow curve, rapidly
decreasing from 100% landscape proportion to around 84.1% by year 250, at which time
the decrease in forest loss levels out and slowly reaches 82.78% in year 6000. The world
population given a 2% growth rate begins with 84 persons and in year 6000 ends with
2348 persons. Like the forest and fallow proportions, world population increases rapidly
until around 250 years, then begins a slower increase until reaching 6000 years. In year
250, the world population fluctuates around 2150 persons.

The last growth value tested was 3% (.048 birth rate and.018 death rate). As an increase
of 1% over the last tested growth rate, it was expected that the trends seen in each graph
would show even steeper rates of increase and that a plateau in each value would be
reached earlier in time. A 3 % growth rate does in fact meet these expectations. Total
farm plot proportions plateau by year 148 at 3.85% and only reach 3.95% in year 6000.
Farm plot proportions are measurable by year 45. Fallow proportions plateau at 14% by
year 168 and hold steady around this value, ending at 14.23% in year 6000. Forest
proportions plateau around year 165 at 82.34%, and reach 82.12% in year 6000. World
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population begins at year 0 at 86.58 persons, plateaus around year 167 with a population
of 2242 persons, and ends in year 6000 at 2259.

To summarize, the results of the population growth rate sensitivity testing were
predictable and expected. As the growth rate increased, the rate at which population and
farm and fallow proportions also increases, while forest proportions decrease. Fallow
and forest proportions seem to mirror each other, since the rate at which farm plots are
being turned over into fallow plots is much faster than the rate at which fallow plots are
turned into forest again. Farm, fallow and forest proportions reach a value that is
sustained until the end of the simulation faster when the growth rate is larger, which is
also expected. Since more births than deaths are occurring in a single year in all cases, it
can be expected that the world population and fallow and farm proportions will increase
rapidly to reflect a higher population and will level out when that population reaches the
maximum threshold or carrying capacity given the size of the world and available
resources.

• Nearness: Household range

The distance one household could be placed from another household was sensitivity
tested at four different values, 2, 10, 15, and 20, in addition to the control value of five.
In the model, household range is labeled nearness and has a control value of five. Data
on farm plot percentages, fallow plot percentages, and forest plot percentages for the total
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landscape were combined into one graph to better illustrate the trends in changing
landscape use. World population was graphed separately (See Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4: Comparisons of household range parameter value changes for the A S-B
Model simulation (a), (b), (c), and (d)
a. Cultivation plot proportions
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b. Fallow plot proportions
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c. Forest plot proportions
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d. World population

Farm plots for control value 5 only accounted for 3.0% of the landscape at year 6000.
This percentage was first reached in year 3323, but before and after that time farm plot
percentages fluctuated around 3%. Farm plots did not begin to affect landscape
proportions significantly until year 1017, when a value of 0.01% was secured. The
number of farm plots on the landscape began to stabilize around year 1294. Beginning at
1294, farm plots plateaued around 1% until year 2009, when the number of farm plots on
the landscape began to increase towards 3%. Fallow plot proportions produce a
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smoother sigmoidal-shaped curve than farm plots, and percentages begin to hold steady
between 11.80% and 12% from around year 3970 until year 6000. The increase in fallow
plots also begins to slow around 2878, when 11% fallow plots on the landscape is
reached. Fallow plots are not detected on the landscape until year 15 at 0.12% and reach
a value of 1.0% in year 228. Values remain at 1% until year 693, when values begin to
steadily increase until reaching year 2878. The forest plot curve, again, mirrors the
fallow plot curve with slightly different values. The forest is first affected by cultivation
practices at year 11 (99.88%) and then remains within a tenth of a percent of 99% total
forest until year 596, when the amount of total forest begins to decrease continually. At
year 2876 total forest begins to level out, staying between 86.45% and 85.40% until year
6000. World population begins at 84 people and ends, in year 6000, at 1836 people. The
population rapidly increases from year 0 to year 2849 and then it continually slows down.
From year 2849 to year 3366 population fluctuates between 1700 and 1775. At year
3366, the world population remains above 1775 and slowly increases towards the ending
population value.

A decrease in the allowable distance between households to a value of 2 causes dramatic
differences in landscape composition percentages as well as in the world population.
Farm plots reach a consistent value of 0.01% at year 976. From here the percentage of
farm plots rapidly increases towards 11%. The percentage of farm plots on the landscape
starts to plateau around year 4247, when a value of 10.80% is reached, then slowly moves
towards 11%. The percentage of fallow plots on the landscape begins at year 15 with a
value of 0.1% and slowly increases until reaching 46.50% at about year 4288 after which
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values begin to level off. After this, the percentage of forest plots on the landscape
fluctuates around 48%, ending in year 6000 at 47.8%. The percentage of fallow plots and
the percentage of forest plots cross on the graph between year 4025 and year 4026,
44.79% / 44.82% and 44.88% / 44.81% respectively, meaning that the total proportion of
forest plots drops below the proportion of fallow plots on the landscape. The total
percentage of forest first shows signs of landscape changes at year 11, fluctuating around
99% total forest until year 529, when forest percentage begins to steadily drop until
plateauing around 4288 at 42.75%. After year 4288, forest values fluctuate around 41%
and end year 6000 at 41.01%. World population starts year 0 at 83 people and continues
to increase until year 4140, when values begin leveling off at 7090. An ending value of
7440 people is reached in year 6000, more than 6000 people on the landscape than with
the other household range values simulated.

When the household nearness value is increased to 10, all landscape composition
proportions fall below the control values. Farm plot proportions reach a quantifiable
value of 0.01% of total landscape at year 982. At year 1481, 1% the total landscape is in
farm plots, and this value is held constant until the end of the simulation. The proportion
of fallow plots begins making an impact on the landscape composition at year 15, 0.1%,
and fluctuates towards 1.0% until year 284, when this value is reached. From this time
period on fallow proportions slowly increase towards 3.75%, but never rise above this
value. Fallow proportions fluctuate between 3.50% and 3.75% from year 2798 to year
6000. Forest proportions fall below 100% at year 11 and stay at or above 99.0% until
year 475, when proportions of forest begin to slowly decline. At year 1821 forest values
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fall below 96.0% and remain between 95.99% and 95.6% until ending at 95.64% in year
6000. The simulation begins at a world population of 84 and increases steadily towards a
population of 500, reached in year 1717. At this time the world population begins to
level out, plateauing at around 550 to 555, and ending at 553.

An increase in the nearness value to 15 results in less significant changes in landscape
proportions. Farm plot values do not make an impact on the total landscape proportions
until year 1341 with a value of 0.01%, fluctuating between 0.00% and 0.02% until the
end of the simulation at year 6000. Fallow proportions reach 0.05% of the total
landscape at year 15 and quickly reach 1.0% at year 26. Fallow plot values reach 2.0% at
year 2604 and continue to fluctuate around 2.0% until year 6000. Similarly, forest
proportions show cultivation influence in year 11 with a proportion of 99.95%, and fall to
99.00% in year 15. Forest proportions decline slowly towards the ending value of
97.98%. As expected, world population is also greatly decreased, reaching only 274
people in year 6000. There is an increase in the population from year 1 when population
begins at 83, until year 1080, when a population of 240 is reached, and from there the
population begins to reach a plateau around year 1744 at a population of 260.

The final nearness value that was sensitivity tested was 20. This value change followed
the same trajectory as the other nearness value increases. Farm proportions for the total
landscape did not reach a value of 0.01% for any year from 1 to 6000. Fallow
proportions reach 0.04% in year 15 and quickly jump to 0.99% in year 19. From there
fallow proportions fluctuate from 0.80% to 1.0% until year 281, when a value of 1.0% is
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held constant until year 6000. Forest proportions are not affected until year 11 (99.98%)
and quickly fall to 99.0% in year 15 and stay between 99.0% and 99.02% until year 808,
when 98.99% is reached. Total forest proportions slowly decline towards, and then
fluctuate around, 98.85% before ending in year 6000 at 98.83%. World population
barely doubles after 6000 years from a value of 82 to 169.

Changes in household range values also behaved as expected given changes in value. As
households are able to choose household sites or plots closer to one another, the total
number of individuals on the landscape dramatically increased, more than three times the
control value total population at simulation end time. Farm and fallow proportions also
significantly increase and fallow proportions exceed the percentage of total forest on the
landscape. The opposite happens as household ranges increase. Households run out of
available land much faster and fewer households are able to establish themselves on the
landscape, as is expected. This translates to fewer individuals populating the landscape
and therefore less land is considered farm and/or fallow than is forest.

• Plot range

Plot range is similar to nearness range, except it dictates how far a household can place a
cultivation plot from the household plot. The control value is 20, meaning a household
can choose to place a cultivation plot up to 20 squares from the household plot and
anywhere within a 20 square radius from the household plot. Plot range was sensitivity
tested using the values 4, 9, 16, and 25 (see Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5: Comparisons of plot range parameter value changes for the A S-B
Model simulation (a), (b), (c), (d)
a. Cultivation plot proportions
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b. Fallow plot proportions
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c. Forest plot proportions
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d. World population

Control value 20 for farm plots establishes a permanent value on the landscape at year
1030, 0.03%. Prior to this, a value of 0.01% was reached at year 926, but a value was not
sustained until after year 1030. The percentage of farms increased to 1.0% at year 1484,
at which time the proportion of farms on the landscape leveled out at 1.0% until
beginning to increase again at year 1966. Farm proportions on the landscape leveled out
again around 3.0% at year 3710, and continued at or around this percentage until the end
of the simulation. Fallow plots became apparent on the landscape at year 15 with a value
of 0.07%, and continued to increase until beginning to plateau at around year 2855 with a
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value of 11.0%. Farm values rose slowly for the next 3000 years, never reaching a value
above 11.92%, and ending year 6000 with a value of 11.89%. The forest landscape
began to show signs of cultivation practices in year 11 (99.98%), and forest proportions
decrease until plateauing around 87.0% in year 2700. Forest proportions slowly decline
and fluctuate around 85.4% before ending on this value in year 6000. World population
begins at 83 and increases before beginning to plateau around 1700 in year 2847. For the
next 3000 years world population slowly increases, fluctuating around 1800 and finishing
year 6000 at a population of 1835.

A plot range value change to 4 resulted in similar landscape proportion trajectories as the
control value. Farm plots begin sporadically appearing on the landscape at year 951 with
a value of 0.01%, and permanently make an impact at year 1010. At year 1471 farm
plots reach 1.0% of the total landscape and this value is held until year 1994, after which
the percentage of farm plots slowly increases before plateauing around year 3210 at a
value of 2.9%. From year 3210 until year 6000 the percentage of farm plots on the
landscape fluctuates between 2.9% and 3.0%. Fallow plots appear on the landscape at
year 15 with a value of 0.1%, and increase towards 1.0%. The percentage of fallow plots
of the total landscape holds at 1.0% from year 334 until year 682, then steadily increases
before leveling off in year 2790 at 10.87%. Fallow plot values fluctuate between this
value and 11.93% before ending in year 6000 with a value of 11.84%. Total forest
begins to decline in year 11 with a value of 99.99% and slowly declines until year 526,
after which forest percentages begin to decline more rapidly towards a value of 86.52%
in year 2790. Similar to the fallow plot values, forest plots fluctuate between 86.52% and
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85.34% and end on a value of 85.47% in year 6000. World population begins the
simulation at 84 people and increases towards a population of 1700 people in year 2833,
after which the population begins to slowly approach and hover around 1800 people.
World population ends at 1827 in year 6000.

The next plot range value to be tested is 9. Farm plots start to reach a value of 0.01% in
year 997, but don’t start to increase on the landscape until year 1075. For the next 1850
years farm plot proportions stair step towards 2.75%, after which values increase towards
3.0% before finally ending on this value in year 6000. Fallow plot portions begin on the
landscape in year 14 at a value of 0.01%. There is a small plateau in which the number
of fallow plots on the landscape minimally increases from year 161 to year 871 with
values 1.0% to 1.3%, respectively. Fallow plot proportions steadily increase until
beginning to level off for the final time at year 2829 at 10.9%. During the next 3000
years fallow plot values reach a maximum of 11.95%, but end with a value of 11.83%.
Forest proportions begin declining after year 11, value 99.96%, but decline relatively
slowly until year 721, value 98.62%. From year 721 until year 2827, forest values
steadily decrease, but then begin to plateau around a value of 8.4% after this year. Forest
values end in year 6000 at 85.44%. World population begins at 82 and increases for the
next 2875 years before beginning to level after reaching a population of 1700 people.
World population plateaus around 1800 and ends the simulation at 1832.

A plot range value change to 16 has very little effect on landscape proportions and world
population as compared to the control value, 20. Farm values do not have a real impact
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on the landscape until year 1010 with a value of 0.01%, and values do not rise above
0.5% until year 1219. The proportion of cultivation plots on the landscape stair steps
until year 3165 and a value of 2.9%, after which values slowly move towards 3.0%
ending the simulation on this value. Fallow plot values begin in year 15 at 0.14% of the
total landscape, slowly increasing before leveling off around 10.8% in year 2780. For the
remainder of the simulation values minimally increase before ending at 11.96%. Forest
values begin to decline in year 11 with a value of 99.92%, and continue gradually
declining before beginning to plateau in year 2820 with a value of 86.62%. During the
next 3200 years forest values reach a minimum of 85.27%, but end year 6000 with a
value of 85.33%. World population begins at 83 and increases before beginning to level
off with a population of 1700 around year 2850. World population fluctuates around
1800 and ends in year 6000 with 1839 people.

A plot range value of 25 also follows the previous parameter values’ trajectories. Farm
plots aren’t permanently established on the landscape until year 1038 with a value of
0.01%. A value of 1.0% is reached in year 1458 and this value continues until year 1937,
after which farm plots gradually increase on the landscape before plateauing at 2.9% in
year 3180 and increasing towards 3.0% in year 6000. Fallow plots on the landscape
begin in year 15 at 0.11% and increase towards a value of 10.8% in year 2771. After this
time, values gradually increase towards 11.9% and end in year 6000 at 11.86%. Total
forest is first affected by cultivation practices in year 11 and forest values slowly decline
until leveling off in year 2781 with a value of 86.61%. For the next 3200 years forest
values fluctuate between this value and 85.35% of the total landscape. The simulation
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ends with forest proportions at 85.45%. World population begins at 83 and again
increases towards 1800 people. Population begins to level off around 1700 people in
year 2840 and then slowly increases for 3200 years before ending year 6000 with a
population of 1832.

To summarize, changes in plot range values result in negligible differences in farm,
fallow, and forest plot proportions as well as in world population. The lack of significant
changes between values is somewhat unexpected, since changes in household range
values did result in significant, yet expected, changes in landscape compositions and
world population. The absence of differences may indicate that the total landscape area
was large enough to sustain this form of cultivation even when the available cultivation
area that each household can farm is limited to four hectares or expanded to 25 hectares.

• Cultivation Length

Cultivation length, or Farmtime on the parameter sheet, is how long, in years, a plot of
land can be consecutively cultivated before being rotated into fallow land. The control
value for cultivation length is 3 years (see Figure 5.6). Values of 1, 9, 18, and 25 were
simulated to sensitivity test this parameter.
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Figure 5.6: Comparisons of cultivation length parameter value changes for the A SB Model simulation (a), (b), (c), and (d)
a. Cultivation plot proportions
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b. Fallow plot proportions
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c. Forest plot proportions
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d. World population

Control value 3 for farm time does not make a permanent impact on the landscape until
year 1039 with a value of 0.01%. Farm plot percentages on the landscape slowly
increase towards a maximum and ending value of 3.0%. Values begin to level off around
2.9% starting in year 3163 when values do not again fall below 2.9%. Fallow plots begin
altering the landscape in year 15 with a 0.11% value and rise slowly until reaching 2.5%
in year 1572, after which fallow plots on the landscape begin to increase more rapidly
until reaching a plateau of 9% in year 3242. Fallow values gradually increase towards
9.25%, ending the simulation with a value of 9.22%. The forest begins showing signs of
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cultivation in year 11 with a 99.89% value. Forest proportions slowly decline before
beginning to plateau around 89.0% in year 2816. For the next 3200 years forest values
decline less than 1.5%, ending in year 6000 with a value of 87.99%. World population
starts at 83 and increases towards 1700 people, a level first reached in year 2829.
Population then levels off for the next 3200 years at around 1800 people. World
population ends at 1841 people in year 6000.

Changing cultivation length to 1 year results in farm values affecting the landscape at
year 1062 with a 0.01% value. The proportion of farm plots on the landscape does not
reach 1.0% until year 1499 and then does not begin increasing again until year 2026. In
year 3735, farm plot proportions reach and do not fall below 2.9%. A period of slow
increase ensues until year 6000, when a value of 2.96% is reached. A maximum value of
3% is reached during this time period. Fallow plots begin to show up on the landscape in
year 9 with a value of 0.1%. The percentage of fallow plots increases on the landscape
until reaching 18.53% in year 2745, after which the increase in the proportion of fallow
plots begins to level off. A percentage of 20.43 is reached in year 6000. The proportion
of forest land begins to decrease slowly beginning in year 7 with a value of 99.95%. The
decrease in forest land levels out around year 2755 when a value of 79.0% is attained.
For the next 3250 years the percentage of total forest gradually declines before ending at
76.85% in year 6000. World population begins at 83.5 and ends at 1832 in year 6000.
Population increases towards 1700 people, reached in year 2845, after which population
begins to stabilize and stays within 30 people of 1800 people from year 3316 onward.
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An increase in cultivation length to 9 years causes the proportion of farm plots and fallow
plots to decrease over time. Farms plots impact the landscape beginning in year 968 and
permanently affect the landscape in year 976, both with values of 0.01%. A value of
1.0% is first reached in year 1438 and sustained virtually unchanged until year 2004.
There is then a gradual increase towards 3.0%. Three percent is first attained in year
3085 and then a value no less than 2.97% is maintained until year 6000. Fallow plots
first begin showing up on the landscape at a 0.01% value in year 1048, but are not
permanent on the landscape until year 1220. A 1.0% value is reached in year 1802 and
fallow proportions continue around this value until year 2247. The percentage of fallow
plots on the landscape increases to a maximum value of 2.0%, first reached in year 2699.
For the next 3300 years a value of 1.97% to 2.0% is sustained. Total forest proportions
are not impacted by cultivation practices until year 389, 99.99%, and not permanently
impacted until year 501. The percentage of forest land slowly declines before plateauing
around 95.5% in year 2863. In year 6000 forest land is at 95.04%. World population
begins at 83, begins to level off around 1700 people in year 2818, and slowly increases
towards the ending population of 1853.

When cultivation length is increased to 18 years the percentage of farm and fallow plots
on the landscape are decreased even further. Farm plots are not sustained on the
landscape at a value of 0.01% or above until year 996. A value of 1.0% is attained in
year 1365 and continued until year 1960. Farm plot proportions reach 3.0% of the total
landscape in year 2853 and are sustained at or within 0.01% of this value from year 3032
until the final year of the simulation. Fallow plot proportions are not maintained on the
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landscape until after year 1130. At year 1608 a value of 0.9% is reached and sustained
until year 2146 when fallow proportions increase towards 1.8%. Once a value of 1.8% is
attained in year 2584, values fluctuate around this level until the end of the simulation.
The highest value reached is 1.9% and year 6000 ends with a value of 1.85%. Forest land
is not permanently affected by cultivation practices until after year 426. Forest
proportions slowly decline before leveling off when a value of 95.2% is reached in year
2903. After this time values fluctuate around 95.2% before ending in year 6000 with a
value of 95.19%. World population begins at 83 and again steadily increases until
reaching a population of 1700 in year 2836, after which world population begins to
stabilize. The total population in year 6000 is 1825 and a maximum population of 1835
is attained in year 5817.

As expected, farm, fallow and forest plot proportions of the total landscape for cultivation
length 25 are similar to the values for cultivation length 18. Farm plots begin to impact
the landscape in year 914, slowly increasing towards a value of 1.0% first reached in year
1382. Values fluctuate around 1.0% until beginning to increase again after year 1955.
Farm values begin to level off again around 3.0%, attained in year 2824. Values fluctuate
around 3.0% until year 3336, after which a value of 3.0% is held constant until the final
year of the simulation. The proportion of fallow plots on the landscape is not measurable
until year 1377 and gradually increases before leveling off after a 1.0% value is reached
in year 1930. Fallow proportions fluctuate around 1.0% until year 2407, after which
values slowly increase again. After year 3357, fallow values fluctuate between 1.81%
and 1.97% until ending year 6000 with a value of 1.94%. Forest proportions are
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permanently affected by farm and fallow plots after year 543. Forest values fluctuate
around 99.0% from years 984 to 1488. The proportion of forest on the landscape begins
to slowly decline before stabilizing between 95.38% and 95.23% in years 4755 to 6000.
The simulation ends with a value of 95.27%. World population begins at 83 and once
again increases before leveling off around 1700 people in year 2865. World population is
1825 in year 6000 and never reaches a population of 1834.

In summary, a decrease in the number of years a plot of land can be cultivated does not
result in a significant increase in the number of cultivation plots on the landscape, but the
number of fallow plots more than doubles compared to the control values and the number
of forest plots proportionately decreases. Cultivation values greater than three years
cause the number of farm plots on the landscape to outnumber fallow plots by simulation
end. However, there is very little flux in farm, fallow, and forest total proportions
amongst cultivation values of 9, 18, and 25, which can be predicted since there are a
limited number of cultivation plots that any one household can be farming at once.
World population is insignificantly affected by changes in cultivation length. There is a
difference of less than 50 individuals amongst all values at the end of each simulation.

• Fallow Length

Fallow length, called Fallowtime on the parameter sheet, is the amount of time a plot of
land is considered fallow (i.e., allowed to regrow to forest) before cycling back into
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forestland. The control value for fallow length is 15 years and values of 4, 28, 48, and 66
were sensitivity tested (see Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.7: Comparisons of fallow length parameter value changes for the A S-B
Model simulation (a), (b), (c), and (d)
a. Cultivation plot proportions
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b. Fallow plot proportions
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c. Forest plot proportions
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d. World population

Patterns produced by control fallow length value 15 follow the same patterns for farm,
fallow, and forest plots and world population as produced by the other control parameter
values (see Figure 5.7). Farm proportions are permanently detectable on the landscape at
year 1030 with a value of 0.01%. Values slowly increase towards 1.0% and this value is
reached and sustained from year 1483 until year 2007. Farm values then increase again
until reaching 3.0% in year 3391, after which values fluctuate at or below 3.0% until the
simulation ends. Fallow plots permanently affect the landscape composition after year 14
with a beginning value of 0.04%. Fallow proportions reach 1.0% in year 262 and
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fluctuate around 1.0% until year 726, after which fallow proportions begin to slowly
increase again. Values begin to stabilize around 11.7% in year 4041 and then fluctuate
between 11.8% and 11.9%. Year 6000 ends with a fallow value of 11.84%. Forest
proportions begin to decline permanently after year 10 and slowly decline until reaching
a value of 85.75% in year 3592. From 3592 until year 6000 values fluctuate between
85.62% and 84.4% with a final value of 85.48%. World population begins at 82 and ends
at 1829. Population increases until reaching 1700 people in year 2860, after which
population increase levels off. A maximum population of 1833 is reached in year 5801.

A change in fallow length to a value of 4 drastically reduces the absolute proportion
values of farm and fallow plots on the landscape through time compared to the proportion
values for 15 years. Farm plots are not permanently established on the landscape until
year 1046. Farm values increase towards 1.0% and reach 1.0% in year 1442. A 1.0%
value is maintained until year 1944 and then farm proportions increase until plateauing
again around 2.9% beginning in year 3003. Farm values then fluctuate around 3.0%
beginning in year 3215 and end year 6000 with this value. Fallow plots permanently
establish on the landscape in year 681. A value of 1.0% is reached in year 1096 and
maintained until year 1652, after which fallow values slowly increase towards 4.0%.
Fallow proportions reach 4.0% of the total landscape in year 2910 and fluctuate around
this value for the rest of the simulation, ending at 4%. Forest proportions begin to decline
continuously after year 236 until beginning to plateau after 93.75% in year 2910. Forest
values fluctuate between 93.05% and 93.01% between years 4825 and 6000 and end at
93.04%. World population begins at 83 and increases steadily before reaching 1700 in
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year 2825, after which values begin gradually increasing towards 1800 people. A
maximum population of 1865 is reached in year 5999 and the simulation ends with a
population of 1865.

When the fallow length is changed to 28 years, fallow proportions increase and forest
proportions decrease greatly as compared to proportion values for 15 years. Farm plot
values are permanently established on the landscape at year 1040. Farm values increase
until plateauing around 1.0%, first reached in year 1495. A value of 1.0% is maintained
until year 2014, after which values gradually increase again. In year 3705 farm
proportions reach a maximum value of 3.0% and values fluctuate below or at 3.0% until
ending year 6000 with a 3.0% value. Fallow values are permanently fixed on the
landscape at year 15 with a value of 0.13%. A value of 1.0% is quickly reached in year
19 and sustained until year 231. The proportion of fallow plots steadily increases until
leveling off around 19.0% in year 2766. Fallow values then fluctuate between 20.0% and
20.88% after year 3165, ending year 6000 with a value of 20.76%. Forest values begin
declining in year 11 with a value of 99.95%. Forest proportions decline slowly until
around year 1342, 95.0%, after which values begin declining more rapidly until reaching
a value of 78.5% in year 2774. At this time, forest proportion decline begins to plateau.
Year 6000 ends with a value of 76.49%. World population begins at 83 and increases
towards a population of 1700. 1700 is reached in year 2872 and then world population
gradually increases towards 1800 people. A population of 1807 is reached in year 6000.
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An increase in fallow length to 46 years causes fallow proportions to increase greatly,
forest proportions to decline greatly, and farm proportions and the world population to
decline as compared to the proportion values for 15 years. Farm values are permanently
established on the landscape at year 1044. A value of 1.0% is attained in year 1506 and
sustained until year 2018. Farm values then increase until approaching a value of 2.9%,
reaching that value in year 3375. Values fluctuate between 2.0% and 3.0% until year
6000, ending at 2.95%. Fallow values begin at year 14 with a value of 0.01%, but rapidly
increase to 1.0% in year 19. Fallow values increase until beginning to plateau around
30.0% in year 2744. After this time, values increase slowly towards 32.75%. A
maximum value of 32.84% is attained in year 5620 and the simulation ends with a fallow
value of 32.73%. Forest values begin declining in year 11 with a value of 99.93% and
continue declining until leveling off around a value of 67%, reached in year 2793. Forest
values marginally decline during the next 3200 years before reaching 64.55% in year
6000. World population begins at 82 and ends in year 6000 at 1781. Population again
increases until reaching 1700 people in year 2963, after which population increases very
little over the next 3000 years.

A change in the fallow length to 66 years causes fallow and forest proportions to
approach 50.0%, while world population and farm proportions are only slightly
decreased. Farm plot proportions are not a significant part of the landscape until year
1019, after which farm values slowly increase until reaching a value of 1.0% in year
1431. A value of 1.0% is maintained until year 1964. Farm values increase until values
level off around year 3514 with a value of 2.7%. The proportion of farm plots on the
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landscape fluctuates between 2.7% and 2.9% until year 6000, ending at 2.85%. Fallow
values begin in year 15 at 0.1% and increase to 1.0% in year 19. Fallow proportions
increase steadily until beginning to plateau in year 2671 at a value of 41.0%. Fallow
values slowly increase for the next 3300 years ending in year 6000 with a value of
45.63%. Forest values become permanent on the landscape in year 11 with a value of
99.93%. The proportion of forest land decreases before beginning to level off around a
value of 55.0% in year 2783. Forest values then slowly decline for the next 3200 years,
fluctuating between 51.6% and 51.9% from year 4407 to year 6000. Year 6000 ends with
a forest value of 51.75%. World population begins at 84 and continuously increases until
reaching a population of 1640 people in year 2778. After this time, population slowly
increases towards 1740. In year 6000 the population is 1746.

To summarize, changes in fallow values behave predictably. When the age of fallow
plots decrease below the control value, 15 years, the difference in the total proportion of
cultivation plots and fallow plots on the landscape becomes less, but as the age of fallow
plots increases this difference increases. In the case of cultivation proportions, the
differences in values are subtle and the value trajectories only begin to differ from the
control trajectory once a plateau in maximum proportion values is begun. After this
plateau and a brief distinction of fallow value differences can be made, the fallow values,
4, 28 and 46, converge with the control value trajectory once again for the last 3000 years
of the simulation. The fallow value, 66, remains on a lower proportion value trajectory
than the other values for the rest of the simulation run. The proportion of fallow plots
begin to dominate the landscape and outnumber forest and farm plots with fallow values
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of 46 and 66 years. The fallow value changes have a more noticeable affect on the fallow
proportions for all value changes. Fallow values separate accordingly from the shortest
fallow value, 4, having the lowest proportion of fallow plots on the landscape at any
given time to the longest fallow value, 66, having the highest proportion of fallow plots
on the landscape. The differences between each value are also significant enough to read
each value change trajectory clearly from the beginning to the end of the simulation. The
forest proportion s for each value change also respond similarly to the fallow proportions
for each value change, as is expected since, for the most part, forest value trajectories
mimic fallow value trajectories, so that a shorter fallow period leaves more forested land
on the landscape and a longer fallow period leaves less forested land on the landscape.
The curve of fallow proportions and forest proportions mirror each other in all tested
values, but when fallow plots are limited to an age of 4 years the proportions of farm
plots on the land has as much influence on forest proportions as fallow proportions. An
increase in fallow plot age from 4 years to 66 years results in a decline in world
population, as expected. However, this change results in a difference just over 100
individuals. As fallow plot age increases, less land is available for cultivation and fewer
households are able to establish themselves on the landscape leading to a decrease in
world population.

The Succession Model

The Succession Model expands on some of the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model
variables and parameters to mimic more closely the successional stages of fallow fields
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and human cultivation preferences towards these successional stages. The fallow stage
for each abandoned field plot is now broken up into stages based on the age of the fallow
plot. These stages represent five fallow stages: grassland (0-1 years), herbaceous/shrubs
(2-4 years), secondary forest (5-30 years), primary forest (31-100 years), and forest (1016000 years). Stage 5, or forest, is turned off, so that the model is not keeping track of
those fallow plots aged 101 to 6000 years. Instead these plots are considered forest plots.
However, Stage 5 can be switched on, so that fallow plots are kept track of from age 101
until the determined ending age, in this case set at 6000 years. Because secondary (Stage
3) and primary vegetation (Stage 4) stages span so many years, they are broken up in the
model into two subsections each, 3a (5-15 years) and 3b (16-30 years) and 4a (31-80
years) and 4b (81-100 years), respectively. Since the ethnographic data supports different
groups have varying preferences for which fallow successional stage is best for opening a
new cultivation plot, this division of successional stages allows for different cultivation
and fallow cycles to be incorporated into the Successional Model if needed.

Replication Testing of the Succession Model

Like the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model, the Succession Model was run a total of 100
times and the results were averaged to come up with the control data that could then be
used in the sensitivity analysis. A time length of 6500 years was sufficient enough to
allow the model to reach its maximum population and to sustain this population, so
thereafter each simulation was run for this time length. (See Figure 5.8)
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Figure 5.8: A comparison of 10 sets of 100 runs for the control parameters of the
Succession Model for (a), (b), (c), and (d)
a. Cultivation plots
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b. Fallow plots
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c. Forest plots
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d. World population

Sensitivity Testing of the Succession Model

Each parameter (growth rate, household range, plot range, cultivation length per fallow
stage, and plot threshold) for the Succession Model was tested at four different values in
addition to the control value. Graphs and values for world population, landscape
proportions (forest, fallow, and farm values), and fallow successional stages were
examined and compared to the control values (see Figure 5.9). Significant changes or
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patterns caused by parameter value changes are described below, as is a summary for
each parameter.

Figure 5.9: Graphical outputs for the parameter control values of the Succession
Model simulations (a), (b), and (c)
a. Landscape composition proportions
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b. Proportion of fallow succession stages
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c. World population

• Growth Rate

The growth rate was tested at values of 0.005 (0.047 birth, 0.042 death), 0.01 (0.05 birth,
0.04 death), 0.02 (0.043 birth, 0.023 death), and 0.03 (0.048 birth, 0.018 death) and
compared to the control value, 0.002 (0.04 birth, 0.038 death) (see Figure 5.10). All
growth rates above the control value resulted in a higher number of individuals on the
landscape at all time steps after initializing the simulation. The growth rates 0.005 and
0.01 followed the same trajectory as that of the control value, but at increased values,
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respectively. These increased rate increments ended the simulation with about thirty
more individuals on the landscape with each growth rate increase.

Figure 5.10: Comparison of growth rate parameter value changes for the world
population in the Succession Model simulation

However, the growth rate values of 0.02 and 0.03 followed different trajectories and a
sustainable population was reached within 100 years of initializing the model. This value
was at least maintained until the end of the simulation. The growth rate value 0.02
slowly increased from this initial peak, but the growth rate value 0.03 stayed almost
constant until the end of the simulation. The ending population for all five growth rates
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were as follows: 0.002: 169 individuals; 0.005: 208 individuals; 0.01: 237 individuals;
0.02: 213 individuals; and 0.03: 208 individuals.

Landscape proportions follow these same trends, in which the growth rate of 0.01 has the
most impact on the landscape in terms of the number of fallow plots on the landscape, but
the maximum value of fallow plots is not reached until year 6500, or the end of the
simulation (see Appendix 1: Graph 5.1). Growth rate values 0.02 and 0.03 have very
similar trajectories and fallow values reach around 10% of the entire landscape early, by
year 250, and at least maintain this value for the rest of the simulation (see Appendix 1:
Graphs 5.2 and 5.3). The growth rate of 0.02 results in slightly more fallow plots on the
landscape by year 6500 at around 10.5% of the total landscape. The control value only
reaches a value of 7.0% of fallow plots on the landscape and the growth rate 0.005 ends
the simulation at 9.0% fallow plots (see Appendix 1: Graph 5.4). For all growth values,
the total number of farm plots on the landscape stays around 0.5% of the total landscape,
so that it is the number of fallow plots that is making that biggest impact on landscape
composition.

The successional stages of the fallow proportion behave as expected for all growth rate
values (see Appendix 1: Graphs 5.5-5.8). Stages 3 and 4 have the greatest proportional
values, respectively, since these two successional stages span the greatest number of
years. As expected almost double the number of fallow plots are in stage 4 as in stage 3
because stage 4 fallow has twice as many years of fallow time as stage 3. For all growth
rates stage 1 has more fallow plots than stage 2 at any given time since stage 1 has a
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faster turnover rate. Stage 5 remains at zero for all growth rate values because the model
is not set to keep track of fallow plots in stage 5. Instead, the fallow plots that would be
in stage 5 are turned over to forest plots, so that they are available for cultivation.

• Household Range

Household range was tested at values of 5, 11, 18, and 30 and compared to the control
value of 20 hectares. As expected, those values that are smaller than the control value
result in more individuals able to populate the landscape. Since households can move
closer together, more households can fit on the landscape. However, a household range
of 5 hectares causes the world population to explode. At around year 3200 a population
of 1660 is reached and thereafter the population fluctuates between 1660 and 1670
individuals. A household range of 11 hectares only reaches a maximum population of
430 individuals, leveling out around year 1700. The value of 18 hectares also levels out
around year 1700, but only reaches a maximum population of 196 individuals and
fluctuates around 194 after leveling out. The control value begins to level out around
year 500 and fluctuates around 167 individuals on the landscape. The largest household
range value of 30 hectares results in a population that slowly increases towards 73
individuals, while fluctuating between 65 and 75 individuals along the way.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of household range parameter value changes for the
world population in the Succession Model simulation

The landscape composition proportions for each household range also behaved as
expected (see Appendix 1: Graphs 5.9-5.12). Household ranges 11 and 18 had more
farm and fallow plots on the landscape, and thus fewer forest plots than the control value.
Household range 5 causes dramatic changes in the landscape. After year 2800, the
number of fallow plots on the landscape exceeded the number of forest plots. Farm plots
reached a value of 4%, which is eight times higher than the ending proportion of farm
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plots on the control value landscape. A household range of 30 hectares resulted in fallow
and farm plot proportion values half of what the control values were.

All household range values follow the same pattern for fallow successional stages (see
Appendix 1: Graphs 5.13-5.16). The majority of fallow plots are in the successional
stages 3 and 4. Stage 4 has the highest proportion of fallow plots, since fallow plots have
the longest age span in this stage, followed by stage 3 for this same reason. Stage 1 has a
higher proportion of fallow stages than stage 2 and stage 5 has zero fallow plots for the
entire simulation.

• Plot Range

Plot range was sensitivity tested for values 5, 11, 18, and 30 hectares with a control value
of 20 hectares. All five plot range values had very similar world population graph
trajectories and ending populations (see Figure 5.12). Plot range values of 5, 11, and 18
hectares had overall decreased population trajectories, but even the lowest tested value, 5
hectares, had an ending simulation population of less than six individuals than the control
value. A plot range value of 30 hectares only increased the world population by several
individuals at most over the control value. The control value, 20 hectares, had an ending
simulation population of 169 individuals. Plot range values 5, 11, 18, and 30 hectares
had ending populations of 163, 164, 168, and 169, respectively. These similar world
populations might indicate that plot range is not a limiting factor in the carrying capacity
of a landscape this size.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of plot range parameter value changes for the world
population in the Succession Model simulation

Changes in plot range values caused little variance in landscape composition from the
control value proportions (see Appendix 1: Graphs 5.17-5.20). A smaller plot range
value of 5 hectares and of 11 hectares resulted in a slight decrease in the total amount of
fallow plots on the landscape, but even less of a difference between the total number of
farm plots on the landscape. A plot range value of 18 hectares had an ending value of
less than 0.02% fallow plots on the landscape as the control value and resulted in the
same number of total farm plots on the landscape. A plot range value of 30 hectares had
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virtually the same trajectory and proportions of farm, fallow, and forest plots of the total
landscape. This also suggests that changes in plot ranges has little effect on the landscape
composition, and thus plot range may not be a limiting factor on populations practicing
slash-and-burn cultivation in the Amazon Basin.

As expected, different plot range values maintain the same pattern of fallow successional
stages (see Appendix 1: Graphs 21-24). The highest proportion of fallow plots are in
stage 4, then stage 3, stage 1 and stage 2, with stage 5 still set at zero. Although as the
plot range value decreases, the ratio between the number of fallow plots in stage 4 and
stage 3 decreases, so that fewer fallow plots are in stage 4 and more are in stage 3. This
is probably due to the decrease in the range of plots available for cultivation, so fewer
plots classified as forest type are available and more plots in other fallow successions are
being cultivated. This would result in an increase of fallow plots in stage 3 succession
and a slight decrease of fallow plots in stage 4 succession.

• Threshold for Addition of Another Cultivation Plot

The threshold parameter is the probability of adding a new plot as the household size
increases from 9 to 15 individuals. The control threshold gives a household with nine
individuals a probability of 76% to open a new cultivation plot; this probability increases
by 4% with each additional household member up to the maximum household size 15, so
that the largest households have a 100% probability of opening a second or third
cultivation plot. This probability ensures that a household with the maximum number of
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individuals will have more than one cultivation plot open at any given time. Threshold
probabilities are always listed from the probability of adding a new plot for 9
individuals/household to the probability of opening a new plot from 15
individuals/household. The thresholds tested were 100% / 76%, 88% / 46%, 46% /
88%, and 30% / 54%. Different ranges of threshold probabilities are tested to evaluate
how starting with a lower or a higher probability for a nine person household to open an
additional cultivation plot and then decreasing or increasing this probability as
individuals are added to the household affects the number of cultivation, fallow, and
forest plots on the landscape.

The world population values for all threshold value changes show very little change in
the graph trajectories and in the population values (see Figure 5.13). All ending world
populations are within one individual of the control values’ ending world population, 169
individuals. There is no significant deviation in values or graph patterns from the control
values.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the threshold parameter value changes for the world
population in the Succession Model simulation

All threshold values have a lower proportion of fallow and farm plots on the landscape at
any given time than the control value (see Appendix 1: Graphs 5.25-5.28). The threshold
proportion 100% / 76% is closest to the control values’ fallow (6.9%) and farm plot
(0.44%) ending proportions with final proportions in year 6500 of 5.98% fallow plots and
0.38% farm plots of the total landscape. The remaining three threshold values, 88% /
46%, 46% / 88%, and 30% / 54%, were very similar in their ending fallow and farm
proportion values. The ending fallow proportions varied from 3.71% to 3.77% to 3.72%,
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respectively, and the ending farm proportions varied from 0.23% to 0.24% to 0.24%,
respectively. These trends in fallow and farm plot proportions are expected given the
decrease in probability of opening an additional plot for each of the three similar
threshold value trajectories. The threshold 100% / 76% is the only threshold value
change that offers a 100% chance of opening a new cultivation plot when a 9th individual
is added to a household, ensuring that a household with 9 individuals has two cultivation
plots open at once. The probability of opening a third cultivation plot also remains fairly
high for this threshold probability, given that the other three threshold probabilities tested
have at the most an 88% chance of opening a second cultivation plot.

The fallow successional stages for each of the threshold values tested follows the same
patterning as mentioned earlier, stage 4 has the highest proportion of fallow plots,
followed by stage3, stage 1, and then stage 2 (see Appendix 1: Graphs 29-32). Again,
stage 5 is set to zero. As the total proportion of fallow plots decreases on the landscape
following a decrease in the probability of opening an additional cultivation plot with each
added individual to the household, the proportional difference between the numbers of
fallow plots in each stage also decreases.

• Cultivation Length per Fallow Stage

Each fallow stage (1, 2, 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b and 5) is programmed as a parameter,
FarmTimeStage, with a different number of years a plot of land is allowed to be
cultivated. There are five total fallow stages, but fallow stage 3 and fallow stage 4 are
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broken up into substages, a and b, and each substage can be set to a different cultivation
length. The number of FarmTimeStage parameters is seven. Fallow stage 5 can also be
turned on and off by a separate parameter and is set to off for the control simulation. This
reduces the amount of data the model must keep track of at every time step. If for some
reason the fallow plots aged 101 to 6000 years need to be recorded then fallow stage 5
can be switched to on and the model will keep track of all plots with an age between 101
years to 6000 years. For each fallow stage, a cultivation length of 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 years
was sensitivity tested.

FarmTimeStage 1

FarmTimeStage 1 represents grassland and has a fallow age of 0-2 years. It has a control
cultivation length of 1 year, so years 2, 3, 4, and 5 were sensitivity tested. A change in
cultivation length does not result in any significant changes to the world population (see
Figure 5.14). All values follow the same graph trajectory and end the simulation, year
6500, with a world population within one individual of the control value’s world
population. This could be predicted since there is no benefit or disadvantage for
cultivating a plot for a longer period of time.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of Farm Time Stage 1 parameter value changes for the
world population in the Succession Model simulation

There are no significant changes in the proportions of fallow, farm, and forest plots on
the landscape between any of the values (see Appendix 1: Graphs 5.33-5.36). All four
cultivation values mimic the landscape composition of the control value. The proportion
of successional fallow stages also remains similar for all values (see Appendix 1: Graphs
5.37-5.40). A change in cultivation length for FarmTimeStage 1 has no significant effect
on world population, landscape composition, or successional stage proportions.
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FarmTimeStage 2

FarmTimeStage 2 represents herbaceous/bush vegetation with a fallow length of 2-4
years and a cultivation length control value of 2 years. Cultivation lengths of 1, 3, 4, and
5 years were sensitivity tested. Changes in cultivation length values resulted in no
significant changes in world population values or distributions through time (see Figure
5.15). All values followed the same graph trajectory as the control value and ended the
simulation with a total population within an individual of the control value. Landscape
composition and fallow successional stages do not deviate from the graph trajectories and
values of the control value (see Appendix 1: Graphs 41-48). Changes in cultivation length
for FarmTimeStage 2 do not result in any significant changes for world population,
landscape composition, or successional stage proportions.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of Farm Time Stage 2 parameter value changes for the
world population in the Succession Model simulation

FarmTimeStage 3

FarmTimeStage 3a represents the first substage of secondary succession. This substage
has a fallow stage time period from 5-15 years and a cultivation length with a control
value of 3 years. Cultivation lengths of 1, 2, 4, and 5 years were sensitivity tested. There
were no significant changes from the control cultivation value in values or graph
trajectories for world population, landscape composition, or successional stage
proportions (see Figure 5.16 and Appendix 1: Graphs 5.49-5.56).
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of Farm Time Stage 3a parameter value changes for the
world population in the Succession Model simulation

FarmTimeStage 3b represents the second substage of secondary succession and has a
fallow stage time period from 16-30 years. The control cultivation length for this
substage is 4 years. Cultivation lengths of 1, 2, 3, and 5 years were sensitivity tested. All
cultivation length values had similar values and graph trajectories as the control value for
world population, landscape composition and successional stage proportions (see Figure
5.17 and Appendix 1: Graphs 5.57-5.64). There was a slight increase in the proportions
of fallow plots in fallow stage 3 over time from a cultivation length of 1 year to 5 years,
but only a 0.1% increase overall.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of Farm Time Stage 3b parameter value changes for the
world population in the Succession Model simulation

FarmTimeStage 4

FarmTimeStage 4a is considered the first substage of primary succession spanning the
years 31-80. This substage has a control cultivation length of 4 years, so cultivation
lengths of 1, 2, 3, and 5 years were sensitivity tested. FarmTimeStage 4b is the second
substage of primary succession from years 81-100. The control cultivation length for this
substage was 4 years. Cultivation length values 1, 2, 3, and 5 were sensitivity tested. No
cultivation length value change for either FarmTimeStage 4 substage produced any
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significant deviations from the control value for world population, landscape composition
proportions, or fallow successional stage proportions (see Figure 5.18 and 5.19,
Appendix 1: Graphs 5.65-5.80).

Figure 5.18: Comparison of Farm Time Stage 4a parameter value changes for the
world population in the Succession Model simulation
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of Farm Time Stage 4b parameter value changes for the
world population in the Succession Model simulation

FarmTimeStage 5

FarmTimeStage 5 was deactivated for all simulations up until this point. This stage
represents the last stage of succession, 101 to 6000 years, so that a plot of land aged 6000
to 6500 years is considered a forest plot. This also means that each household is keeping
track of fallow plots until they are 6001-years-old and no other household can open that
plot of land for cultivation until it is considered a forest plot again. Cultivation length
values 1, 2, 3, and 5 were sensitivity tested.
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As expected, the activation of FarmTimeStage 5 causes the world population to change
dramatically from that of the control value (see Figure 5.20). The world population graph
trajectories for the tested values follow the trend in which population rises and then peaks
sharply before rapidly declining towards 25 individuals for the next several thousands of
years, and then population begins to rise again after 6000 years. A cultivation length of 1
year causes world population to peak around 143 people between 700 and 750 years
before population begins to decline. A cultivation length value of 2 reaches a maximum
population of 146 individuals between 775 and 850 years before beginning to decline. A
cultivation length value of 3 reaches a maximum population of 147 individuals between
years 860 and 970 and then begins to decline. A cultivation length value of 5 has a
population peak of 151 individuals from about year 900 to year 1230. All value
population curves continue to decline until around year 6000 and all reach a population of
24 to 25 individuals, after which populations begin to increase until finishing year 6500
with a population around 45 individuals.
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of Farm Time Stage 5 parameter value changes for the
world population in the Succession Model simulation

The proportion of fallow plot graph trends correspond to the world population peaks and
declines for each value change, so that the proportion of fallow plots on the landscape
increase and peak around the same years and then decline until around year 6000, after
which the proportion of fallow plot begins to increase again (see Appendix 1: Graphs
5.81-5.84). However, once a peak fallow proportion value is reached, which is always
above the control fallow proportion value, and fallow proportions begin to decline, the
proportion of fallow and farm plots on the landscape falls dramatically below the control
values for fallow and farm plot proportions. The proportion of farmed plots on the
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landscape for all four tested values, never reaches the maximum proportion of farm plots
on the landscape for the control value, ~ 0.44.

Fallow Successional Stage proportion trends also mimic those described above for world
population. Fallow stage 5 has the highest percentage or fallow plots, followed by stage
4, stage 3, stage 1, and then stage 2, as would be predicted given the age range of fallow
plots in stage 5 fallow (see Appendix 1: Graphs 5.85-88). These trends are predictable
given they same successional stage trends already described by the control value.

The Assessment of the A S-B Model and the Succession Model

After sensitivity testing has been completed, the model results can be assessed for their
applicability in answering the initial research questions. The effects of each parameter on
how the model operates and the relevancy of each parameter to the goals of the research
question can be evaluated. Sensitivity testing is important to perform prior to addressing
the research questions, so that the model can be evaluated for its own value and on its
own terms. Some parameters may be more relevant in evaluating the affects of slashand-burn cultivation on subsequent forest composition than other parameters. Sensitivity
testing may also lead to the realization that changes or the addition of new parameters to
the model are needed to better mimic prehistoric cultivation practices in the Amazon
Basin.
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Most parameter value changes result in expected and predictable changes in world
populations and landscape compositions. This indicates that the model results can be
effectively applied to answering whether or not differing cultivation/fallow cycles leave
distinguishable patterns in subsequent forest composition or how these model results may
help to form other research questions. However, the parameter Plot Range needs to be
further evaluated, in both the model and in the ethnographic literature, to understand why
at this stage in the model’s development it has little to no effect on model results.

The graphs for changes in parameter values for cultivation lengths and fallow lengths are
especially interesting in terms of the research questions. It seems that over the long term,
fallow length for both parameters leaves a more significant signature on landscape
composition than does length of cultivation, suggesting that fallow length is likely more
easily detectable in paleoecological data. Model results demonstrate that changes in
cultivation length and fallow length have a greater affect on the proportion of fallow
lands in the overall landscape composition, than on the proportion of land in cultivation
(see Figures 5.6a-c, 5.7.a-c). The parameter changes for cultivation length and for fallow
length result in graph trajectories that are similar for the proportion of cultivation fields
on the landscape, meaning that the length of time a plot of land is cultivated, whether as
little as 1 year or as long as 25 years, will most likely not leave a distinguishable
signature in subsequent forest composition. However, when the graphs for fallow plot
proportions for both cultivation length and fallow length changes are examined (see
Figures 5.6b and 5.7b), a more notable distinction between fallow plot proportions can be
made. It needs to be noted that the sensitivity results for each parameter, expressly those
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of cultivation length and fallow length, cannot be directly correlated since as one
parameter is adjusted the values for the other parameters stay constant, but this point will
be further discussed in Chapter 6.

In the case of cultivation length value changes when fallow length is held constant at 15years, shorter cultivation lengths, 1 and 3 years, show a significant difference in fallow
proportions, but cultivation length values 9, 18, and 25 years do not result in significant
differences in fallow plot proportions (see Figures 5.6a and 5.7a). This suggests that a
cultivation length between 1 and 9 years may leave a signature on subsequent forest
composition that can be easily distinguished in paleoecological records, but that any
cultivation length over 9 years can be not be identified, so that a cultivation length of 9
years can not necessarily be identified as 9 years, but as a value above 8 years cultivation
length.

However, when the fallow length is varied and the cultivation length is held constant at 3
years, the fallow plot proportions for all five fallow values tested can be easily
distinguished from one another (see Figure 5.6b and 5.7b). Fallow values 4, 15, 28, 46,
and 66 all separate out as distinct graph trajectories with at least an 8% difference in
fallow plot proportions between values. These differences in proportions between fallow
plot proportions would most likely be distinguishable in paleoecological records and
would therefore leave notable signatures in subsequent forest compositions. Forest
proportion values reflect changes in fallow and cultivation proportion combined and will
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probably not add insight into cultivation versus fallow length signatures (see Figures 5.6c
and 5.7c).

At this point, the model results suggest that in fact the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model
and the Succession Model can offer valuable insight into assessing the subsequent forest
composition signatures resulting from prehistoric Amazonian cultivation practices. These
results suggest that it will be important to examine more thoroughly how changes in
cultivation lengths and fallow lengths result in differences in fallow plot proportions over
time. This analysis would be pertinent in understanding and evaluating which
combinations of cultivation cycles would or would not be easily detectable in subsequent
forest compositions and after what length of time these cultivation cycles may or may not
remain detectable in paleoecological records. After proportions, most likely fallow plot
proportions, of cultivation cycles in landscape proportions are identified as predictable
then the reflection of past agricultural practices can be better understood in
paleoecological records. These two agent-based models show great potential for
identifying the signatures of varying cycles of prehistoric slash-and-burn cultivation
practices on subsequent forest compositions. A more in-depth analysis of both model
results and how the results relate to the aforementioned research questions will be
discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model and the Succession Model were both developed
to assess the potential application of agent-based modeling to investigating prehistoric
cultivation practices in Amazonia. Due to limited paleoethnobotanical data from
archaeological contexts and limited paleoenvironmental records within Amazonia, agentbased modeling offers an additional line of inquiry that can help to determine whether it
is feasible for past cultivation decisions and strategies to be reflected in subsequent forest
compositions, especially in terms of evaluating the extent to which prehistoric peoples
may have manipulated vegetation composition of areas or the region of Amazonia as a
whole. Another issue of special interest is that of long cultivation-short fallowing versus
short cultivation-long fallow cycling. Boserup (1965) and others postulate that
prehistoric groups were more likely to practice short cultivation-long fallow cycling in
upland areas. As populations grew and cultivation practices became more intensified a
system of longer cultivation and shorter fallow lengths was adopted. However, Denevan
(1992; 1996; 2001) supports the idea of prehistoric groups practicing long cultivationshort fallow cycling, especially in softwood dominated gaps, because this is what
technology allowed. Both sides recognize the importance of alluvial soils for shortcropping when these soils are not flooded, however, the use of this type of soil or
landscape is not considered in the A S-B Model or the Succession Model for the sake of
simplicity. The Amazonian Slash-and-Burn and Succession models represent initial
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inquiries into determining what the key parameters and behaviors may be in prehistoric
slash-and-burn practices.

The Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model tested value changes for five parameters. All
parameters changes resulted in predictable and/or expected changes in landscape
proportions, except for changes in plot range values, or the area or range in which
households could choose a plot for cultivation. The results of the Amazonian Slash-andBurn Model were affected very little by changes in plot range values, from minimum area
of 4 hectares to a maximum of 25 hectares. This suggests that the minimum area within
which households select cultivation plots is large enough to sustain household
populations of up to 15 individuals with as many as three cultivation plots open at any
given time. This parameter may not be as important to slash-and-burn cultivation
scenarios as simulated in the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model, but may hold more
importance as complexity is added. For example, if fertility is tied to the age of a fallow
plot so that with increased age a fallow plot's fertility also increases, then the number of
preferred cultivation plots would be limited within the given plot range. The less area a
household has for opening a new cultivation plot, the more likely fallow plots with a
lower fertility would have to be cultivated, leading to a shorter cultivation period and
presumably land degradation surrounding the household site. As it is set up in the
Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model, there is no deterrent for cultivating the same plot of
land over and over again once that plot of land is cycled back into forest land, so that a
plot range of 4 hectares can support a household just as easily as one of 25 hectares.
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This lack of significant influence on model results also may indicate that in the real-world
individuals, households, or communities select cultivation plots at varying distances
based on other influencing factors than distance, i.e. soil type, vegetation composition, or
other parameters. The ethnographic evidence does not fully examine why people select
cultivation plots at various distances from the household settlement, but documents the
maximum travel distance to a cultivation plot. It is difficult to conclude whether the
model is yet to reproduce this behavior or whether underlying decisions behind
cultivation plot choice may be more important than a maximum a cultivation distance.
Amazonia has great regional diversity and prehistoric cultivators may have been taking
advantage of areas rich in plant resources, which can also translate to elevated animal
food sources. These areas could be natural and/or human modified and may not
necessarily be predictable in terms of distance from a household. This makes it that more
essential to simulate regional diversity to get at site-specific cultivation practices. For
example, terra preta, or anthropogenic soils or black earth, is under investigation
concerning its deposition in relation to settlement and cultivation practices (Denevan
2006). Terra preta is scattered, not only along the bluffs of river channels, but can also be
found throughout areas of terra firme. Denevan (2006) attributes this distribution to the
long-term use of the same lands by semi-permanent settlements. Its distribution is not
predictable in geographic location or in size. However, these areas are still prized today
for their high fertility and usefulness in agriculture (Denevan 2006). Known areas of
terra preta could also be incorporated into the model to test patterns of cultivation/fallow
cycling.
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The other four parameters, growth rate, household range, cultivation length, and fallow
length, did affect the model’s landscape composition and world population values as
could be predicted by decreasing or increasing the parameter control value. This suggests
that these parameters are or could potentially be limiting factors in the model results, i.e.
carrying capacity of the land. However, this does not automatically validate each of these
parameters as significant in real world slash-and-burn cultivation selection behaviors, but
merely indicates they could be influential, as could other parameters that were not tested,
such as cultivation plot selection based on topography. In developing the Amazonian
Slash-and-Burn Model judgments had to be made concerning which parameters were
most important in slash-and-burn cultivation practices and decisions. Four of the five
parameters that were selected were based on consistent data from the ethnographic record
on several indigenous groups throughout Amazonia. However, this consistency could
also reflect the kinds of data on Amazonian cultivation practices that are most often
recorded in literature by anthropologists, not necessarily their importance in indigenous
practices and decision-making. There are other biases, assumptions, and data limitations
that could potentially be important factors in assessing the validity of the Amazonian
Slash-and-Burn Model to its real-world application.

Amazonia is an incredibly heterogeneous region, ecologically, topographically,
climatically, and culturally. This heterogeneity was not and could not be fully considered
in the model. In the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model the landscape and human
behaviors were homogenous; this was necessary to assess and test the data and
assumptions built into the model. Heterogeneity could be added into future versions of
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the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model in stages of complexity, so that each new layer of
added complexity can be assessed and tested for its effects on model results. This would
result in a more accurate simulation of the ecology and indigenous group practices within
specific regions, i.e. varying crops, field sizes, or household/community dynamics.
However, the full range of heterogeneity that exists and existed in Amazonian will
probably never make it into an agent-based model just because the extent of variation
within this region is so great.

The Successional Model is an attempt to add such a level of complexity, successional
stages of fallow. Again, the successional stages built into the model are based on
generalizations, and do not necessarily reflect the true heterogeneity of Amazonia, but are
an attempt to better understand how cultivation decisions based on vegetation preferences
may influence subsequent forest composition.

The results of the Succession Model demonstrate just how important it is to tie agents to
the landscape in order to comprehend not only how agents affect the landscape, but how
changes in the landscape may alter agent behaviors. The Succession Model does not
incorporate gains or losses in crop yields or consequences for a household for selecting to
open an early successional fallow plot for cultivation. Successional stages are merely
kept track of and proportions of each fallow stage are tabulated for each year. The
Successional Model acts as expected for all parameter changes, but the most interesting
result is when Fallow Stage 5 is kept track of from years 101 to 6000. This result
indicates that ownership of fallow land has important consequences over the long term,
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especially for population size, since fallow fields would remain under the same
ownership for 6000 years and would be not be accessible to others. It would be
interesting to investigate whether this ownership might affect semi-sedentary, sedentary,
and nomadic groups differently in terms of maximum population on the landscape. By
limiting the amount of land each settlement type had access to because of ownership
rights, a new pattern of subsequent forest composition may be present or it may be more
apparent that practicing only one type of cultivation/fallow cycling may not be possible
and that certain settlement types would have to incorporate several cultivation/fallow
cycling cultivation strategies to utilize the available cultivatable land.

Long-term ownership could also be linked to specific vegetational life histories and
cultivation areas that may result in cultural forests, like that of some fruit trees. By
linking long-term ownership and the life cycles of economic species, perhaps site specific
areas of cultural forests or the patterning of these forests could be better understood and
could be assessed as a natural stand or one promoted by early human behaviors and
practices. It would also be interesting to determine just how much human maintenance
would be required to support the continued survival of economic stands. For example,
how many years a cultivation area would have to be revisited to secure the survival of
fruit and/or nut trees over the long term could be studied.

Some of the future additions to the Succession Model might include topography,
seasonality, crop yields, size of cultivation fields, soil fertility, various cultivation
strategies, sedentary or permanent versus semi-sedentary and nomadic or more dispersed
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settlements, altering whether settlements were household based or an aggregate of
households, i.e. communities, and changes in household sizes. A more complex model
could also better evaluate hypotheses concerning how, where, and to what extent early
Amazonian peoples practiced slash-and-burn cultivation, i.e. Meggers’s short cultivatonlong fallow model (Meggers 1971) and Denevan’s long cultivation-short fallow model
(Denevan 2001).

Using contemporary ethnographic data on slash-and-burn cultivation practices also poses
a problem in itself for simulating prehistoric cultivation practices, since by doing so one
assumes that very little change from prehistoric cultivation practices to contemporary
practices has occurred. However, we know that this is not the case since many
indigenous groups have had at least minimal contact or at least some degree of influence
from the non-Amazonian cultures since the beginning of European contact, in the late
15th century. This contact brought new tools, new crops, and thus new cultivation
techniques. There are also documented cases of Amazonian cultivators/farmers, such as
the Maku, Yora, Aché, and the Bororo (Politis 2001; Roosevelt 1998), returning to a
lifestyle based more on foraging or one with few food resources coming from cultivation
practices. However, many of these groups that have made the transition from farmer to
hunter-gatherer have done so because of historical or political circumstances stemming
from the days of the conquest. They still retain indirect indicators associated with
farming practices and higher population densities, such as pottery and complex social
organization (Roosevelt 1998). These modern examples of societies that heavily rely on
foraging reinforce that a unilinear projection from forager to farmer is not an unfailing
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assumption in Amazonia (Politis 2001; Roosevelt 1998). This common assumption lends
itself to a more careful examination of the results of an agent-based model when one is
relying on ethnographic data to recreate the past. Simulation data that are incongruent
with archaeological and/or ethnographic data might be due to a lack of coherency
between the latter two records, not necessarily a deficiency in the model setup.

For example, it is important to keep in mind that unlike contemporary farmers,
prehistoric Amazonian peoples did not have the benefit of metal tools in manipulating the
surrounding forest. Does this necessarily mean, however, that they were limited to fertile
areas along rivers and floodplains or to cultivating small gap disturbances within the terra
firme? Heckenberger et al (2003) have already found evidence of large-scale
communities prospering within the terra firme of the Central Amazon. Smaller
communities are connected to one large, centrally located area with well-defined road
systems making it impossible to deny that early peoples were settling and organizing
themselves in large, connected communities. These communities had to feed and
nutritionally support themselves not only from riverine resources but from local
cultivation practices as well. It thus becomes necessary to rethink just how much
influence prehistoric populations within the terra firme of Amazonia may have exercised
on subsequent forest composition and patterning using the tools/technology at their
disposal to support substantial populations. How this archaeological evidence differs
from contemporary ethnographic records also needs to be considered.
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Several experiments have been done to assess the efficiency and labor needed to fell trees
of varying size and wood density using a stone axe (Carneiro 1979; Denevan 1992b).
These experiments support that prehistoric peoples most likely relied on other techniques
that worked in conjunction with stone tools. Larger trees were most likely ringed and
burned before being axed, ultimately killing the trees and thus making the bark softer for
chopping. Another potentially important technique was the driving tree fall, in which
smaller, but still good-sized trees surrounding a larger tree were notched so that when the
larger tree came down these smaller trees would fall as well (Carneiro 1979). Areas
dominated by softer woods, usually associated with secondary growth, were also
probably selected, since the denser the wood the more time and energy it takes to fell a
tree (Carneiro 1979; Denevan 1992b). Such areas would most likely be found at old
fallow sites, along rivers or streams, and in areas of natural tree fall gaps (Denevan
1992b). Since clearing land for cultivation sites would have been laborious, people
would have used cultivation clearings for as long as possible and revisited these sites, not
only to re-cultivate, but for continued use of the plant resources they provided, like fruit
trees (Denevan 1996). Prehistoric peoples also probably used household waste and green
compost to fertilize cultivation areas and to help keep out weeds, which in turn allowed
these areas to be cultivated for longer periods of time (Denevan 1996). Indigenous
populations are no longer relying on the stone axe or some of these indirect techniques
for clearing cultivation land. It is important to keep in mind these changes that have
taken place in cultivation practices over the last millennia, especially those since
European contact, and to weigh which factors may be more important as data or
assumption input into an agent-based model.
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At this stage in development, the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model and the Succession
Model offer limited usable data in terms of how the paleoecological records can be better
evaluated for prehistoric Amazonian slash-and-burn cultivation practices. However, the
models do show potential in that with further development, varying cultivation cycles
may leave distinguishable landscape proportion signatures on subsequent forest
composition that can be identified in paleoecological records, especially in terms of
fallow plot proportions. Given the homogenous landscape and size of the world, it is
difficult to distinguish different cultivation cycles over the long-term in subsequent forest
composition. Studying different fallowing lengths may offer more consequential insights
into how prehistoric cultivation practices may produce distinguishable patterns in
subsequent forest compositions, as is indicated in Figure 5.6.a.-c. and Figure 5.7.a.-c.
The proportions of short cultivation cycles versus those of long cultivation cycles (Figure
5.6.a. and 5.7.a.) do not deviate enough from one another to be able to distinguish
varying cultivation lengths in the paleoecological record. The proportions of short fallow
cycles versus those of bush fallow versus those of long fallow show more promise in
being distinguishable in the paleoecological record (see Figure 5.6.b. and 5.7.b.). There
seems to be enough of a proportional difference between all fallow length values when
the cultivation length is held constant, at 3 years in this case, to leave a significant
difference in landscape composition signatures. However, when the fallow length is held
constant, 15 years in this case, and the cultivation length is varied, a difference between
those values over a cultivation length of 3-years (9, 18, and 25 years) can not be
distinguished from one another, so that 1-year, 3-year, and 9, 18, and 25-year cultivation
lengths form three distinct graph trajectories. These results demonstrate that the
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Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model may have the potential to provide measurable results
that can be identified in the paleoecological record concerning the patterns produced from
varying lengths of cultivation/fallowing cultivation practices. The effects of varying
cultivation lengths versus varying fallow lengths on the proportion of fallow land in
relation to forest land and cultivation land needs to be further tested. More detailed
landscape and ecological data also needs to be added to the models and once combined
this testing and data will generate more accurate picture of subsequent landscape
composition and patterning due to slash-and-burn cultivation cycling may attainable.

Agent-based modeling of Amazonian cultivation practices also has the potential to add to
our understanding of paleoethnobotanical records in this region. If Denevan’s (1992b;
1996; 2001) assertions concerning long cultivation-short fallow cycling and the use of
tree fall gaps as principal areas of early cultivation is correct, then human induced fire
signatures in paleoenvironmental records would be minimal if even detectable. However,
if Boserup’s (1965) and Meggers’ (1971) notions of short cultivation-long fallow cycling
that relied on fire as a means of fertilization and clearing more substantial pieces of land
is correct, then human induced fire signatures should be more clearly represented in
paleoenvironmental records. Denevan’s model (1996) would also be more difficult to
detect in terms of the plant microfossil record, since peoples would have been using and
depending on such small cultivation areas. However, a long term signature of economic
species with short intervals of early successional gap species would most likely be found
along rivers and streams and areas close to household settlements, which may be more
easily identified in the paleoenvironmental or archaeological record.
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Sites hypothesized as being cultural forests would be a good place to examine long-term
paleoenvironmental records. If these areas are indeed human induced, then the
paleoenvironmental record should reflect the type of cultivation practice in use that led to
the establishment of the economically rich area or if they are not human induced then
there should be little in the way of repeated fire signatures or the continued presence of
economic species with little in the way of other, later successional vegetation species.
The models indicate that as cultivation length decreases the amount of land considered
fallow increases and that as the fallow length increases the number of fallow plots
increases as well (see Figure 5.6.b.).

An increase in cultivation length and an increase in fallow length do not significantly
affect the number or proportion of cultivation plots on the landscape. And only after
several thousand years do differences in cultivation length and fallow length become
distinct on the landscape. This may indicate that given the world size and the continued
use of the same area over the long term a distinction in subsequent forest composition
could be detected, but the cultivation practices, i.e. cycling lengths, would have to remain
the same through time. However, cultivation lengths and fallow lengths are tested
separately as one or the other is held at a constant. In the future, simultaneous changes in
the cultivation length and fallow length need to be tested. For example, 2 years
cultivation/3 years fallow, 3 years cultivation/15 years fallow, and 4 years cultivation/25
years fallow need to all be tested as pairs and then the results for each compared against
the next. As it is now in both models, preliminary results for cultivation/fallow cycling
can only be inferred, so that the changes in cultivation, fallow, and forest proportions due
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to changes in cultivation length values and fallow length values can be compared, but
there is not a one to one correlation. Cultivation length changes can really only speak to
a fallow length of 15 years and fallow length changes to a cultivation length of 3 years.
However, I believe that patterns in landscape composition proportions produced by these
parameter value changes indicate that with further testing valid differences in
cultivation/fallow cycling will be produced and can then be compared to real world
paleoecological data. This model testing would be the next step after sensitivity testing.

Results from both models suggest that an area of 10,000 hectares is more than enough
land to support a continued population around 1,800 individuals for more than 6,000
years. Only when households keep ownership of a plot of land for 6,000 years is the total
population greatly reduced. However, to investigate fully the permanence of a population
on the same landscape crop yields and possible land degradation need to be linked to
continued use of the same plot of land. For the time being, both models indicate that
prehistoric Amazonian populations could have had a substantial impact on the landscape,
but the landscape could, in turn, regenerate and compensate for both short cultivationlong fallow cycles and long cultivation-short fallow cycles. The models are set up so that
households must migrate out of the world when they can no longer find a suitable
household site; population growth and expansion results from agriculture. This model
input also implies that slash-and-burn cultivation was not limiting the size of Amazonian
populations, given the basics of these two models. Populations are actually growing
beyond the size of what their immediate landscape could support, but households are
deemed ‘dead’ in model results for the sake of simplicity. However, questions of
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population expansion and growth based on agricultural practices would need to be
focused on in a different model to really make assessments on excess populations. New
ways of detecting and evaluating past human cultivation practices and impacts on the
landscape need to be developed and tested to provide a better means of understanding the
relationship prehistoric Amazonian peoples had with their immediate environment.
Agent-based modeling has the potential to assist in many of these questions or to generate
new insights into how best to investigate prehistoric Amazonian cultivation practices, as
has been demonstrated through the evaluation of the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model
and the Succession Model.

So much on early Amazonian cultivation practices is still unknown due to preservation
issues and the inaccessibility of potential archaeological sites within the terra firme that
the use of agent-based modeling as a proxy for real-world data will always be limited by
this lack of available direct and indirect evidence. But as limited as it may be, it also has
the potential to provide relevant data that can be used to evaluate assumptions,
hypotheses, and theories where no or very little long term analyses are possible. The
results of the Amazonian Slash-and-Burn Model and the Succession Model examined in
this thesis speak to the potential of agent-based modeling in offering yet another line of
evidence that can be used to better understand prehistoric Amazonian cultivation
practices.

Paleoecological records are the most direct way to explore prehistoric Amazonian
cultivation practices, however, just how these cultivation practices and the
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paleoecological records align is still not well understood. The Amazonian Slash-andBurn Model and the Succession Model provide a starting point for understanding how
prehistoric cultivation practices may affect subsequent forest compositions in predictable
patterns that then may be discerned in paleoecological records. The potential for this
type of model and for the further development of my models in generating an
understanding of how prehistoric Amazonian peoples were using and affecting their
environment is tangible given the results of the sensitivity analyses. Much more model
testing and evaluating needs to be completed before model results can be applied to
paleoecological data, but the potential for a more complete understanding of the extent to
which prehistoric Amazonian peoples were altering and affecting subsequent forest
composition and of the cultivation cycling practices in use is evident in the limited results
of these two models.
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APPENDIX 1

Succession Model Successional Stage Proportions and Landscape Composition
Proportion Graphs

Graph 5.1: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for growth value 0.01
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Graph 5.2: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for Growth Value 0.02
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Graph 5.3: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for Growth Value 0.03
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Graph 5.4: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for Growth Value 0.005
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Graph 5.5: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Growth Value 0.01
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Graph 5.6: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Growth Value 0.02
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Graph 5.7: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Growth Value 0.03
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Graph 5.8: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Growth Value 0.005
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Graph 5.9: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for Household Range Value 5
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Graph 5.10: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for Household Range Value 11
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Graph 5.11: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for Household Range Value 18
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Graph 5.12: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for Household Range Value 30
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Graph 5.13: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Household Range Value 5
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Graph 5.14: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Household Range Value 11
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Graph 5.15: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Household Range Value 18
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Graph 5.16: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Household Range Value 30
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Graph 5.17: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for plot range value 5
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Graph 5.18: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for plot range value 11
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Graph 5.19: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for plot range value 18
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Graph 5.20: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for plot range value 30
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Graph 5.21: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Plot Range Value 5
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Graph 5.22: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Plot Range Value 11
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Graph 5.23: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Plot Range Value 18
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Graph 5.24: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Plot Range Value 30
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Graph 5.25: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for threshold value 100/76
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Graph 5.26: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for threshold value 88/46
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Graph 5.27: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for threshold value 46/88
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Graph 5.28: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for threshold value 30/54
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Graph 5.29: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Threshold Value 100/76
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Graph 5.30: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Threshold Value 88/46
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Graph 5.31: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Threshold Value 46/88
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Graph 5.32: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Threshold Value 30/54
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Graph 5.33: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 1 value 2
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Graph 5.34: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 1 value 3
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Graph 5.35: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 1 value 4
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Graph 5.36: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 1 value 5
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Graph 5.37: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 1 Value 2
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Graph 5.38: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 1 Value 3
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Graph 5.39: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 1 Value 4
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Graph 5.40: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 1 Value 5
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Graph 5.41: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 2 value 1
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Graph 5.42: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 2 value 3
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Graph 5.43: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 2 value 4
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Graph 5.44: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 2 value 5
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Graph 5.45: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 2 Value 1
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Graph 5.46: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 2 Value 3
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Graph 5.47: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 2 Value 4
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Graph 5.48: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 2 Value 5
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Graph 5.49: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 3a value 1
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Graph 5.50: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 3a value 2
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Graph 5.51: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 3a value 4
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Graph 5.52: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 3a value 5
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Graph 5.53: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 3a Value 1
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Graph 5.54: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 3a Value 2
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Graph 5.55: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 3a Value 4
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Graph 5.56: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 3a Value 5
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Graph 5.57: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 3b value 1
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Graph 5.58: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 3b value 2
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Graph 5.59: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 3b value 3
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Graph 5.60: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 3b value 5
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Graph 5.61: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 3b Value 1
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Graph 5.62: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 3b Value 2
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Graph 5.63: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 3b Value 3
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Graph 5.64: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 3b Value 5
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Graph 5.65: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 4a value 1
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Graph 5.66: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 4a value 2
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Graph 5.67: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 4a value 3
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Graph 6.68: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 4a value 5
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Graph 5.69: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 4a Value 1
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Graph 5.70: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 4a Value 2
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Graph 5.71: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 4a Value 3
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Graph 5.72: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 4a Value 5
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Graph 5.73: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 4b value 1
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Graph 5.74: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 4b value 2
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Graph 5.75: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 4b value 3
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Graph 5.76: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 4b value 5
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Graph 5.77: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 4b Value 1
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Graph 5.78: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 4b Value 2
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Graph 5.79: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 4b Value 3
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Graph 5.80: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 4b Value 5
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Graph 5.81: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 5 value 1
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Graph 5.82: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 5 value 2
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Graph 5.83: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 5 value 3
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Graph 5.84: Landscape composition of proportions of total farm land, fallow land, and
forest land for farm time stage 5 value 5
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Graph 5.85: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 5 Value 1
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Graph 5.86: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 5 Value 2
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Graph 5.87: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 5 Value 3
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Graph 5.88: Proportion of Fallow Successional Stages for Farm Time Stage 5 Value 5
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APPENDIX 2: THE AMAZONIAN SLASH-AND-BURN MODEL PROGRAM

A S-B Model Parameters
runs: 10
//for graphs and shouldDisplayWorld, zero means "do not display" and anything else
means "Do display"
graphs {
set: 0
}
shouldDisplayWorld {
set: 1
}
AddPlot15Threshold {
set: 0.25
}
AddPlot9Threshold {
set: 0.85
}
BirthRate
{
set: 0.04
}
DeathRate {
set: 0.038
}
DimX {
set: 100
}
DimY {
set: 100
}
FallowTime {
set: 15
}
FarmTime {
set: 3
}
Nearness
{
set: 5
}
PlotRange
{
set: 20
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}
numOfTimeSteps {
set: 250
}
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A S-B Model Agents

package mob;

import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.awt.Color;
import cern.jet.random.*;
import cern.jet.random.engine.MersenneTwister;
import uchicago.src.sim.util.Random;
import uchicago.src.sim.gui.*;
import uchicago.src.sim.space.*;

//Household agents

//implements drawable allows you to draw these using the
//draw routine at the end of the file
public class mobAgent implements Drawable {
//The alive variable is used to flag a HH that has either died, due to
//insufficient population (<2), or has decided to relocate. Relocation
//is achieved by a HH dying at one spot and being created in another with
//population and numPlots being retained (but not HHPlotList).
public boolean alive;

//is the HH living or dead
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public int xCoor, yCoor;

//coordinates

public int population;

//number of people in household

public int numPlots;

//number of plots farmed by household

private int plotrange;

//plot range distance that you can have plots

private int xMin, yMin;
private int xMax, yMax;
private int xSize, ySize;

//plot range minimums
//plot range maximums
//size of world

public ArrayList HHPlotList; //local plotList
public int dummy;

//dummy variable for set methods

public mobAgent(int x, int y, int pop, int nplot, int pRange, int width, int height,
mobSpace sp) {
alive = true; //living = true, dead = false
xCoor = x;
yCoor = y;
population = pop;
numPlots = nplot;
plotrange = pRange;
xSize = width - 1; //width of world, subtract 1 for maximum index
ySize = height - 1; //height of world, subtract 1 for maximum index
HHPlotList = new ArrayList();

//get minimum and maximum plot coordinates
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xMin = xCoor - plotrange;
yMin = yCoor - plotrange;
xMax = xCoor + plotrange;
yMax = yCoor + plotrange;
//check for boundary crossings, correct if necessary
if (xMin < 0) xMin = 0;
if (yMin < 0) yMin = 0;
if (xMax > xSize) xMax = xSize;
if (yMax > ySize) yMax = ySize;
}

public int addPlot(mobSpace s, MersenneTwister gen) {
int tDist; //temporary (random) distance from HH for new plot
int txMin, txMax;
int tyMin, tyMax; //temp variables for xMin, xMax, yMin, yMax
int newX = xCoor;
int newY = yCoor; //plot coordinates, start with HH location
int tries = 0;
int test = s.newFarm(newX, newY, xSize, ySize); //try for HH plot first
//This section draws a number from a triangular distribution and calculates
//new ranges for the plots based on the draw.
while ((test == 0) && (tries < 1000)) {
tDist = Math.abs((int)(plotrange * Distributions.nextTriangular(gen)));
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txMin = xCoor - tDist;
if (txMin < xMin) txMin = xMin;
txMax = xCoor + tDist;
if (txMax > xMax) txMax = xMax;
tyMin = yCoor - tDist;
if (tyMin < yMin) tyMin = yMin;
tyMax = yCoor + tDist;
if (tyMax > yMax) tyMax = yMax;

//select coordinates from plotRange
newX = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(txMin, txMax);
newY = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(tyMin, tyMax);
test = s.newFarm(newX, newY, xSize, ySize); //can we put a farm here?
tries++;
}
if (test == 0) {
//System.out.println("Could not open plot at (" + newX + ", " + newY + ").");
} else {
//create new farm
mobLand plot = new mobLand(newX, newY);
HHPlotList.add(plot);
}
return test;
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}

public void removePlot(mobSpace s) {
int test = 4; //4 means plot is fallow
int i = 0;
mobLand plot = (mobLand)HHPlotList.get(i);
while ((i < HHPlotList.size()) && (test == 4)) { //find the first farm in the list
plot = (mobLand)HHPlotList.get(i);
test = plot.plotStatus;
i++;
}
s.newFallow(plot.xCoor,plot.yCoor); //update display grid
plot.plotStatus = 4; //make fallow
}

public void agePlots(int farm, int fallow, mobSpace s, MersenneTwister gen) {
int test;
int numFarmPlots = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < HHPlotList.size(); i++) {
mobLand plot = (mobLand)HHPlotList.get(i);
plot.age = plot.age + 1; //age plot one cycle (one year)
//test if too old
if ((plot.plotStatus == 2) && (plot.age > farm)) {
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s.newFallow(plot.xCoor,plot.yCoor); //update display grid
plot.plotStatus = 4; //make fallow
} else if ((plot.plotStatus == 4) && (plot.age > fallow)) {
s.newForest(plot.xCoor,plot.yCoor); //update display grid
HHPlotList.remove(plot); //make forest
}
}
//count number of farm plots
for(int i = 0; i < HHPlotList.size(); i++) {
mobLand plot = (mobLand)HHPlotList.get(i);
if (plot.plotStatus == 2)
numFarmPlots = numFarmPlots + 1;
}
//add new plot if HH is alive and has fewer farms
if ((alive) && (numPlots > numFarmPlots)) {
test = addPlot(s, gen); //add new plot
if (test == 0) //could not add plot--lose 1 person
population--;
}
}
//These get & set methods enable the probeable feature on the display.
public void setPopulation(int pop) {
population = pop;
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}

public int getPopulation() {
return population;
}

public void setFarmPlots(int plt) {
numPlots = plt;
}

public int getFarmPlots() {
return numPlots;
}

public void setTotalPlots(int totplt) {
dummy = totplt;
}

public int getTotalPlots() {
return HHPlotList.size();
}

public int getX() {
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return xCoor;
}

public int getY() {
return yCoor;
}

//This enables the household to be drawn on the display.
//The draw() routine is called each time the display is updated.
public void draw(SimGraphics g) {
g.drawFastCircle(Color.white);
}

}
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A S-B Model Land

package mob;
//The plots of farmland within the world grid.
//These represent only farms or fallow land. Forest is the default,
//so does not need to be represented explicitly.
public class mobLand {
public int xCoor; //x coordinate
public int yCoor; //y coordinate
public int plotStatus; //2=farm,4=fallow (bitwise values--see plotType
//in mobSpace class)
public int age; //number of years (cycles) at present status
public mobLand(int x, int y) {
//constructor
xCoor = x;
yCoor = y;
plotStatus = 2; //initialize to farm
age = 0;
}
}
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A S-B Model Space

package mob;

import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.ListIterator;
import java.awt.Dimension;
import uchicago.src.sim.space.*;

//mobSpace is a class containing the world grid.
//The Picture grid is a value-only grid for the display. It is updated
//by checking plotStatus on the mobLand objects in the plotList list.
public class mobSpace {
public Object2DGrid Picture; //grid for display
public Dimension size;

//world dimension variable

int dimX = 300; //default world x dimension
int dimY = 300; //default world y dimension
int val = 1;

//initialization parameter for plotType (forest)

int plotType;

//type of plot on display (bitwise)

//bit: means:
// 1

forest

// 2

farm
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// 4

fallow

// 8

household

//constructor
public mobSpace(int x, int y) {
dimX = x;
dimY = y;
Picture = new Object2DGrid(dimX, dimY); //build grid for display
for (int i = 0; i < dimX; i++) {
for (int j = 0; j < dimY; j++) {
Picture.putObjectAt(i, j, new Integer(val)); //assign values to display grid
}
}
}

//For updateMap routine use
public Dimension getSize() {
return size;
}

//For use by buildDisplay() in mobModel--returns the grid for display
public Object2DGrid getWorldGrid() {
return Picture;
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}

//Routine to try to place a new farm plot. Tests to see if it is a forest
//plot and if it is, makes it a farm plot. Success returns 1, Failure returns 0.
public int newFarm(int x, int y, int maxX, int maxY) {
int a, b, c, d;
val = 2; //farm bit
plotType = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y)).intValue(); //current plot type
//next 4 ifs check to ensure forest exists on at least one side of the new farm
if (x > 0) { //check for boundary condition
a = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x - 1, y)).intValue();//adjacent, x-1
} else a = 1; //on boundary (exterior defined as forest)
if (x < maxX) {//check for boundary condition
b = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x + 1, y)).intValue();//adjacent, x+1
} else b = 1; //on boundary (exterior defined as forest)
if (y > 0) { //check for boundary condition
c = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y - 1)).intValue();//adjacent, y-1
} else c = 1; //on boundary (exterior defined as forest)
if (y < maxY) {//check for boundary condition
d = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y + 1)).intValue();//adjacent, y+1
} else d = 1; //on boundary (exterior defined as forest)
if ((plotType & 1) != 0) { //is it forest?
//check for forest adjacent to plot on at least one side (von Neumann neighbors)
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//also check for no adjacent farms (von Neumann neighbors)
if ((((a & 1) != 0) || ((b & 1) != 0) || ((c & 1) != 0) || ((d & 1) != 0)) &&
(((a & 2) == 0) && ((b & 2) == 0) && ((c & 2) == 0) && ((d & 1) != 0))) {
if ((plotType & 8) != 0) { //checks if there is HH here
Picture.putObjectAt(x, y, new Integer(val + 8)); //add farm retaining hh
designator
} else {
Picture.putObjectAt(x, y, new Integer(val)); //add farm to the display
}
return 1; //success!
} else return 0; //failure (no adjacent forest plots)
} else return 0; //failure (not a forest plot)
}

//Routine to change a farm plot to a fallow plot, retaining the HH if present
public void newFallow (int x, int y) {
val = 4; //fallow bit
plotType = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y)).intValue(); //current plot type
if ((plotType & 8) != 0) { //check if it's a HH already
Picture.putObjectAt(x, y, new Integer(val + 8)); //add fallow retaining hh
designator
} else {
Picture.putObjectAt(x, y, new Integer(val)); //add fallow to the display
}
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}

//Routine to change a fallow plot to a forest plot, retaining the HH if present
public void newForest (int x, int y) {
val = 1; //forest bit
plotType = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y)).intValue(); //current plot type
if ((plotType & 8) != 0) { //check if it's a HH already
Picture.putObjectAt(x, y, new Integer(val + 8)); //add forest retaining hh
designator
} else {
Picture.putObjectAt(x, y, new Integer(val)); //add forest to the display
}
}

//Routine to add a household to the Picture grid. This is done by
//activating the 8 bit on the int value held in the Integer object.
//If the plot is not forest, a household cannot be added: return 0 (fail).
public int addHH(int x, int y) {
val = 9;

//the new value will always be 8(household) + 1(forest) = 9

plotType = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y)).intValue(); //current plot type
if (((plotType & 1) != 0) && ((plotType & 8) == 0)) { //is it forest and not already a
hh?
Picture.putObjectAt(x, y, new Integer(val)); //add hh to the display
return 1; //success
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} else return 0; //failure (not a forest plot)
}

//Routine to remove a HH from the display, either because of death or relocation.
public void removeHH(int x, int y) {
plotType = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y)).intValue(); //current plot type
val = plotType - 8; //subtract 8 to remove HH flag
Picture.putObjectAt(x, y, new Integer(val)); //remove the HH from display
}
}
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A S-B Model Model

package mob;

import java.awt.Color;
import java.util.Date;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.ListIterator;
import cern.jet.random.*;
import cern.jet.random.engine.MersenneTwister;
import uchicago.src.sim.util.Random;
import uchicago.src.sim.space.*;
import uchicago.src.sim.gui.*;
import uchicago.src.sim.engine.*;
import uchicago.src.sim.analysis.*;
import uchicago.src.sim.util.SimUtilities;

public class mobModel extends SimpleModel {

//The world.
public mobSpace space;

//List of households in world. (AgentList)
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public ArrayList HHList = new ArrayList();

//Local grid of HH agents.
public Object2DGrid HHGrid;

//Inital starting parameters of the model.
public double birthRate; //birth rate (proportion per year)
public double deathRate; //death rate (proportion per year)
public int dimX;

//width of world grid (in cells)

public int dimY;

//height of world grid (in cells)

public int numHH;

//initial number of HH

public int farmTime;

//number of years a plot can be farmed

public int fallowTime;

//number of years a plot must lie fallow

public int nearness;
public int plotRange;

//buffer size between households (in cells)
//maximum distance from HH to plots (in cells)

public float AddPlot9Threshold; //Probability of adding a plot to a HH with 9
members
public float AddPlot15Threshold; //Probability of adding a plot to a HH with 15
members

public double totalBirths;

//running total for births

public double totalDeaths;

//running total for deaths

public int numberAgents;

//running total for number of live Household agents

public int worldPop;

//running total for number of people alive in model
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public int numFarmPlots;

//running total of number of farm plots

public int numFallowPlots;

//running total of number of fallow plots

public int numForestPlots;

//running total of number of forest plots

public Schedule mysched;

public DataRecorder recorder; //variable allowing text output to be generated

//A random number generator for the triangular distribution.
public MersenneTwister generator;

//The surface on which to display the world.
public DisplaySurface dsurf;

//A graph for the proportion of forest, farm, and fallow land remaining in the world.
public OpenSequenceGraph graph;

//Data collection method for graph.
class propForest implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}
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public double getSValue() {
propFarm farmProp = new propFarm();
propFallow fallowProp = new propFallow();
return 100 - (farmProp.getSValue() + fallowProp.getSValue());
}
};

/* //Old Data collection method for graph.
class BillpropForest implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}

public double getSValue() {
double size = 0;

//number of farm and fallow plots

double val = dimX*dimY;

//total number of plots in world

//gets the total plots
for (int i = 0; i < HHList.size(); i++) {
mobAgent agent = (mobAgent)HHList.get(i);
size += agent.HHPlotList.size();
}
return 100*((val-size)/val);

//proportion forest
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}
};

*/

//A graph for the proportion of farm and fallow land remaining in the world.
public OpenSequenceGraph FFgraph;

//Data collection method for graph.
class propFarm implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}

public double getSValue() {
double totalPlots = dimX*dimY;

//total number of plots in world

return 100*(numFarmPlots/totalPlots); //proportion of farm plots
}
};

//Data collection method for graph.
class propFallow implements Sequence {
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public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}

public double getSValue() {
double totalPlots = dimX*dimY;

//total number of plots in world

return 100*(numFallowPlots/totalPlots); //proportion of fallow plots
}
};

//A graph for the number of HH in the world.
public OpenSequenceGraph HHgraph;

//Data collection method for HHgraph.
class SeqHH implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}

public double getSValue() {
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return (double)numberAgents;
}
};

//A graph for the population of the world.
public OpenSequenceGraph Popgraph;

//Data collection method for Popgraph.
class SeqPop implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}

public double getSValue() {
return (double)worldPop;
}
};

//Data recorder functions:

public double getForestProp() {
propForest forestProp = new propForest();
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return forestProp.getSValue();
}

public double getFarmProp() {
propFarm farmProp = new propFarm();
return farmProp.getSValue(); //proportion of farm plots
}

public double getFallowProp() {
propFallow fallowProp = new propFallow();
return fallowProp.getSValue(); //proportion of fallow plots
}

public double getNumHH() {
return (double)numberAgents;
}

public double getWorldPop() {
return (double)worldPop;
}
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public mobModel() {
//Set up parameters in user interface. Any parameters you want displayed
//on the GUI have to be listed here.
name = "MOB Model";
params = new String[]{"BirthRate", "DeathRate", "DimX", "DimY",
"FallowTime", "FarmTime", "Nearness", "PlotRange",
"AddPlot9Threshold", "AddPlot15Threshold"};
}

//Parameters to be passed to and from the user interface.
public double getBirthRate() {
return birthRate;
}

public void setBirthRate(double val) {
birthRate = val;
}

public double getDeathRate() {
return deathRate;
}

public void setDeathRate(double val) {
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deathRate = val;
}

public int getDimX() {
return dimX;
}

public void setDimX(int val) {
dimX = val;
}

public int getDimY() {
return dimY;
}

public void setDimY(int val) {
dimY = val;
}

public int getFallowTime() {
return fallowTime;
}
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public void setFallowTime(int val) {
fallowTime = val;
}

public int getFarmTime() {
return farmTime;
}

public void setFarmTime(int val) {
farmTime = val;
}

public int getNearness() {
return nearness;
}

public void setNearness(int val) {
nearness = val;
}

public int getPlotRange() {
return plotRange;
}
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public void setPlotRange(int val) {
plotRange = val;
}

public float getAddPlot15Threshold() {
return AddPlot15Threshold;
}

public void setAddPlot15Threshold(float val) {
AddPlot15Threshold = val;
}

public float getAddPlot9Threshold() {
return AddPlot9Threshold;
}

public void setAddPlot9Threshold(float val) {
AddPlot9Threshold = val;
}

//End of parameter get & set methods.
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public void setup() {
super.setup(); //let repast do any necessary stuff
HHList = new ArrayList(); //initialize the HH array
//initialize DisplaySurface and Graph
if (dsurf != null)
dsurf.dispose(); //get rid of old DisplaySurface
dsurf = null;
if (graph != null)
graph.dispose(); //get rid of old proportion of forest graph
if (HHgraph != null)
HHgraph.dispose(); //get rid of old HHgraph
if (Popgraph != null)
Popgraph.dispose(); //get rid of old Popgraph
if (FFgraph != null)
FFgraph.dispose();

//get rid of old farm/fallow prop graph

graph = null;
Popgraph = null;
HHgraph = null;
FFgraph = null;
dsurf = new DisplaySurface(this, "MOB Model"); //initialize dsurf
graph = new OpenSequenceGraph("Proportion Forest", this); //initialize graph
HHgraph = new OpenSequenceGraph("Number of Households", this); //initialize
graph
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Popgraph = new OpenSequenceGraph("World Population", this); //initialize graph
FFgraph = new OpenSequenceGraph("Proportion Farm & Fallow", this); //initialize
graph

System.gc(); //Garbage collector.

//initialize model variables for GUI
AddPlot9Threshold = (float)0.85;
AddPlot15Threshold = (float)0.25;
birthRate = 0.040;
deathRate = 0.038;
dimX = 100;
dimY = 100;
farmTime = 3;
fallowTime = 15;
nearness = 5;
numHH = 10;
plotRange = 20;

totalBirths = 0;
totalDeaths = 0;

generateNewSeed();

//generate new random seed
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Random.createUniform(); //initialize uniform random number generator

//Create a RNG for the triangular distribution used to place new plots.
generator = new MersenneTwister(new Date());

}

public void buildModel() {
space = new mobSpace(dimX, dimY); //a new world
HHGrid = new Object2DGrid(dimX, dimY); //a new local HH grid

//initialize HHs
int j;
for(int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
j = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(2, 8); //5 HH with population 2-8
addHH(j);
}
for(int i = 0; i < 4; i++) {
j = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(9, 13); //4 HH with population 9-13
addHH(j);
}
j = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(14, 15);
addHH(j);
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//1 HH with population 14-15

buildDisplay(); //configure the display and graph
dsurf.display(); //create the display
graph.display(); //create the proportion of forest graph
HHgraph.display(); //create the num HH graph
Popgraph.display(); //create the pop graph
FFgraph.display(); //create the pop graph

recorder = new DataRecorder("C:\\Documents and Settings\\Lisa
Sattenspiel\\Desktop\\data.txt", this);
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Proportion Forest", this, "getForestProp");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Proportion Farmed", this, "getFarmProp");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Proportion Fallow", this, "getFallowProp");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Number of Households", this, "getNumHH");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("World Population", this, "getWorldPop");

mysched = this.schedule;
mysched.scheduleActionAtEnd(recorder, "writeToFile");

}

public void buildDisplay() {
//Create the HH display.
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Object2DDisplay HHDisplay = new Object2DDisplay(HHGrid);

//Create the colors for the world display.
ColorMap cMap = new ColorMap();
cMap.mapColor(1, new Color(0,100,0));

//Dark green for forest.

cMap.mapColor(2, new Color(160,120,0)); //Medium brown for farm.
cMap.mapColor(4, new Color(0,200,0));

//Light green for fallow.

cMap.mapColor(9, new Color(0,100,0));

//Dark green for forest w/HH.

cMap.mapColor(10, new Color(160,120,0)); //Medium brown for farm w/HH.
cMap.mapColor(12, new Color(0,200,0));

//Light green for fallow w/HH.

//Create the world display.
Value2DDisplay worldDisplay = new Value2DDisplay(space.getWorldGrid(),cMap);

//Add dsurf to the world display.
dsurf.addDisplayableProbeable(worldDisplay, "Plots");
dsurf.addDisplayableProbeable(HHDisplay, "Households");

//Create the forest proportion graph.
graph.addSequence("Forest", new propForest());
graph.setAxisTitles("Time", "Percent");
graph.setXRange(0,100);
graph.setYRange(90,100);
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graph.setSize(300,450);

//Create the farm/fallow proportion graph.
FFgraph.setAxisTitles("Time", "Percent");
FFgraph.setXRange(0,100);
FFgraph.setYRange(0,1);
FFgraph.setSize(300,450);
//add the farm proportion plot to graph
FFgraph.addSequence("Farm", new propFarm());
//add the farm proportion plot to graph
FFgraph.addSequence("Fallow", new propFallow());

//Create the num HH graph.
HHgraph.addSequence("Households", new SeqHH());
HHgraph.setAxisTitles("Time", "Number of Households");
HHgraph.setXRange(0,1000);
HHgraph.setYRange(0,100);
HHgraph.setSize(300,450);

//Create the pop graph.
Popgraph.addSequence("Pop", new SeqPop());
Popgraph.setAxisTitles("Time", "People");
Popgraph.setXRange(0,1000);
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Popgraph.setYRange(80,300);
Popgraph.setSize(300,450);

addSimEventListener(dsurf); //updates on Repast events (pause & end)
}

public void step() {
shuffleAgents(); //rearrange the HH order in the HHList
birthdeath();

//compute and distribute births and deaths

numberAgents = 0;
worldPop = 0;

//counts the number of live households
//counts the number of individual people in the model

numFarmPlots = 0;

//counts the number of farm plots in the model

numFallowPlots = 0;

//counts the number of fallow plots in the model

numForestPlots = 0;

//counts the number of forest plots in the model

for(int i = 0; i < HHList.size(); i++) { //this loop mostly just ages HH's plots
mobAgent agent = (mobAgent)HHList.get(i);
agent.agePlots(farmTime, fallowTime, space, generator);
// 1 in 100 chance of fissioning hh with population greater than 6
//if ((Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(1, 100) == 10) && (agent.population > 6))
// HHFission(agent);
if (agent.alive) {
adjustNumPlots(agent); //update plots for living HHs in case new
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//plots could not be opened and people were lost
numberAgents++;
worldPop += agent.population;
}
if (agent.HHPlotList.size() == 0) //remove if dead HH plotlist empty
HHList.remove(agent);
//count number of farm plots
//count num of fallow plots
//the sum of those is the number of non-forest plots
for(int plotNum = 0; plotNum < agent.HHPlotList.size(); plotNum++) {
mobLand plot = (mobLand)agent.HHPlotList.get(plotNum);
//if the plot is a farm plot, count it as a farm plot
if ((plot.plotStatus & 2) != 0) {
numFarmPlots++;
}
else if ((plot.plotStatus & 4) != 0) {
numFallowPlots++;
}
//numForestPlots is counted above in the sequence function near the top of the file
}
}
dsurf.updateDisplay(); //update the display
graph.step();

//update the graph
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HHgraph.step();

//update the num HH graph

Popgraph.step();

//update the Pop graph

FFgraph.step();
recorder.record();

//update the farm/fallow proportion graph
//record the numbers to file, too

}

//Routine to compute and distribute births and deaths.
public void birthdeath() {
int test;
int totalPop = 0;
int totalNumHH = HHList.size();
for(int i = 0; i < totalNumHH; i++) {
mobAgent agent = (mobAgent)HHList.get(i);
totalPop = totalPop + agent.population;
}
//System.out.println("Population: " + totalPop + " in " + totalNumHH + "
households.");
totalBirths = totalBirths + (birthRate * totalPop);
while (totalBirths > 1) { //distribute births to living HHs
mobAgent agent = (mobAgent)HHList.get(Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(0,
totalNumHH - 1));
if (agent.alive) {
agent.setPopulation(agent.population + 1); //increment population
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test = adjustNumPlots(agent); //update number of plots
if (test == 0) {//not able to add a plot, so population cannot be increased
agent.setPopulation(agent.population - 1);
} else {
totalBirths--;
}
}
}
totalDeaths = totalDeaths + (deathRate * totalPop);
while (totalDeaths > 1) { //distribute deaths to living HHs
mobAgent agent = (mobAgent)HHList.get(Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(0,
totalNumHH - 1));
if (agent.alive) {
agent.setPopulation(agent.population - 1); //decrement population
test = adjustNumPlots(agent); //update number of plots
totalDeaths--;
}
}
}

//Routine to check HHGrid for nearby HH when attempting to build a new HH.
public int checkGrid(int x, int y) {
if (HHGrid.getMooreNeighbors(x, y, nearness, nearness, false).size() == 0) {
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return 1; //success!
} else return 0; //failure: a household is within the nearness distance
}

//Routine to add a new HH. Number of plots is population-dependent.
public void addHH(int pop) {
int newX = 0;
int newY = 0; //HH coordinates
int nplots;
if (pop < 9) {
nplots = 1;

//one farm plot if population is 2-8

} else if (pop < 14) {
nplots = 2;

//two farm plots if population is 9-13

} else {
nplots = 3;

//three farm plots if population is 14-15

}
int tries = 0;
int test = 0;
//try to put HH on display grid
while ((test == 0) && (tries < 1000)) {
newX = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(0, dimX - 1); //draw coords from world
size
newY = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(0, dimY - 1);
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test = checkGrid(newX, newY); //are we too close to another HH?
if (test == 1)
test = space.addHH(newX, newY); //are we trying to build on top of someone's
farm/fallow plot?
tries++;
}
if (test == 0) { //if can't find a place for HH, we don't create a HH
//so the people 'emigrate' out of the model
} else {
//create new household
mobAgent HH = new mobAgent(newX, newY, pop, nplots, plotRange, dimX,
dimY, space);
HHGrid.putObjectAt(newX, newY, HH); //put on local grid
HHList.add(HH); //add to list
for (int i = 0; i < nplots; i++) { //add plots according to nplots
test = HH.addPlot(space, generator);
}
}
}

//Routine to update the number of farm plots a household can have.
public int adjustNumPlots(mobAgent h) {
int test = 1;
int nplots = h.numPlots;
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float tryProb = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(0, 1000) / 1000; //roll the dice
float step = (AddPlot9Threshold - AddPlot15Threshold) / 6;
population values for probability of opening a new plot

//step size between

float addPlotProb = ((15 - h.population) * step) + AddPlot15Threshold; //threshold
above which a HH will get a new plot

if (h.population < 2) { //pop too small, hh dies
nplots = 0;

//no plots if population < 2

HHDeath(h);
} else if (h.population < 9) {
nplots = 1;

//one farm plot if population is 2-8

} else if (h.population < 14) { //pop is 9 - 13
if (tryProb >= addPlotProb && nplots < 2) {
nplots++; //add a plot if probabilities say so and HH only has one plot
}
} else if (h.population < 16) { //population is 14-15
if (tryProb >= addPlotProb && nplots < 3) {
nplots++; //add a plot if probabilities say so and HH only has one plot
}
} else {
HHFission(h);
}
if (nplots > h.numPlots) { //HH bigger: add another farm plot
test = h.addPlot(space, generator); //tries 1000 times in addPlot
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if (test == 1) //new plot could be added..
h.numPlots = nplots;
} else if (nplots < h.numPlots) { //HH smaller: remove a farm plot
h.removePlot(space);
h.numPlots = nplots;
}
return test;
}

//Routine to remove a HH upon death or relocation.
public void HHDeath(mobAgent h) {
h.population = 0; //no people in HH
h.alive = false; //HH dead
h.numPlots = 0; //no new plots
HHGrid.putObjectAt(h.xCoor, h.yCoor, null); //remove from grid
space.removeHH(h.xCoor, h.yCoor); //remove from display
}

//Routine to break a HH in two. New HH always starts with 4 people.
//Fissioning should happen at unpredictable times; not just based on population.
public void HHFission(mobAgent h) {
int temp = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(2, 7);
h.population = h.population - temp; //reduce natal HH by 2-7 people
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adjustNumPlots(h); //update number of plots
addHH(temp);
}

public void shuffleAgents() {
SimUtilities.shuffle(HHList);
}

public static void main(String[] args) {

SimInit init = new SimInit();
mobModel model = new mobModel();
init.loadModel(model, null, false);

// schedule.scheduleActionAtEnd(dRecorder, "writeToFile");
}

}
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APPENDIX 3: SUCCESSION MODEL PROGRAM

Succession Model Parameters
runs: 3
//for graphs and shouldDisplayWorld, zero means "do not display" and
//anything else means "Do display"
graphs {
set: 0
}
shouldDisplayWorld {
set: 0
}
AddPlot15Threshold {
set: 0.0
}
AddPlot9Threshold {
set: 0.24
}
BirthRate
{
set: 0.040
}
DeathRate {
set: 0.038
}
DimX {
set: 100
}
DimY {
set: 100
}
FarmTimeStage1 {
set: 1
}
FarmTimeStage2 {
set: 2
}
FarmTimeStage3a {
set: 3
}
FarmTimeStage3b {
set: 4
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}
FarmTimeStage4a {
set: 4
}
FarmTimeStage4b {
set: 4
}
FarmTimeStage5 {
set: 4
}
MaxAgeStage1 {
set: 2
}
MaxAgeStage2 {
set: 4
}
MaxAgeStage3 {
set: 30
}
MaxAgeStage4 {
set: 100
}
MaxAgeStage5 {
set: 6000
}
DoStage5 {
set: 0
}
Nearness
{
set: 20
}
PlotRange
{
set: 20
}
numOfTimeSteps {
set: 6000
}
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Succession Model Agents

package mobsuccession;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.awt.Color;
import cern.jet.random.*;
import cern.jet.random.engine.MersenneTwister;
import uchicago.src.sim.util.Random;
import uchicago.src.sim.gui.*;
import uchicago.src.sim.space.*;
//Household agents
//implements drawable allows you to draw these using the
//draw routine at the end of the file
public class mobAgent implements Drawable {
//The alive variable is used to flag a HH that has either died, due to
//insufficient population (<2), or has decided to relocate. Relocation
//is achieved by a HH dying at one spot and being created in another with
//population and numPlots being retained (but not HHPlotList).
public boolean alive;
//is the HH living or dead
public int xCoor, yCoor;
//coordinates
public int population;
//number of people in household
public int numPlots;
//number of plots farmed by household
private int plotrange;
//plot range distance that you can have plots
private int xMin, yMin;
//plot range minimums
private int xMax, yMax;
//plot range maximums
private int xSize, ySize; //size of world
public ArrayList HHPlotList; //local plotList
public int dummy;
//dummy variable for set methods
public mobAgent(int x, int y, int pop, int nplot, int pRange, int width, int height,
mobSpace sp) {
alive = true; //living = true, dead = false
xCoor = x;
yCoor = y;
population = pop;
numPlots = nplot;
plotrange = pRange;
xSize = width - 1; //width of world, subtract 1 for maximum index
ySize = height - 1; //height of world, subtract 1 for maximum index
HHPlotList = new ArrayList();
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//get minimum and maximum plot coordinates
xMin = xCoor - plotrange;
yMin = yCoor - plotrange;
xMax = xCoor + plotrange;
yMax = yCoor + plotrange;
//check for boundary crossings, correct if necessary
if (xMin < 0) xMin = 0;
if (yMin < 0) yMin = 0;
if (xMax > xSize) xMax = xSize;
if (yMax > ySize) yMax = ySize;
}
public int addPlot(mobSpace s, MersenneTwister gen, int [] farmTime) {
int tDist; //temporary (random) distance from HH for new plot
int txMin, txMax;
int tyMin, tyMax; //temp variables for xMin, xMax, yMin, yMax
int newX = xCoor;
int newY = yCoor; //plot coordinates, start with HH location
int tries = 0;
boolean ownPlot = false;
mobLand newPlot = new mobLand();
// int test = s.newFarm(newX, newY, xSize, ySize); //try for HH plot first
int test = 0;
//This section draws a number from a triangular distribution and calculates
//new ranges for the plots based on the draw. We add
while ((test == 0) && (tries < 1000)) {
tDist = (Math.abs((int)(plotrange *
Distributions.nextTriangular(gen))))+(int)(plotrange * 0.25);
if (tDist > plotrange) tDist = plotrange;
txMin = xCoor - tDist;
if (txMin < xMin) txMin = xMin;
txMax = xCoor + tDist;
if (txMax > xMax) txMax = xMax;
tyMin = yCoor - tDist;
if (tyMin < yMin) tyMin = yMin;
tyMax = yCoor + tDist;
if (tyMax > yMax) tyMax = yMax;
//select coordinates from plotRange
newX = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(txMin, txMax);
newY = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(tyMin, tyMax);
// newX = xCoor + (int)(plotrange * Distributions.nextTriangular(gen));
// if (newX < xMin) {newX = xMin+1;}
// if (newX > xMax) {newX = xMax-1;}
// newY = yCoor + (int)(plotrange * Distributions.nextTriangular(gen));
// if (newY < yMin) {newY = yMin+1;}
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// if (newY > yMax) {newY = yMax-1; }
test = s.newFarm(newX, newY, xSize, ySize); //can we put a farm here?
if (test > 1 && test < 7) {
for(int i = 0; i < HHPlotList.size(); i++) {
mobLand tempPlot = (mobLand)HHPlotList.get(i);
if (tempPlot.xCoor == newX && tempPlot.yCoor == newY) {
ownPlot = true;
newPlot = tempPlot;
}
}
if (ownPlot) {
s.setFarm(newX, newY);
} else {
test = 0;
}
}
tries++;
}
//check return value
if (test == 0) { //Could not open a plot
//System.out.println("Could not open plot at (" + newX + ", " + newY + ").");
} else if (test == 1) {
//add plot to our plotlist as farm (default constructor)
mobLand plot = new mobLand(newX, newY, farmTime);
HHPlotList.add(plot);
if (!s.statusMatches(plot)) System.out.println("Status does not match in
agent.addplot");
} else if (ownPlot) {
//if test > 1 we're trying to use a fallow plot
// we know we own it thanks to the loop above
// so set maxage according to test's value
newPlot.plotStatus = 2;
newPlot.age = 0;
//newPlot.fertility = newPlot.fertility - 50;
if (test == 2) { //stage 1 -> 1 yr farm
newPlot.maxage = farmTime[0];
}
else if (test == 3) { //stage 2
newPlot.maxage = farmTime[1];
}
else if (test == 4) { //stage 3
if (newPlot.age < 16) { //age 5-15
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newPlot.maxage = farmTime[2];
} else {
//age 16-30
newPlot.maxage = farmTime[3];
}
}
else if (test == 5) { //stage 4
if (newPlot.age < 81) {
//age 31-80
newPlot.maxage = farmTime[4];
} else {
//81-100
newPlot.maxage = farmTime[5];
}
}
else if (test == 6) { //stage 5
//default
newPlot.maxage = farmTime[6];
}
if (!s.statusMatches(newPlot) ) System.out.println(newPlot.xCoor+",
"+newPlot.yCoor+" ------ Status does not match in agent.addplot");
/*
s.setFarm(newPlot.xCoor, newPlot.yCoor);
if (!s.statusMatches(newPlot) ) System.out.println(newPlot.xCoor+",
"+newPlot.yCoor+" ------ Status does not match in agent.addplot");
else System.out.println("Fixed status"); */
}
return test;
}
public void removePlot(mobSpace s, int [] maxAgeStage) {
int test = 4; //4 means plot is fallow
int i = 0;
mobLand plot = (mobLand)HHPlotList.get(i);
while ((i < HHPlotList.size()) && (test == 4)) { //find the first farm in the list
plot = (mobLand)HHPlotList.get(i);
test = plot.plotStatus;
i++;
}
makeFallow(plot, s, maxAgeStage);
}
private void makeFallow(mobLand plot, mobSpace s, int [] maxAge) {
s.newFallow(plot.xCoor,plot.yCoor); //update display grid
plot.plotStatus = 4; //make fallow
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if (!s.statusMatches(plot)) System.out.println("MAKEFALLOW: Status does not
match in agent.addplot");
plot.maxage = maxAge[1];
plot.age = 0;
}
public void agePlots(int [] farmTime, mobSpace s, MersenneTwister gen,
int [] maxAgeStageParams, boolean doStage5) {
int test;
int numFarmPlots = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < HHPlotList.size(); i++) {
mobLand plot = (mobLand)HHPlotList.get(i);
plot.age = plot.age + 1; //age plot one cycle (one year)
//test if too old
if ((plot.plotStatus == 2) && (plot.age > plot.maxage)) {
makeFallow(plot, s, maxAgeStageParams);
} else if ((plot.plotStatus == 4) && (plot.age > plot.maxage)) {
//System.out.println("x: "+plot.xCoor+", y: "+ plot.yCoor + " maxage ==
"+plot.maxage);
int fallowStage = s.ageFallow(plot.xCoor,plot.yCoor,doStage5); //update display
grid
switch (fallowStage) {
//forest == 0
case (0) : HHPlotList.remove(plot); break; //make forest
case (1) : plot.maxage = maxAgeStageParams[1]; //stage 1? Note: This should
not really happen, but it does, so we do it right. -ish.
System.out.println("Plot age: " + plot.age+", status: " + plot.plotStatus); break;
case (2) : plot.maxage = maxAgeStageParams[2]; break; //stage 2
case (3) : plot.maxage = maxAgeStageParams[3]; break; //stage 3
case (4) : plot.maxage = maxAgeStageParams[4]; break; //stage 4
case (5) : plot.maxage = maxAgeStageParams[5]; break; //stage 5
}
}
}
//count number of farm plots
for(int i = 0; i < HHPlotList.size(); i++) {
mobLand plot = (mobLand)HHPlotList.get(i);
if (plot.plotStatus == 2)
numFarmPlots++;
}
//add new plot if HH is alive and has fewer farms
if ((alive) && (numPlots > numFarmPlots)) {
test = addPlot(s, gen, farmTime); //add new plot
if (test == 0) { //could not add plot--lose 1 person
population--;
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}
}
}
//These get & set methods enable the probeable feature on the display.
public void setPopulation(int pop) {
population = pop;
}
public int getPopulation() {
return population;
}
public void setFarmPlots(int plt) {
numPlots = plt;
}
public int getFarmPlots() {
return numPlots;
}
public void setTotalPlots(int totplt) {
dummy = totplt;
}
public int getTotalPlots() {
return HHPlotList.size();
}
public int getX() {
return xCoor;
}
public int getY() {
return yCoor;
}
//This enables the household to be drawn on the display.
//The draw() routine is called each time the display is updated.
public void draw(SimGraphics g) {
g.drawFastCircle(Color.white);
}
}
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Succession Model Land

package mobsuccession;
//The plots of farmland within the world grid.
//These represent only farms or fallow land. Forest is the default,
//so does not need to be represented explicitly.
public class mobLand {
public int xCoor; //x coordinate
public int yCoor; //y coordinate
public int plotStatus; //2=farm,4=fallow (bitwise values--see plotType
//in mobSpace class)
public int age; //number of years (cycles) at present status
public int maxage; //maximum allowed age of a plot
//sets the maximum age of each plot for each status,
//ie a fertile farm plot could have a maxage of 5 and
// a less fertile plot a maxage of 2
//fertility not used yet
public int fertility; //fertility percentage, normally 0-100
//if a plot is over farmed (used 3 times in a row
//with less than 5 years of fallow time between uses)
//its fertility drops below zero and it is dead,
//and can't be farmed any more
//Lower fertility also decreases the chances the plot
//will be chosen to be farmed
//Lower fertility might also make it take longer for a
//plot to recover after use
public mobLand(int x, int y, int [] farmtime) {
//constructor
xCoor = x;
yCoor = y;
plotStatus = 2; //initialize to farm
age = 0;
maxage = farmtime[6];
fertility = 100;
}
public mobLand() {
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}
}
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Succession Model Space

package mobsuccession;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.ListIterator;
import java.awt.Dimension;
import uchicago.src.sim.space.*;
import uchicago.src.sim.util.Random;
//mobSpace is a class containing the world grid.
//The Picture grid is a value-only grid for the display. It is updated
//by checking plotStatus on the mobLand objects in the plotList list.
public class mobSpace {
public Object2DGrid Picture; //grid for display
public Dimension size;
//world dimension variable
int dimX = 300; //default world x dimension
int dimY = 300; //default world y dimension
// int val = 1;
//initialization parameter for plotType (forest)
// int plotType; //type of plot on display (bitwise)
//bit: means:
// 1 forest
// 2 farm
// 4 fallow
// 8 household
// 16 stage1
// 32 stage2
// 64 stage3
// 128 stage4
// 256 stage5
//constructor
public mobSpace(int x, int y) {
int val = 1; //default to forest
dimX = x;
dimY = y;
Picture = new Object2DGrid(dimX, dimY); //build grid for display
for (int i = 0; i < dimX; i++) {
for (int j = 0; j < dimY; j++) {
Picture.putObjectAt(i, j, new Integer(val)); //assign values to display grid
}
}
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}
//For updateMap routine use
public Dimension getSize() {
return size;
}
//For use by buildDisplay() in mobModel--returns the grid for display
public Object2DGrid getWorldGrid() {
return Picture;
}
//Routine to try to place a new farm plot. Tests to see if it is a forest
//plot and if it is, makes it a farm plot. Successfully choosing a unowned
//forest plot returns 1, Failure returns 0
//choosing a fallow plot returns 2,3,4,5 or 6 for stages 1,2,3,4,5 respectively.
public int newFarm(int x, int y, int maxX, int maxY) {
int a, b, c, d;
int returnval = 0;
int plotType = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y)).intValue(); //current plot type
//next, make sure the adjacent plots are within our boundaries
//and get the plotType for each
if (x > 0) { //check for boundary condition
a = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x - 1, y)).intValue();//adjacent, x-1
} else a = 1; //on boundary (exterior defined as forest)
if (x < maxX) {//check for boundary condition
b = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x + 1, y)).intValue();//adjacent, x+1
} else b = 1; //on boundary (exterior defined as forest)
if (y > 0) { //check for boundary condition
c = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y - 1)).intValue();//adjacent, y-1
} else c = 1; //on boundary (exterior defined as forest)
if (y < maxY) {//check for boundary condition
d = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y + 1)).intValue();//adjacent, y+1
} else d = 1; //on boundary (exterior defined as forest)
//check for forest adjacent to plot on at least one side (von Neumann neighbors)
//also check for no adjacent farms (von Neumann neighbors)
if ((((a & 1) != 0) || ((b & 1) != 0) || ((c & 1) != 0) || ((d & 1) != 0)) &&
(((a & 2) == 0) && ((b & 2) == 0) && ((c & 2) == 0) && ((d & 1) != 0))) {
if ((plotType & 1) != 0) { //is it forest?
returnval = 1;
} else if ((plotType & 4) != 0) { //is it fallow?
int choosePlotProb = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(0, 100);
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if ((plotType & 16) != 0) {//is it stage1?
if (choosePlotProb <= 20) { returnval = 2; }
} else if ((plotType & 32) != 0) {//is it stage2?
if (choosePlotProb <= 25) { returnval = 3; }
} else if ((plotType & 64) != 0) {//is it stage3?
if (choosePlotProb <= 45) { returnval = 4; }
} else if ((plotType & 128) != 0) {//is it stage4?
if (choosePlotProb <= 95) { returnval = 5; }
} else if ((plotType & 256) != 0) {//is it stage5?
if (choosePlotProb <= 90) { returnval = 6; }
}
}
}
if (returnval == 1) { //success for sure! go ahead and set type to farm
setFarm(x, y); //add farm to the display
}
return returnval;
}
public void setFarm(int x, int y) {
int plotType = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y)).intValue(); //current plot type
int val = 2; //farm bit
if ((plotType & 8) != 0) { //checks if there is HH here
val += 8; //add farm status value to retain hh designator
}
//System.out.println("Making " + x +", " + y +"a farm.");
Picture.putObjectAt(x, y, new Integer(val)); //add farm to the display
}
//Routine to change a farm plot to a fallow plot, retaining the HH if present
public void newFallow (int x, int y) {
int val = 20; //fallow bit and stage 1 bit (4 and 16)
int plotType = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y)).intValue(); //current plot type
if ((plotType & 8) != 0) { //check if it's a HH already
val = val + 8; // retain hh designator
}
Picture.putObjectAt(x, y, new Integer(val)); //add fallow to the display
}
//Routine to change a fallow plot to a forest plot, retaining the HH if present
/* public void newForest (int x, int y) {
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val = 1; //forest bit
plotType = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y)).intValue(); //current plot type
if ((plotType & 8) != 0) { //check if it's a HH already
Picture.putObjectAt(x, y, new Integer(val + 8)); //add forest retaining hh
designator
} else {
Picture.putObjectAt(x, y, new Integer(val)); //add forest to the display
}
}
*/
public int ageFallow (int x, int y, boolean doStage5) {
// 16 stage1
// 32 stage2
// 64 stage3
// 128 stage4
// 256 stage5
int stage = 0;
int val = 4; //fallow bit
int plotType = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y)).intValue(); //current plot type
if ((plotType & 8) != 0) { //check if it's a HH already
val += 8; //add hh designation to fallow designator
}
if ((plotType & 16) != 0) { //check fallow stage 1?
//System.out.println("x: " + x + ", y: " + y + " to stage 2");
val += 32; //increment the stage to 2
stage = 2; //store new stage to return later
} else if ((plotType & 32) != 0) { //check fallow stage 2?
//System.out.println("x: " + x + ", y: " + y + " to stage 3");
val += 64; //increment the stage to 3
stage = 3; //store new stage to return later
} else if ((plotType & 64) != 0) { //check fallow stage 3?
val += 128; //increment the stage to 4
stage = 4; //store new stage to return later
} else if ((plotType & 128) != 0) { //check fallow stage 4?
if (doStage5) {
//System.out.println("x: " + x + ", y: " + y + " stage 5");
val += 256; //increment the stage to 5
stage = 5; //store new stage to return later
} else {
//System.out.println("x: " + x + ", y: " + y + " back to forest");
val = val - 3; //revert to forest
stage = 0; //store new stage to return later. 0 is forest
}
} else if ((plotType & 256) != 0) { //check fallow stage 5?
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//System.out.println("x: " + x + ", y: " + y + " back to forest");
val = val - 3;
stage = 0;
} else {
val = val + 16; //anything random that comes in here gets stage 1'd
stage = 1;
System.out.println("x: " + x + ", y: " + y + ", plotType: " + plotType + "Farm plots
accidently (?) thrown into ageFallow");
}
Picture.putObjectAt(x, y, new Integer(val)); //add fallow to the display
return stage;
}
//Routine to add a household to the Picture grid. This is done by
//activating the 8 bit on the int value held in the Integer object.
//If the plot is not forest, a household cannot be added: return 0 (fail).
public int addHH(int x, int y) {
int val = 9; //the new value will always be 8(household) + 1(forest) = 9
int plotType = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y)).intValue(); //current plot type
if (((plotType & 1) != 0) && ((plotType & 8) == 0)) { //is it forest and not already a
hh?
Picture.putObjectAt(x, y, new Integer(val)); //add hh to the display
// System.out.println("Adding HH at "+x+", "+y);
return 1; //success
} else {
return 0; //failure (not a forest plot)
}
}
//Routine to remove a HH from the display, either because of death or relocation.
public void removeHH(int x, int y) {
int plotType = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(x, y)).intValue(); //current plot type
if ((plotType & 8) == 0) {System.out.println("HH died but was not labelled as a HH
(plot type 8-bit not set)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!");}
else { plotType = plotType - 8; }
// System.out.println(x+", "+y+ "hh died with type"+plotType);
Picture.putObjectAt(x, y, new Integer(plotType)); //remove the HH from display
}
public boolean statusMatches(mobLand plot) {
int localPlotStatus = ((Integer)Picture.getObjectAt(plot.xCoor,
plot.yCoor)).intValue();
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if ((localPlotStatus & 8) != 0) { localPlotStatus = localPlotStatus - 8; }
if ((plot.plotStatus == 4) && ((localPlotStatus & 4) != 0)) { return true; }
if (plot.plotStatus == localPlotStatus) { return true; }
System.out.println("MLs = "+plot.plotStatus+", MSs = "+localPlotStatus);
return false;
}
public int getFallowStatus(mobLand plot) {
int plotType = ( (Integer) Picture.getObjectAt(plot.xCoor, plot.yCoor)).intValue();
if ( (plotType & 16) != 0) { //check fallow stage 1?
return 1;
}
else if ( (plotType & 32) != 0) { //check fallow stage 2?
return 2;
}
else if ( (plotType & 64) != 0) { //check fallow stage 3?
return 3;
}
else if ( (plotType & 128) != 0) { //check fallow stage 4?
return 4;
}
else if ( (plotType & 256) != 0) { //check fallow stage 5?
return 5;
}
else {
System.out.println("Very, very broken.");
}
return -1;
}
}
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Sucession Model Model

package mobsuccession;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.util.Date;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.ListIterator;
import cern.jet.random.*;
import cern.jet.random.engine.MersenneTwister;
import uchicago.src.sim.util.Random;
import uchicago.src.sim.space.*;
import uchicago.src.sim.gui.*;
import uchicago.src.sim.engine.*;
import uchicago.src.sim.analysis.*;
import uchicago.src.sim.util.SimUtilities;
public class mobModel extends SimpleModel {
//The world.
public mobSpace space;
//List of households in world. (AgentList)
public ArrayList HHList = new ArrayList();
//Local grid of HH agents.
public Object2DGrid HHGrid;
//Inital starting parameters of the model.
public double birthRate; //birth rate (proportion per year)
public double deathRate; //death rate (proportion per year)
public int dimX;
//width of world grid (in cells)
public int dimY;
//height of world grid (in cells)
public int numHH;
//initial number of HH
public int [] farmTime = new int[7];
//number of years a plot can be farmed
public int [] maxAgeStage = new int[6]; //STARTS WITH STAGE 1 == INDEX 1!!!
number of years a plot is allowed to be in stage x
public int nearness;
//buffer size between households (in cells)
public int plotRange;
//maximum distance from HH to plots (in cells)
public float AddPlot9Threshold; //Probability of adding a plot to a HH with 9
members
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public float AddPlot15Threshold; //Probability of adding a plot to a HH with 15
members
public boolean doStage5; //flag to add stage 5 to the hh list to keep track of
public double totalBirths; //running total for births (keeps track of fractional births
that we'll add back in next step)
public double totalDeaths; //running total for deaths
public double BirthsThisStep; //actual number of births this step
public double DeathsThisStep; //actual number of deaths this step
public int numberAgents;
//running total for number of live Household agents
public int worldPop;
//running total for number of people alive in model
public int numFarmPlots;
//running total of number of farm plots
public int numFallowPlots; //running total of number of fallow plots
public int numFallowStage1Plots; //running total of number of stage 1 fallow plots
public int numFallowStage2Plots; //running total of number of stage 2 fallow plots
public int numFallowStage3Plots; //running total of number of stage 3 fallow plots
public int numFallowStage4Plots; //running total of number of stage 4 fallow plots
public int numFallowStage5Plots; //running total of number of stage 5 fallow plots
public int numForestPlots;
//running total of number of forest plots
public int numOfTimeSteps;
public int currentTimeStep = 0;
boolean graphs;
//an on/off switch to display the graphs
//if graphs is true, then we display the graphs
//otherwise, we don't
boolean shouldDisplayWorld; //an on/off switch to display the model world
//if shouldDisplayWorld is true, then we display the world
//otherwise, we don't
public Schedule mysched;
public DataRecorder recorder; //variable allowing text output to be generated
public boolean firstRunAdjNumPlots;
//A random number generator for the triangular distribution.
public MersenneTwister generator;
//The surface on which to display the world.
public DisplaySurface dsurf;
//A graph for the proportion of forest, farm, and fallow land remaining in the world.
public OpenSequenceGraph graph;
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//Data collection method for graph.
class propForest implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}
public double getSValue() {
propFarm farmProp = new propFarm();
propFallow fallowProp = new propFallow();
return 100 - (farmProp.getSValue() + fallowProp.getSValue());
}
};
/* //Old Data collection method for graph.
class BillpropForest implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}
public double getSValue() {
double size = 0;
//number of farm and fallow plots
double val = dimX*dimY;
//total number of plots in world
//gets the total plots
for (int i = 0; i < HHList.size(); i++) {
mobAgent agent = (mobAgent)HHList.get(i);
size += agent.HHPlotList.size();
}
return 100*((val-size)/val); //proportion forest
}
};
*/
//A graph for the proportion of farm and fallow land remaining in the world.
public OpenSequenceGraph FFgraph;
//Data collection method for graph.
class propFarm implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}
public double getSValue() {
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double totalPlots = dimX*dimY;
//total number of plots in world
return 100*(numFarmPlots/totalPlots); //proportion of farm plots
}
};
//Data collection method for graph.
class propFallow implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}
public double getSValue() {
double totalPlots = dimX*dimY;
//total number of plots in world
return 100*(numFallowPlots/totalPlots); //proportion of fallow plots
}
};
//Data collection method for graph.
class propFallowStage1 implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}
public double getSValue() {
double totalPlots = dimX*dimY;
//total number of plots in world
return 100*(numFallowStage1Plots/totalPlots); //proportion of fallow plots
}
};
//Data collection method for graph.
class propFallowStage2 implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}
public double getSValue() {
double totalPlots = dimX*dimY;
//total number of plots in world
return 100*(numFallowStage2Plots/totalPlots); //proportion of fallow plots
}
};
//Data collection method for graph.
class propFallowStage3 implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
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}
public double getSValue() {
double totalPlots = dimX*dimY;
//total number of plots in world
return 100*(numFallowStage3Plots/totalPlots); //proportion of fallow plots
}
};
//Data collection method for graph.
class propFallowStage4 implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}
public double getSValue() {
double totalPlots = dimX*dimY;
//total number of plots in world
return 100*(numFallowStage4Plots/totalPlots); //proportion of fallow plots
}
};
//Data collection method for graph.
class propFallowStage5 implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}
public double getSValue() {
double totalPlots = dimX*dimY;
//total number of plots in world
return 100*(numFallowStage5Plots/totalPlots); //proportion of fallow plots
}
};

//A graph for the number of HH in the world.
public OpenSequenceGraph HHgraph;
//Data collection method for HHgraph.
class SeqHH implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}
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public double getSValue() {
return (double)numberAgents;
}
};
//A graph for the population of the world.
public OpenSequenceGraph Popgraph;
//Data collection method for Popgraph.
class SeqPop implements Sequence {
public Object execute() {
return new Double(getSValue());
}
public double getSValue() {
return (double)worldPop;
}
};
//Data recorder functions:
public double getForestProp() {
propForest forestProp = new propForest();
return forestProp.getSValue();
}
public double getFarmProp() {
propFarm farmProp = new propFarm();
return farmProp.getSValue(); //proportion of farm plots
}
public double getFallowProp() {
propFallow fallowProp = new propFallow();
return fallowProp.getSValue(); //proportion of fallow plots
}
public double getFallowStage1Prop() {
propFallowStage1 fallowPropStage1 = new propFallowStage1();
return fallowPropStage1.getSValue(); //proportion of fallow plots
}
public double getFallowStage2Prop() {
propFallowStage2 fallowPropStage2 = new propFallowStage2();
return fallowPropStage2.getSValue(); //proportion of fallow plots
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}
public double getFallowStage3Prop() {
propFallowStage3 fallowPropStage3 = new propFallowStage3();
return fallowPropStage3.getSValue(); //proportion of fallow plots
}
public double getFallowStage4Prop() {
propFallowStage4 fallowPropStage4 = new propFallowStage4();
return fallowPropStage4.getSValue(); //proportion of fallow plots
}
public double getFallowStage5Prop() {
propFallowStage5 fallowPropStage5 = new propFallowStage5();
return fallowPropStage5.getSValue(); //proportion of fallow plots
}
public double getNumHH() {
return (double)numberAgents;
}
public double getWorldPop() {
return (double)worldPop;
}
public mobModel() {
//Set up parameters in user interface. Any parameters you want displayed
//on the GUI have to be listed here.
name = "MOB Model";
params = new String[]{"BirthRate", "DeathRate", "DimX", "DimY",
"FallowTime", "FarmTimeStage1", "FarmTimeStage2",
"FarmTimeStage3a",
"FarmTimeStage3b", "FarmTimeStage4a", "FarmTimeStage4b",
"FarmTimeStage5", "MaxAgeStage1", "MaxAgeStage2",
"MaxAgeStage3",
"MaxAgeStage4", "MaxAgeStage5", "Nearness", "PlotRange",
"AddPlot9Threshold", "AddPlot15Threshold", "numOfTimeSteps",
"graphs","shouldDisplayWorld","DoStage5"};
}
//Parameters to be passed to and from the user interface.
public double getBirthRate() {
return birthRate;
}
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public void setBirthRate(double val) {
birthRate = val;
}
public double getDeathRate() {
return deathRate;
}
public void setDeathRate(double val) {
deathRate = val;
}
public int getDimX() {
return dimX;
}
public void setDimX(int val) {
dimX = val;
}
public int getDimY() {
return dimY;
}
public void setDimY(int val) {
dimY = val;
}
public int getFarmTimeStage1() {
return farmTime[0];
}
public void setFarmTimeStage1(int val) {
farmTime[0] = val;
}
public int getFarmTimeStage2() {
return farmTime[1];
}
public void setFarmTimeStage2(int val) {
farmTime[1] = val;
}
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public int getFarmTimeStage3a() {
return farmTime[2];
}
public void setFarmTimeStage3a(int val) {
farmTime[2] = val;
}
public int getFarmTimeStage3b() {
return farmTime[3];
}
public void setFarmTimeStage3b(int val) {
farmTime[3] = val;
}
public int getFarmTimeStage4a() {
return farmTime[4];
}
public void setFarmTimeStage4a(int val) {
farmTime[4] = val;
}
public int getFarmTimeStage4b() {
return farmTime[5];
}
public void setFarmTimeStage4b(int val) {
farmTime[5] = val;
}
public int getFarmTimeStage5() {
return farmTime[6];
}
public void setFarmTimeStage5(int val) {
farmTime[6] = val;
}
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public int getMaxAgeStage1() {
return maxAgeStage[1];
}
public void setMaxAgeStage1(int val) {
maxAgeStage[1] = val;
}
public int getMaxAgeStage2() {
return maxAgeStage[2];
}
public void setMaxAgeStage2(int val) {
maxAgeStage[2] = val;
}
public int getMaxAgeStage3() {
return maxAgeStage[3];
}
public void setMaxAgeStage3(int val) {
maxAgeStage[3] = val;
}
public int getMaxAgeStage4() {
return maxAgeStage[4];
}
public void setMaxAgeStage4(int val) {
maxAgeStage[4] = val;
}
public int getMaxAgeStage5() {
return maxAgeStage[5];
}
public void setMaxAgeStage5(int val) {
maxAgeStage[5] = val;
}
public int getNearness() {
return nearness;
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}
public void setNearness(int val) {
nearness = val;
}
public int getPlotRange() {
return plotRange;
}
public void setPlotRange(int val) {
plotRange = val;
}
public float getAddPlot15Threshold() {
return AddPlot15Threshold;
}
public void setAddPlot15Threshold(float val) {
AddPlot15Threshold = val;
}
public float getAddPlot9Threshold() {
return AddPlot9Threshold;
}
public void setAddPlot9Threshold(float val) {
AddPlot9Threshold = val;
}
public int getnumOfTimeSteps() {
return numOfTimeSteps;
}
public void setnumOfTimeSteps(int val) {
numOfTimeSteps = val;
}
public int getgraphs() {
if (graphs)
return 1;
else return 0;
}
public void setgraphs(int val) {
if (val == 0)
graphs = false;
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else graphs = true;
}
public int getshouldDisplayWorld() {
if (shouldDisplayWorld)
return 1;
else return 0;
}
public void setshouldDisplayWorld(int val) {
if (val == 0)
shouldDisplayWorld = false;
else shouldDisplayWorld = true;
}
public int getDoStage5() {
if (doStage5)
return 1;
else return 0;
}
public void setDoStage5(int val) {
if (val == 0)
doStage5 = false;
else doStage5 = true;
}
public double gettotalBirths() {
return BirthsThisStep;
}
public double gettotalDeaths() {
return DeathsThisStep;
}
public double getnumFarmPlots() {
return (double)numFarmPlots;
}
public double getnumFallowPlots() {
return (double)numFallowPlots;
}
public double getnumFallowStage1Plots() {
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return (double)numFallowStage1Plots;
}
public double getnumFallowStage2Plots() {
return (double)numFallowStage2Plots;
}
public double getnumFallowStage3Plots() {
return (double)numFallowStage3Plots;
}
public double getnumFallowStage4Plots() {
return (double)numFallowStage4Plots;
}
public double getnumFallowStage5Plots() {
return (double)numFallowStage5Plots;
}
//End of parameter get & set methods.
public void setup() {
super.setup(); //let repast do any necessary stuff
setStoppingTime(numOfTimeSteps); //stops after numOfTimeSteps ticks
HHList = new ArrayList(); //initialize the HH array
//initialize DisplaySurface and Graph
if (dsurf != null)
dsurf.dispose(); //get rid of old DisplaySurface
dsurf = null;
if (graph != null)
graph.dispose(); //get rid of old proportion of forest graph
if (HHgraph != null)
HHgraph.dispose(); //get rid of old HHgraph
if (Popgraph != null)
Popgraph.dispose(); //get rid of old Popgraph
if (FFgraph != null)
FFgraph.dispose(); //get rid of old farm/fallow prop graph
graph = null;
Popgraph = null;
HHgraph = null;
FFgraph = null;
dsurf = new DisplaySurface(this, "MOB Model"); //initialize dsurf
graph = new OpenSequenceGraph("Proportion Forest", this); //initialize graph
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HHgraph = new OpenSequenceGraph("Number of Households", this); //initialize
graph
Popgraph = new OpenSequenceGraph("World Population", this); //initialize graph
FFgraph = new OpenSequenceGraph("Proportion Farm & Fallow", this); //initialize
graph
System.gc(); //Garbage collector.
//initialize model variables for GUI just in case they aren't listed
//in the parameter list or the parameter sheet
numOfTimeSteps = 2500;
graphs = true;
shouldDisplayWorld = true;
AddPlot9Threshold = (float)0.24;
AddPlot15Threshold = (float)0.0;
birthRate = 0.040;
deathRate = 0.038;
dimX = 100;
dimY = 100;
nearness = 5;
numHH = 10;
plotRange = 20;
totalBirths = 0;
totalDeaths = 0;
generateNewSeed();
//generate new random seed
Random.createUniform(); //initialize uniform random number generator
//Create a RNG for the triangular distribution used to place new plots.
generator = new MersenneTwister(new Date());
}
public void buildModel() {
space = new mobSpace(dimX, dimY); //a new world
HHGrid = new Object2DGrid(dimX, dimY); //a new local HH grid
currentTimeStep = 0; //initialize our step count
//initialize HHs
int j;
for(int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
j = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(2, 8); //5 HH with population 2-8
addHH(j);
}
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for(int i = 0; i < 4; i++) {
j = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(9, 13); //4 HH with population 9-13
addHH(j);
}
j = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(14, 15); //1 HH with population 14-15
addHH(j);
if (graphs || shouldDisplayWorld) {
buildDisplay(); //configure the display and graph
}
if (shouldDisplayWorld) {
dsurf.display(); //create the display
}
if (graphs) {
graph.display(); //create the proportion of forest graph
HHgraph.display(); //create the num HH graph
Popgraph.display(); //create the pop graph
FFgraph.display(); //create the pop graph
}
recorder = new DataRecorder("/Users/meghannobrien/Desktop/mob/data
output/data.csv", this);
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Proportion Forest", this, "getForestProp");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Proportion Farmed", this, "getFarmProp");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Proportion Fallow", this, "getFallowProp");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Proportion Fallow Stage 1", this,
"getFallowStage1Prop");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Proportion Fallow Stage 2", this,
"getFallowStage2Prop");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Proportion Fallow Stage 3", this,
"getFallowStage3Prop");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Proportion Fallow Stage 4", this,
"getFallowStage4Prop");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Proportion Fallow Stage 5", this,
"getFallowStage5Prop");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Farm Plots", this, "getnumFarmPlots");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Fallow Plots", this, "getnumFallowPlots");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Stage 1 Fallow Plots", this,
"getnumFallowStage1Plots");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Stage 2 Fallow Plots", this,
"getnumFallowStage2Plots");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Stage 3 Fallow Plots", this,
"getnumFallowStage3Plots");
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recorder.createNumericDataSource("Stage 4 Fallow Plots", this,
"getnumFallowStage4Plots");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Stage 5 Fallow Plots", this,
"getnumFallowStage5Plots");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Number of Households", this, "getNumHH");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("World Population", this, "getWorldPop");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Births", this, "gettotalBirths");
recorder.createNumericDataSource("Deaths", this, "gettotalDeaths");
mysched = this.schedule;
mysched.scheduleActionAtEnd(recorder, "writeToFile");
}
public void buildDisplay() {
if (shouldDisplayWorld) {
//Create the HH display.
Object2DDisplay HHDisplay = new Object2DDisplay(HHGrid);
// 1 forest
// 2 farm
// 4 fallow
// 8 household
// 16 stage1
// 32 stage2
// 64 stage3
// 128 stage4
// 256 stage5
//Create the colors for the world display.
ColorMap cMap = new ColorMap();
cMap.mapColor(1, new Color(0, 100, 0)); //Dark green for forest.
cMap.mapColor(2, new Color(160, 120, 0)); //Medium brown for farm.
cMap.mapColor(4, new Color(0, 200, 0)); //Light green for fallow.
cMap.mapColor(9, new Color(0, 100, 0)); //Dark green for forest w/HH.
cMap.mapColor(10, new Color(160, 120, 0)); //Medium brown for farm w/HH.
cMap.mapColor(12, new Color(0, 200, 0)); //Light green for fallow w/HH.
cMap.mapColor(20, new Color (0, 0, 240)); //stage 1
cMap.mapColor(36, new Color (100, 0, 150)); //stage 2
cMap.mapColor(68, new Color (200, 0, 250)); //stage 3
cMap.mapColor(132, new Color (100, 0, 0)); //stage 4
cMap.mapColor(260, new Color (240, 0, 0)); //stage 5
cMap.mapColor(28, new Color (0, 0, 240)); //stage 1 w/ HH
cMap.mapColor(44, new Color (100, 0, 150)); //stage 2 w/ HH
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cMap.mapColor(76, new Color (200, 0, 250)); //stage 3 w/ HH
cMap.mapColor(140, new Color (100, 0, 0)); //stage 4 w/ HH
cMap.mapColor(268, new Color (240, 0, 0)); //stage 5 w/ hh
//Create the world display.
Value2DDisplay worldDisplay = new Value2DDisplay(space.getWorldGrid(),
cMap);
//Add dsurf to the world display.
dsurf.addDisplayableProbeable(worldDisplay, "Plots");
dsurf.addDisplayableProbeable(HHDisplay, "Households");
addSimEventListener(dsurf); //updates on Repast events (pause & end)
}
if (graphs) {
//Create the forest proportion graph.
graph.addSequence("Forest", new propForest());
graph.setAxisTitles("Time", "Percent");
graph.setXRange(0, 100);
graph.setYRange(90, 100);
graph.setSize(300, 450);
//Create the farm/fallow proportion graph.
FFgraph.setAxisTitles("Time", "Percent");
FFgraph.setXRange(0, 100);
FFgraph.setYRange(0, 1);
FFgraph.setSize(300, 450);
//add the farm proportion plot to graph
FFgraph.addSequence("Farm", new propFarm());
//add the farm proportion plot to graph
FFgraph.addSequence("Fallow", new propFallow());
//Create the num HH graph.
HHgraph.addSequence("Households", new SeqHH());
HHgraph.setAxisTitles("Time", "Number of Households");
HHgraph.setXRange(0, 1000);
HHgraph.setYRange(0, 100);
HHgraph.setSize(300, 450);
//Create the pop graph.
Popgraph.addSequence("Pop", new SeqPop());
Popgraph.setAxisTitles("Time", "People");
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Popgraph.setXRange(0, 1000);
Popgraph.setYRange(80, 300);
Popgraph.setSize(300, 450);
}
}
public void step() {
if (currentTimeStep++ % 1000 == 0) {System.out.println("Step
"+currentTimeStep);}
//shuffleAgents(); //rearrange the HH order in the HHList
birthdeath();
//compute and distribute births and deaths
numberAgents = 0;
//counts the number of live households
worldPop = 0;
//counts the number of individual people in the model
numFarmPlots = 0; //counts the number of farm plots in the model
numFallowPlots = 0;
//counts the number of fallow plots in the model
numFallowStage1Plots = 0;
//counts the number of fallow plots in the model
numFallowStage2Plots = 0;
//counts the number of fallow plots in the model
numFallowStage3Plots = 0;
//counts the number of fallow plots in the model
numFallowStage4Plots = 0;
//counts the number of fallow plots in the model
numFallowStage5Plots = 0;
//counts the number of fallow plots in the model
numForestPlots = 0;
//counts the number of forest plots in the model
//

System.out.println("Step, num HHs: "+HHList.size());

for(int i = 0; i < HHList.size(); i++) { //this loop mostly just ages HH's plots
mobAgent agent = (mobAgent)HHList.get(i);
int origPop = agent.population;
//System.out.println(i + "," + agent.population + "," + agent.numPlots);
agent.agePlots(farmTime, space, generator, maxAgeStage, doStage5);
// 1 in 100 chance of fissioning hh with population greater than 6
//if ((Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(1, 100) == 10) && (agent.population > 6))
// HHFission(agent);
if (!agent.alive && agent.HHPlotList.size() == 0) //remove if dead HH plotlist
empty
HHList.remove(agent);
if (agent.alive) {
adjustNumPlots(agent); //update plots for living HHs in case new
//plots could not be opened and people were lost
numberAgents++;
worldPop += agent.population;
//count number of farm plots
//count num of fallow plots
//the sum of those is the number of non-forest plots
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int numOfFarmPlotsinHH = 0;
for (int plotNum = 0; plotNum < agent.HHPlotList.size(); plotNum++) {
mobLand plot = (mobLand) agent.HHPlotList.get(plotNum);
//if the plot is a farm plot, count it as a farm plot
if (plot.plotStatus == 2) {
numFarmPlots++;
numOfFarmPlotsinHH++;
}
else if (plot.plotStatus == 4) {
numFallowPlots++;
int fallowStage = space.getFallowStatus(plot);
switch (fallowStage) {
case (1):
numFallowStage1Plots++;
break;
case (2):
numFallowStage2Plots++;
break; //stage 2
case (3):
numFallowStage3Plots++;
break; //stage 3
case (4):
numFallowStage4Plots++;
break; //stage 4
case (5):
numFallowStage5Plots++;
break; //stage 5
}
}
//numForestPlots is counted above in the sequence function near the top of the
file
}
if (numOfFarmPlotsinHH < 1 ) {
System.out.println("Not enough plots for HH: " + i);
} else if (numOfFarmPlotsinHH > 3) {
agent.removePlot(space, maxAgeStage);
System.out.println(i + "Step " + currentTimeStep + ": Num Farm plots in hh is
out of range: " +
numOfFarmPlotsinHH + ", out of " + agent.numPlots +
" possible");
System.out.println("
Orig Pop:" + origPop + ", Current Pop:" +
agent.population);
}
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}
}
if (shouldDisplayWorld && currentTimeStep % 25 == 0) {
dsurf.updateDisplay(); //update the display
}
if (graphs) {
graph.step(); //update the graph
HHgraph.step(); //update the num HH graph
Popgraph.step(); //update the Pop graph
FFgraph.step(); //update the farm/fallow proportion graph
}
recorder.record();

//record the numbers to file, too

}
//Routine to compute and distribute births and deaths.
public void birthdeath() {
int test;
int totalPop = 0;
int totalNumHH = HHList.size();
for(int i = 0; i < totalNumHH; i++) {
mobAgent agent = (mobAgent)HHList.get(i);
totalPop = totalPop + agent.population;
}
//System.out.println("Population: " + totalPop + " in " + totalNumHH + "
households.");
totalBirths = totalBirths + (birthRate * totalPop);
BirthsThisStep = totalBirths;
//System.out.println("Births: " + totalBirths);
while (totalBirths > 1) { //distribute births to living HHs
mobAgent agent = (mobAgent)HHList.get(Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(0,
totalNumHH - 1));
if (agent.alive) {
agent.setPopulation(agent.population + 1); //increment population
test = adjustNumPlots(agent); //update number of plots
if (test == 0) {//not able to add a plot, so population cannot be increased
agent.setPopulation(agent.population - 1);
} else {
totalBirths--;
}
}
}
totalDeaths = totalDeaths + (deathRate * totalPop);
DeathsThisStep = totalDeaths;
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//System.out.println("Deaths: " + totalDeaths);
while (totalDeaths > 1) { //distribute deaths to living HHs
mobAgent agent = (mobAgent)HHList.get(Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(0,
totalNumHH - 1));
if (agent.alive) {
agent.setPopulation(agent.population - 1); //decrement population
test = adjustNumPlots(agent); //update number of plots
totalDeaths--;
}
}
}
//Routine to check HHGrid for nearby HH when attempting to build a new HH.
public int checkGrid(int x, int y) {
if (HHGrid.getMooreNeighbors(x, y, nearness, nearness, false).size() == 0) {
return 1; //success!
} else return 0; //failure: a household is within the nearness distance
}
//Routine to add a new HH. Number of plots is population-dependent.
public void addHH(int pop) {
int newX = 0;
int newY = 0; //HH coordinates
int nplots;
if (pop < 9) {
nplots = 1; //one farm plot if population is 2-8
} else if (pop < 14) {
nplots = 2; //two farm plots if population is 9-13
} else {
nplots = 3; //three farm plots if population is 14-15
}
int tries = 0;
int test = 0;
//try to put HH on display grid
while ((test == 0) && (tries < 1000)) {
newX = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(0, dimX - 1); //draw coords from world
size
newY = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(0, dimY - 1);
test = checkGrid(newX, newY); //are we too close to another HH?
if (test == 1) {
test = space.addHH(newX, newY); //are we trying to build on top of someone's
farm/fallow plot?
}
tries++;
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}
if (test == 0) { //if can't find a place for HH, we don't create a HH
//so the people 'emigrate' out of the model
} else {
//create new household
mobAgent HH = new mobAgent(newX, newY, pop, 0, plotRange, dimX, dimY,
space);
HHGrid.putObjectAt(newX, newY, HH); //put on local grid
HHList.add(HH); //add to list
for (int i = 0; i < nplots; i++) { //add plots according to nplots
test = HH.addPlot(space, generator, farmTime);
if (test == 1) {
HH.numPlots++;
}
}
}
}
//Routine to update the number of farm plots a household can have.
public int adjustNumPlots(mobAgent h) {
int test = 1;
int nplots = h.numPlots;
float tryProb = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(0, 1000) / 1000; //roll the dice
float step = (AddPlot9Threshold - AddPlot15Threshold) / 6;
//step size between
population values for probability of opening a new plot
float addPlotProb = ((15 - h.population) * step) + AddPlot15Threshold; //threshold
above which a HH will get a new plot
//System.out.println("Blah");
if (h.population < 2) { //pop too small, hh dies
nplots = 0; //no plots if population < 2
if (h.population == 0) {System.out.println("HH currently being killed with
population" + h.population);}
HHDeath(h);
} else if (h.population < 9) {
nplots = 1; //one farm plot if population is 2-8
} else if (h.population < 14) { //pop is 9 - 13
if (nplots < 2 && tryProb >= addPlotProb) {
nplots++; //add a plot if probabilities say so and HH only has one plot
} else if (nplots > 2) {
nplots--;
}
} else if (h.population < 16) { //population is 14-15
if (nplots < 3 && tryProb >= addPlotProb) {
nplots++; //add a plot if probabilities say so and HH only has one plot
}else if (nplots > 3) {
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nplots--;
}
} else {
HHFission(h);
}
if (nplots > h.numPlots) { //HH bigger: add another farm plot
test = h.addPlot(space, generator, farmTime); //tries 1000 times in addPlot
if (test >= 1) //new plot could be added..
h.numPlots++;
}
return test;
}
//Routine to remove a HH upon death or relocation.
public void HHDeath(mobAgent h) {
if (h.alive) {
h.population = 0; //no people in HH
h.alive = false; //HH dead
h.numPlots = 0; //no new plots
HHGrid.putObjectAt(h.xCoor, h.yCoor, null); //remove from grid
space.removeHH(h.xCoor, h.yCoor); //remove from display
} else { System.out.println("Trying to kill a dead HH. No zombies allowed");}
}
//Routine to break a HH in two.
//Fissioning should happen at unpredictable times; not just based on population.
public void HHFission(mobAgent h) {
int temp = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(2, 7);
h.population = h.population - temp; //reduce natal HH by 2-7 people
if (h.population - temp < 2) {System.out.println("HHFission reduced pop to deadly
level of " + (h.population - temp));}
adjustNumPlots(h); //update number of plots
addHH(temp);
}
public void shuffleAgents() {
SimUtilities.shuffle(HHList);
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
//System.out.println("HH num,pop,num farms");
SimInit init = new SimInit();
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mobModel model = new mobModel();
init.loadModel(model,"/Users/meghannobrien/jbproject/mobsuccession/src/mobsuccessio
n/mobParams.txt",true);
//No parameter sheet :
//init.loadModel(model, null, false);
// schedule.scheduleActionAtEnd(dRecorder, "writeToFile");
}
}
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APPENDIX 4: A S-B MODEL EXCEL MACRO

Sub macro1()
'A is the array that holds the sums of the columns
'L is a line from the file
't is the right side of the line
Dim A(6000, 60) As Long, L As String, t As String
'i, j, k are loop variables. i goes throught the number of columns
'j counts the number of runs
'k is the number of lines in a run
'x is the length of right side of a line
'y is the length of the individual column entry
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer, x As Integer, y As Double
'numColumns is the number of columns in our datafile
'numRows is the number of rows in each run
Dim numColumns As Integer, numRows As Integer
numColumns = 12
junkColumns = 3 'throw away first three columns of each row
numRows = 6000
'R is the row we're inserting the summary data into at the end of our macro run
Dim R As Integer
R = numRows + 20
'#1 is the name of the file we're opening
Open "harddrive:Users:meghannobrien:Desktop:MOB:data output:farm25-7.csv" For
Input As #1
j=0
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'Ignore the first 16 lines of the file
For Index = 1 To 16
Line Input #1, L
'put a Line into L, we don't do anything with it, though
Next Index
'break up line 17(labels) and put it in SS:
Line Input #1, L
If j = 0 Then
x = Len(L)

'Put line 17 into L
'Only need to label stuff once
'x is the length of the line

For i = 1 To (numColumns - 1) 'loop through the columns. this is 54 because that's
the number of commas (delimiters) between columns
t = Right(L, x)

'extracts the right part of the line that hasn't been processed yet

y = InStr(1, t, ",", 1)

'gets the length from the beginning of t to the end of the column

Cells(1, i) = Left(t, y - 1)

'adds the column into the array

x=x-y

'subtracts that column out of the line

Next i

'continue i loop

Cells(1, numColumns) = Right(t, x)

'add the last column into the array

End If
'Throw away run number 1 which is junk
Line Input #1, L
Do While Not EOF(1)
For k = 1 To numRows
Line Input #1, L
x = Len(L)

'do this for the whole file
'loop through the next 6000 lines in the file

'get a line in L
'x is the length of the line

For i = 1 To junkColumns
t = Right(L, x)
'extracts the right part of the line that hasn't been processed yet
y = InStr(1, t, ",", 1)
'gets the length from the beginning of t to the end of the
column
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x=x-y
Next i

'subtracts that column out of the line
'continue i loop

For i = (1 + junkColumns) To (numColumns - 1) 'loop through the columns. this is
11 because that's the number of commas (delimiters) between columns
t = Right(L, x)
'extracts the right part of the line that hasn't been processed yet
y = InStr(1, t, ",", 1)
'gets the length from the beginning of t to the end of the column
Cells(4, 1) = Val(Left(t, y - 1))
A(k, i) = A(k, i) + Val(Left(t, y - 1))
'adds the column into the array
x=x-y
'subtracts that column out of the line
Next i
'continue i loop
A(k, numColumns) = A(k, numColumns) + Val(Right(t, x))
into the array
Next k

'continue k loop

j=j+1

'increment the number of runs

Loop

'continue the while not EOF loop

line1:
Close #1

'add the last column

'label?
'close the file

For k = 1 To numRows

'loop through the lines again

For i = (1 + junkColumns) To numColumns

'loop throught the columns again

Cells(k + 2, i) = A(k, i) / j 'Put the avg in the Cells in the Spreadsheet
Next i

'continue i loop

Next k

'continue k loop

Cells(R, 1) = "Number of Runs:"
Cells(R, 2) = j

'Put the number of runs into the next line

End Sub
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APPENDIX 5: SUCCESSION MODEL EXCEL MACRO

Sub macro1()
'A is the array that holds the sums of the columns
'L is a line from the file
't is the right side of the line
Dim a(6500, 60) As Double
Dim L As String
Dim t As String
'i, j, k are loop variables. i goes throught the number of columns
'j counts the number of runs
'k is the number of lines in a run
'x is the length of right side of a line
'y is the length of the individual column entry
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer, x As Integer, y As Integer
'numColumns is the number of columns in our datafile
'numRows is the number of rows in each run
Dim numColumns As Integer, numRows As Integer
numColumns = 22
junkColumns = 3 'throw away first three columns of each row
numRows = 6500
'R is the row we're inserting the summary data into at the end of our macro run
Dim R As Integer
R = numRows + 35
'#1 is the name of the file we're opening
Open "harddrive:Users:meghannobrien:Desktop:MOB:data output:original1.csv" For
Input As #1
j=0
i=0
Dim m As Integer
Dim n As Integer
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For m = 1 To numRows
For n = 1 To numColumns
a(m, n) = 0
Next n
Next m
'Ignore the first 27 lines of the file
For Index = 1 To 27
Line Input #1, L
'put a Line into L, we don't do anything with it, though
Next Index
'break up labels and put them in SS:
Line Input #1, L

'Put line 28 into L

If j = 0 Then
'Only need to label stuff once
x = Len(L)
'x is the length of the line
For i = 1 To (numColumns - 1) 'loop through the columns. this is 54 because that's
the number of commas (delimiters) between columns
t = Right(L, x)
'extracts the right part of the line that hasn't been processed yet
y = InStr(1, t, ",", 1)
'gets the length from the beginning of t to the end of the column
Cells(1, i) = Left(t, y - 1)
'adds the column into the array
x=x-y
'subtracts that column out of the line
Next i
'continue i loop
Cells(1, numColumns) = Right(t, x)
'add the last column into the array
End If
'Throw away run number 1 which is junk
Line Input #1, L
'Debugging output
Cells(3, 1) = "Run"
Cells(3, 2) = "Row/Step"
Do While Not EOF(1) 'do this for the whole file
'Cells(4, 1) = j
For k = 1 To numRows
'loop through the next 6000 lines in the file
Line Input #1, L
'get a line in L
x = Len(L)
'x is the length of the line
For i = 1 To junkColumns
t = Right(L, x)
'extracts the right part of the line that hasn't been processed yet
y = InStr(1, t, ",", 1)
'gets the length from the beginning of t to the end of the
column
x=x-y
'subtracts that column out of the line
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Next i

'continue i loop

For i = (1 + junkColumns) To (numColumns - 1) 'loop through the columns
t = Right(L, x)
'extracts the right part of the line that hasn't been processed yet
y = InStr(1, t, ",", 1)
'gets the length from the beginning of t to the end of the column
'Cells(4, 1) = k
a(k, i) = a(k, i) + Val(Left(t, y - 1))
'adds the column into the array
'Cells(k, i) = a(k, i)
x=x-y
'subtracts that column out of the line
Next i
'continue i loop
a(k, numColumns) = a(k, numColumns) + Val(Right(t, x))
the array
Next k
'continue k loop
j=j+1
'increment the number of runs
Loop

'add the last column into

'continue the while not EOF loop

line1:
'label?
Close #1
'close the file
For k = 1 To numRows
'loop through the lines again
For i = (1 + junkColumns) To numColumns 'loop throught the columns again
Cells(k + 2, i) = (a(k, i) / j) 'Put the avg in the Cells in the Spreadsheet
Next i
'continue i loop
Next k
'continue k loop
Cells(R, 1) = "Number of Runs:"
Cells(R, 2) = j
'Put the number of runs into the next line
End Sub
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